
U.S. Department of Justice 

Federal Bureau of Investigation 

Washington, D.C. 20535 

Janaury 17, 2020 

MR. JASON LEOPOLD 
BUZZFEED NEWS 
7TH FLOOR 
1630 CONNECTICUT AVENUE NW 
WASHINGTON, DC 20009 

FOIPA Request No.: 1432673-000 
Civil Action No.: 19-cv-01278 
Subject: All 302’s of individuals who were 
questioned/interviewed by FBI Agents working for the 
Office of Special Counsel Robert Mueller 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

The enclosed documents were reviewed under the Freedom of Information/Privacy Acts (FOIPA), Title 5, 
United States Code, Section 552/552a.  Below you will find checked boxes under applicable statutes for the 
exemptions asserted to protect information exempt from disclosure.  The appropriate exemptions are noted on the 
processed pages next to redacted information.  In addition, a deleted page information sheet was inserted to indicate 
where pages were withheld entirely pursuant to applicable exemptions.  An Explanation of Exemptions is enclosed to 
further explain justification for withheld information. 

Section 552 Section 552a 

(b)(1) (b)(7)(A) (d)(5)

(b)(2) (b)(7)(B) (j)(2)

(b)(3) (b)(7)(C) (k)(1)

Federal Rules of (b)(7)(D) (k)(2)

Criminal Procedure 6(e) (b)(7)(E) (k)(3)

50 U.S.C § 3024(i) (b)(7)(F) (k)(4)

(b)(4) (b)(8) (k)(5)

(b)(5) (b)(9) (k)(6)

(b)(6) (k)(7)

222 pages were reviewed and 169 pages are being released. 

 Deletions were made by the Department of Justice/Office of Information Policy. To appeal those 
denials, please write directly to that agency. 

Please see the paragraphs below for relevant information specific to your request and the enclosed FBI 
FOIPA Addendum for standard responses applicable to all requests.  

 Document(s) were located which originated with, or contained information concerning, other 
Government Agency (ies) [OGA]. 

 This information has been referred to the OGA(s) for review and direct response to you. 

 We are consulting with another agency.  The FBI will correspond with you regarding this information 
when the consultation is completed. 



Please refer to the enclosed FBI FOIPA Addendum for additional standard responses applicable to your 
request.  “Part 1” of the Addendum includes standard responses that apply to all requests.  “Part 2” includes 
additional standard responses that apply to all requests for records on individuals.  “Part 3” includes general 

information about FBI records that you may find useful.  Also enclosed is our Explanation of Exemptions.   

Although your request is in litigation, we are required by law to provide you the following information: 

You may file an appeal by writing to the Director, Office of Information Policy (OIP), United States 
Department of Justice, Sixth Floor, 441 G Street, NW, Washington, D.C. 20001, or you may submit an appeal 
through OIP's FOIA online portal by creating an account on the following website: 
https://www.foiaonline.gov/foiaonline/action/public/home.  Your appeal must be postmarked or electronically 
transmitted within ninety (90) days from the date of this letter in order to be considered timely.  If you submit your 
appeal by mail, both the letter and the envelope should be clearly marked “Freedom of Information Act Appeal.”  
Please cite the FOIPA Request Number assigned to your request so it may be easily identified. 

You may seek dispute resolution services by contacting the Office of Government Information Services 
(OGIS).  The contact information for OGIS is as follows: Office of Government Information Services, National 
Archives and Records Administration, 8601 Adelphi Road-OGIS, College Park, Maryland 20740-6001, e-mail at 
ogis@nara.gov; telephone at 202-741-5770; toll free at 1-877-684-6448; or facsimile at 202-741-5769.  Alternatively, 
you may contact the FBI’s FOIA Public Liaison by emailing foipaquestions@fbi.gov.  If you submit your dispute 
resolution correspondence by email, the subject heading should clearly state “Dispute Resolution Services.”  Please 
also cite the FOIPA Request Number assigned to your request so it may be easily identified. 

Please direct any further inquiries about this case to the Attorney representing the Government in this 
matter.  Please use the FOIPA Request Number and/or Civil Action Number in all correspondence or inquiries 
concerning your request. 

 See additional information which follows. 

Sincerely, 

David M. Hardy 
Section Chief 
Record/Information 
  Dissemination Section 
Information Management Division 

Enclosures 
Additional Information: 

In response to your Freedom of Information/Privacy Acts (FOIPA) request, enclosed is a processed copy of 
Bates Stamped documents, FBI (19-cv-1278)-1440 through FBI (19-cv-1278)-1661. The enclosed documents 
represent the fourth interim release of information responsive to your request. To minimize costs to both you and the 
FBI, duplicate copies of the same document were not processed. 

Revisions were made to withholdings in documents previously released to you. Enclosed is an updated copy 
of Bates Stamped document FBI (19-cv-1278)-1045. 



FBI FOIPA Addendum 

As referenced in our letter responding to your Freedom of Information/Privacy Acts (FOIPA) request, the FBI FOIPA Addendum 
includes information applicable to your request.  Part 1 of the Addendum includes standard responses that apply to all 
requests.  Part 2 includes additional standard responses that apply to all requests for records on individuals.  Part 3 includes 
general information about FBI records.  For questions regarding Parts 1, 2, or 3, visit the www.fbi.gov/foia website under 
“Contact Us.”  Previously mentioned appeal and dispute resolution services are also available at the web address.   

Part 1: The standard responses below apply to all requests: 

(i) 5 U.S.C. § 552(c).  Congress excluded three categories of law enforcement and national security records from the

requirements of the FOIA [5 U.S.C. § 552(c) (2006 & Supp. IV (2010)].  FBI responses are limited to those records
subject to the requirements of the FOIA.  Additional information about the FBI and the FOIPA can be found on the
www.fbi.gov/foia website.

(ii) National Security/Intelligence Records.  The FBI can neither confirm nor deny the existence of national security and

foreign intelligence records pursuant to FOIA exemptions (b)(1), (b)(3), and PA exemption (j)(2) as applicable to requests
for records about individuals [5 U.S.C. §§ 552/552a (b)(1), (b)(3), and (j)(2); 50 U.S.C § 3024(i)(1)].  The mere
acknowledgment of the existence or nonexistence of such records is itself a classified fact protected by FOIA exemption
(b)(1) and/or would reveal intelligence sources, methods, or activities protected by exemption (b)(3) [50 USC §
3024(i)(1)].  This is a standard response and should not be read to indicate that national security or foreign intelligence
records do or do not exist.

Part 2: The standard responses below apply to all requests for records on individuals: 

(i) Requests for Records about any Individual—Watch Lists.  The FBI can neither confirm nor deny the existence of

any individual’s name on a watch list pursuant to FOIA exemption (b)(7)(E) and PA exemption (j)(2) [5 U.S.C. §§
552/552a (b)(7)(E), (j)(2)].  This is a standard response and should not be read to indicate that watch list records do or
do not exist.

(ii) Requests for Records for Incarcerated Individuals.  The FBI can neither confirm nor deny the existence of records

which could reasonably be expected to endanger the life or physical safety of any incarcerated individual pursuant to
FOIA exemptions (b)(7)(E), (b)(7)(F), and PA exemption (j)(2) [5 U.S.C. §§ 552/552a (b)(7)(E), (b)(7)(F), and (j)(2)].
This is a standard response and should not be read to indicate that such records do or do not exist.

Part 3: General Information: 

(i) Record Searches. The Record/Information Dissemination Section (RIDS) searches for reasonably described records by

searching those systems or locations where responsive records would reasonably be found.  A reasonable search
normally consists of a search for main files in the Central Records System (CRS), an extensive system of records
consisting of applicant, investigative, intelligence, personnel, administrative, and general files compiled and maintained by
the FBI in the course of fulfilling law enforcement, intelligence, and administrative functions.  The CRS spans the entire FBI
organization and encompasses the records of FBI Headquarters (FBIHQ), FBI Field Offices, and FBI Legal Attaché Offices
(Legats) worldwide and includes Electronic Surveillance (ELSUR) records.  For additional information about our record
searches visit www.fbi.gov/services/information-management/foipa/requesting-fbi-records.

(ii) FBI Records.  Founded in 1908, the FBI carries out a dual law enforcement and national security mission.  As part of this

dual mission, the FBI creates and maintains records on various subjects; however, the FBI does not maintain records on
every person, subject, or entity.

(iii) Requests for Criminal History Records or Rap Sheets.  The Criminal Justice Information Services (CJIS) Division

provides Identity History Summary Checks – often referred to as a criminal history record or rap sheets.  These criminal
history records are not the same as material in an investigative “FBI file.”  An Identity History Summary Check is a
listing of information taken from fingerprint cards and documents submitted to the FBI in connection with arrests, federal
employment, naturalization, or military service.  For a fee, individuals can request a copy of their Identity History
Summary Check.  Forms and directions can be accessed at www.fbi.gov/about-us/cjis/identity-history-summary-checks.
Additionally, requests can be submitted electronically at www.edo.cjis.gov.  For additional information, please contact
CJIS directly at (304) 625-5590.

(iv) The National Name Check Program (NNCP).  The mission of NNCP is to analyze and report information in response to

name check requests received from federal agencies, for the purpose of protecting the United States from foreign and
domestic threats to national security.  Please be advised that this is a service provided to other federal agencies.  Private
citizens cannot request a name check.



EXPLANATION OF EXEMPTIONS 

SUBSECTIONS OF TITLE 5, UNITED STATES CODE, SECTION 552 

(b)(1) (A) specifically authorized under criteria established by an Executive order to be kept secret in the interest of national defense or foreign

policy and (B) are in fact properly classified to such Executive order;

(b)(2) related solely to the internal personnel rules and practices of an agency; 

(b)(3) specifically exempted from disclosure by statute (other than section 552b of this title), provided that such statute (A) requires that the matters 

be withheld from the public in such a manner as to leave no discretion on issue, or (B) establishes particular criteria for withholding or refers 

to particular types of matters to be withheld; 

(b)(4) trade secrets and commercial or financial information obtained from a person and privileged or confidential; 

(b)(5) inter-agency or intra-agency memorandums or letters which would not be available by law to a party other than an agency in litigation with 

the agency; 

(b)(6) personnel and medical files and similar files the disclosure of which would constitute a clearly unwarranted invasion of personal  privacy; 

(b)(7) records or information compiled for law enforcement purposes, but only to the extent that the production of such law enforcement records or 

information ( A ) could reasonably be expected to interfere with enforcement proceedings, ( B ) would deprive a person of a right to a fair 

trial or an impartial adjudication, ( C ) could reasonably be expected to constitute an unwarranted invasion of personal  privacy, ( D ) could 

reasonably be expected to disclose the identity of confidential source, including a State, local, or foreign agency or authority or any private 

institution which furnished information on a confidential basis, and, in the case of record or information compiled by a criminal law 

enforcement authority in the course of a criminal investigation, or by an agency conducting a lawful national security intelligence 

investigation, information furnished by a confidential source, ( E ) would disclose techniques and procedures for law enforcement 

investigations or prosecutions, or would disclose guidelines for law enforcement investigations or prosecutions if such disclosure could 

reasonably be expected to risk circumvention of the law, or ( F ) could reasonably be expected to endanger the life or physical safety of any 

individual; 

(b)(8) contained in or related to examination, operating, or condition reports prepared by, on behalf of, or for the use of an agency responsible for 

the regulation or supervision of financial institutions; or 

(b)(9) geological and geophysical information and data, including maps, concerning wells. 

SUBSECTIONS OF TITLE 5, UNITED STATES CODE, SECTION 552a 

(d)(5) information compiled in reasonable anticipation of a civil action proceeding; 

(j)(2) material reporting investigative efforts pertaining to the enforcement of criminal law including efforts to prevent, control,  or reduce crime 

or apprehend criminals; 

(k)(1) information which is currently and properly classified pursuant to an Executive order in the interest of the national defense or foreign policy, 

for example, information involving intelligence sources or methods; 

(k)(2) investigatory material compiled for law enforcement purposes, other than criminal, which did not result in loss of a right, benefit or privilege 

under Federal programs, or which would identify a source who furnished information pursuant to a promise that his/her identity would be 

held in confidence; 

(k)(3) material maintained in connection with providing protective services to the President of the United States or any other individual pursuant to 

the authority of Title 18, United States Code, Section 3056; 

(k)(4) required by statute to be maintained and used solely as statistical records; 

(k)(5) investigatory material compiled solely for the purpose of determining suitability, eligibility, or qualifications for Federal civilian 

employment or for access to classified information, the disclosure of which would reveal the identity of the person who furnished 

information pursuant to a promise that his/her identity would be held in confidence; 

(k)(6) testing or examination material used to determine individual qualifications for appointment or promotion in Federal Government service the 

release of which would compromise the testing or examination process; 

(k)(7) material used to determine potential for promotion in the armed services, the disclosure of which would reveal the identity of the person who 

furnished the material pursuant to a promise that his/her identity would be held in confidence. 

FBI/DOJ 
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FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

Date of cnlt} 09/05/2018 

(U) On 07/13/2018 Special Agents_l __________ land,__ ___________. 
with Assistant Special Counsel Aaron Zelinsky participated in an attorney
proffer with Counsel for..._ ____________________ __. and 

The notes are attached as a lA. 

lmcstig,itionon 07/13/2018 at Washington, District Of Columbia, United States (In Person) 

File Ii Date drafted 0 8 / 27/2018
.,.....!:======::::::;-......_ ______________ _ 

by 

b7E 

b6 
b7C 

b7D 
b7F 

b6 

b7C 
b7E 

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the prope11y of the FBI and is loaned to your agency: it and its contents arc not 

to be distributed outside 1011r agency. FBI( 19cv 1278)-1440 
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FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

Date of cnlt} 10/21/2018 

(U) On 08/02/2018 Special Agent� Intelligence Analyst 

I !
FBI Linguistl._ _________ � Assistant Special Counsel

Aaron Zelinsky and Senior Assistant Special Counsel Jeannie Rhee 
interviewed PETR AVEN (AVEN) I I at the Special Counsel's
Office in Washington, DC. AVEN's counsel, Ryan Junck, ! I and

._ ______ ___.lwere present. ASC Zelinksy admonished AVEN that the interview
was voluntary, the proffer agreement was based on truthfulness, AVEN could 
speak to his attorneys at anytime, and lying to a Federal Agent is a 
crime. After being advised of the identities of the interviewing officials 
and after reviewing the proffer agreement, in the presence of his 
attorneys, AVEN executed the proffer agreement, whereupon he provided the 
following information: 

b7E 

b6 

b7C 

b7D 

b7E 

b7F 

b5 per DOJ/OIP 

b3 

b7D 

b7F 

b5 per DOJ/OIP 

b6 

b7C 

b7D 

b7F 

,,_ .. _-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-�t..�5 per DOJ /OIP

lmcstig,itionon 08/02/2018 at Washington, District Of Columbia, United States (In Person)

File Ii I Date drafte d  O 8 / 09/2018

by 
i'-"'I _____ ____._ ___________ _ 

b6 

b7C 

b7D 

b7F 

b6 

b7C 

b7E 

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the prope11y of the FBI and is loaned to your agency: it and its contents arc not 
to be distributed outside 1011r agency. FBI( 19cv 1278)-1441 



FD-302a (RcY. 05-08-IO) 

ContinuationofFD-'.lfl2of (U) Interview of Petr Aven .On _0_ 8_/_0_2_/_2_0_1_8_ . Page 

(U) AVEN met with OFFICIAL 1 three to four times last vearJ

I 

2 of 8 

b5 per 

b5 per 

�s per 

b5 per 

b5 per 

b5 per 

b7E 

DOJ/OIP 

b6 
b7C 

b7D 

b7F 

DOJ/OIP 

b6 
b7C 

b7D 

b7F 

DOJ/OIP 

b6 

b7C 
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b7F 

DOJ/OIP 

DOJ/OIP 

b6 
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b7F 

DOJ/OIP 

b6 
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b7F 

b5 per DOJ/OIP 

b6 
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b7D 

b7F 

.o5 per DOJ/OIP 

b6 

b7C 
b7D 

b7F 

FBI(19cv1278)-1442 



b7E 
FD-1fl2a (Re,. 05-flR-lO) 

ContinuationofFD-'.lfl2of (U) Interview of Petr Aven .On _0_8_/_0_2_/_2_0_1_8_ . Page 3 of 8 

r----------------------------------------bS per DOJ/OIP 

b6 
b7C 
b7D 
b7F 

b5 per DOJ/OIP 

._r========================================================================---__JI bS per DOJ/OIP 

(U) I I I 
I 

(U) AVEN and OFFICIAL 1 usually meet once per quarter. I

I 
I I 

b5 per 

[bS pe 

b6 
b7C 
b7D 
b7F 

DOJ/OIP 
b6 
b7C 
b7D 
b7F 

r DOJ/OIP 

b6 
b7C 
b7D 
b7F 

bS per DOJ/OIP 
b6 
b7C 
b7D 
b7F 

bS per DOJ/OIP 

b6 
b7C 
b7D 
b7F 

bS per DOJ/OIP 

b3 
b6 
b7C 
b7D 
b7F 

FBI(19cv1278)-1443 



FD-302a (RcY. 05-08-IO) 

ContinuationofFD-'.lfl2of (U) Interview of Petr Aven .On _0_ 8_/_0_2_/_2_0_1_8_ . Page 
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bS per DOJ/OIP 
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FBI(19cv1278)-1444 



FD-1fl2a (Re,. 05-flR-lO) 

ContinuationofFD-'.lfl2of (U) Interview of Petr Aven .On _0_ 8_/_0_2_/_2_0_1_8_ . Page 

I I 

I 

(U) During the 4th quarter of 2016, AVEN was aware of the media

b7E 

5 of 8 

b5 per DOJ/OIP 

b3 
b6 
b7C 
b7D 
b7F 
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bS per DOJ/OIP 
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b5 pe 
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b6 
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b7F 

,---------, b5 per DOJ/OIP discussions of Russian interference in the U.S. Election.

bS per DOJ/OIP 
b6 
b7C 
b7D 
b7E 
b7F 

FBI( 19cv1278)-1445 



FD-302a (RcY. 05-08-IO) 

ContinuationofFD-'.lfllof (U) Interview of Petr Aven .On 
-----------------------

b7E 

_0_ 8_/_0_2_/_2_0_1_8_ . Page 6 of 8 

(U) OFFICIAL 1 never mentioned specifics and never mentioned interference
in the U.S. Election. I b� per DOJ/OIP 

I I 

!OFFICIAL 1 was skeptical AVEN could succeed.

bS 

I 

b6 
b7C 
b7D 
b7F 

per DOJ/OIP 

b6 
b7C 
b7D 
b7F 

bS per DOJ/OIP 
-------

(U) AVEN took steps to make this happen by talking to BURTI �nd 
....,. ___ ..,....-�---,expressinq his desire to build relationships with the Administration.I I b6 

I I lrn Luxembourq, Ll's board I b7C 

AVEN spoke with BURTI 

b7D 
b7F I 

!During a break,

bS per DOJ/OIP 

b3 
b6 
b7C 
b7D 
b7F 

FBI(19cv1278)-1446 
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FD-1fl2a (Re,. 05-flR-lO) 

ContinuationofFD-'.lfllof (U) Interview of Petr Aven .On _0_8_/_0_2_/_2_0_1_8_ . Page 7 of 8 
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----------------------
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b3 

b6 
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b7D 
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(U) In December 201��----,---,--------------------.-1I
AVEN 

attended the Oligarch meeting with OFFICIAL 1. bS per DOJ/OIP 

attendee list is 50 people.] 

I 
IThe meeting occurs in the Kremlin and the 

b6 
b7C 
b7D 
b7F 

I 

bS per DOJ/OIP 

I
�� AVE

:
•
: 

1st ouarte
: 

:eeti
:
a of 2017 with QFFICIA�F

��rc=I=A�L,........,i...-a-s�k-e-a,........i-£-�1 ��c 
::rr:::'EN ha een success uT in is struggle against sanctions. AVEN said he b7D 
had no communications with the TRUMP Campaign.�I.;.......;;;..;;;;.;..;..;;..;;;.;;;..;;..;;.;;.;;..;......=..;..;;;.;;.;....;�=.....;.;..;;..--. b7F 

FBI(19cv1278)-1447 



FD-302a (RcY. 05-08-IO) 

ContinuationofFD-'.lfllof (U) Interview of Petr Aven .On 
-----------------------

_0_ 8_/_0_2_/_2_0_1_8_ . Page 

b7E 

8 of 8 

b5 per DOJ/OIP 

b6 

b7C 
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b7F 

b5 per DOJ/OIP 

b6 

b7C 
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b7F 

U AVEN rela ed to OFFICIAL 2 that he was sub oenaed b5 per DOJ/OIP 
_ ....... _..__. .................................................................................................................................................................................... ___________ .... 

a so o 

ing up a if AVEN 

represented the Kremlin in setting up the back-channel. OFFICIAL 2 showed 

□D emoti o□ AVf.N thqqqht OF'F'Tr.TAT 2 did not care too much .j ________ _.
I b':i per 

b6 
b7C 

b7D 
b7F 

DOJ/OIP 

b6 
b7C 

b7D 
b7F 

FBI(19cv1278)-1448 
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UNCLASSIFIED//FOUO 
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On Wednesday, 17 October 2018, Robert FORESMAN was interviewed in a 
conference room at Gibson, Dunn and Crutcher's Washington, DC office, 1050 
Connecticut Avenue, NW, Washington, DC, 20036. From the Special Counsel's 
Office were Senior Assistant Special Counsel Jeannie Rhee, Senior 
Assistant Special Counsel L. Rush Atkinson, FBI Special Agent 

------
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FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

Date of cnlt} 06/20/2017 

(U) On or about 06/09/2017 Special Agent ___________ and Special
Agent! !interviewed Denis Klimentov (Klimentov), DOB_! _____ _.
in the U.S. Customs and Border Protection secondary inspection area 
located in Terminal 1 of the John F. Kennedy International Airport. CBP 
Officer I I was in the vicinity, but did not participate in the 
interview. 

I 

(U) Upon introducing himself, SA! I asked Klimentov if he would
be willing to meet with the agents at some other time during his stay
in the U.S. because the secondary inspection area was not the best
place to have a conversation. SAi I suggested he could buy
Klimentov dinner and he and the agents could talk at that time.
Klimentov stated SAi ldid not have to buy him dinner, but said
meeting would not be a problem. Klimentov said he was leaving on
Monday and he would be staying in Katonah, New York. He was in the U.
S. to visit�l ________ land planned to spend most of his time I I

(U) Klimentov then asked if this meeting was something he had to do.
SAi 

I said it was. Klimentov said he had nothing to hide. SA 

I I told Klimentov he wanted to talk about the New Economic 
School ("NES") and Carter Page (Page). SAi I showed Klimentov a 
copy of a CNN news article titled "Russia Tried to Use Trump Advisers 
to Infiltrate Campaign" in which Klimentov was quoted. 

(U) Klimentov said he was staying with

---.....-----....... ----------------------

During the interview, 
SA asked if Klimentov had someone waiting to pick him up, and 
stated the agents did not want to keep anyone waiting. Klimentov said 
he was renting a vehicle. 

(U) After being advised of the nature of the interview and the identity of
the interviewing agents Klimentov provided the following information:

(U) Klimentov was not employed by NES during the time in which the
school would have been conducting a search for candidates to speak at

06/09/2017 m New York, New York, United States (In Person) 
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its 2016 commencement ceremony, but Klimentov was in the process of 

negotiating with NES for his position of employment. Klimentov began 

working for NES in the fall of 2016. As an employee of NES, Klimentov 

works most closely with the NES rector, Shlomo Weber. Formerly, 

Klimentov was employed at the Eurasia Foundation in Washington, D.C. 

(U) Based on what he knew about the selection process for the 2017

commencement speaker, the decision to invite Page in 2016 was likely

made by a committee of five to six people including Weber, a provost,

and an individual from the finance department. NES did not have to

seek approval from its board of directors to invite Page, nor did it

have to obtain approval from the Russian government. Klimentov

believed Page may have been considered as a candidate based on input

from Weber and/or from a U.S. based member of an NES alumni club.

(U) Weber invited Klimentov to attend the July 2016 NES commencement

ceremony. Though Klimentov was not an official employee, Weber wanted

Klimentov to attend the event. Referring to Page, Weber told Klimentov

that NES had an interesting character coming in. Klimentov attended

the ceremony and even arrived early on the day of event.

(U) Klimentov stated when Russians learned of Page's involvement in

the Trump Campaign in March 2016, the excitement was palpable. During

Page's trip to Russia, Russians asked Page many questions. They wanted

to know about U.S. sanctions against Russia and wanted his predictions

regarding U.S.-Russia relations. Page made it clear he was in Russia

as a private citizen and not part of the Trump Campaign. Late in the

summer of 2016, Page informed NES that he was taking a leave of

absence from his involvement in the Trump Campaign. And, when Page

returned to Russia in December 2016, Page made his status with respect

to the Trump Campaign clear. Klimentov stated Page deserves credit for

doing so.

(U) NES did not set up any meetings between Page and Russian

government officials. Klimentov did not know of any extensive meetings

between Russian government officials and Page in July 2016. Klimentov

noted some NES alumni are Russian government officials and Page could

have had contact with them at the commencement ceremony. Klimentov

added, outside of business hours, no one at NES would have known about

Page's activities. However, Klimentov did not think Page would have

had time to meet with anyone. Klimentov believed Page was in Russia

for two and a half days during his July 2016 trip. Page spent one day

at NES before the commencement ceremony meeting with people at the

school and was present the next day for the ceremony itself. The

commencement ceremony was a busy all-day event and it was unlikely any
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meaningful conversations occurred. Klimentov did not know if Page met 

with any Russian government officials in December 2016. 

(U) In regards to meetings with specific individuals, Klimentov did

not know of any meeting between Page and Arkady Dvorkovich

(Dvorkovich) and did not think they met. On occasion, Klimentov sees

Dvorkovich at events. Recently, the two had contact at an economic

forum in St. Petersburg, Russia.

(U) Klimentov said there was no meeting between Alexei Kudrin (Kudrin)

and Page. Klimentov described Kudrin's status as a government official

as a "grey area." Furthermore, Klimentov had no knowledge of a meeting

between Igor Sechin (Sechin) and Page. If a meeting between Sechin and

Page had occurred, Klimentov believed Page would have told everyone.

However, Klimentov stated information about a Sechin-Page meeting in

the summer of 2016 was floated by the media.

(U) According to Klimentov, Page requested to meet with the NES Board

of Directors, however, the meeting did not happen. Klimentov described

NES as Dvorkovich's special project. Klimentov said NES exists to

bring western-style thinking to Moscow. He also thought Dvorkovich was

western-leaning and progressive. [AGENT NOTE: Dvorkovich is identified

as a member of the NES Board of Directors on its website.)

(U) Page's December 2016 trip to Russia was not driven by NES. Page

wanted NES to host the event, but the school did not have adequate

space to do so. Once news of the event spread, phones at NES were

ringing off the hook. Rossiya-Segodny held the event at their offices.

Page contacted Rossiya-Segodny on his own and Rossiya-Segodny jumped

on the idea as a result of the huge interest surrounding Page. During

the December 2016 trip, Page wanted to hold a press conference and

requested Shlomo Weber to introduce him. Weber did so.

(U) Page does not have an ongoing relationship with NES, but he tried

to create one. For example, Page wanted to teach at NES and he was

writing a paper to promote the school. Additionally, Page discussed

creating a think tank with NES. Page said he would try to bring funds

to NES and told NES he talked with some people in Washington, D.C.

There was no discussion that the Russian government would provide

funding to Page for the think tank. On one occasion, Klimentov met

with Page in New York to discuss Page's ability to bring funding to

NES.

(U) NES does not receive funding from the Russian government and the

school is in financial need. The U.S. sanctions against Russia are 

having an impact on the school's ability to raise funds. Nonetheless,
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Klimentov believes things are changing. Klimentov wants NES to 
approach western donors s uch as the Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation. 

(U) Page and Shlomo Weber met in July and December of 2016. I I 

(U) Personally, Klimentov's last contact with Page was a couple weeks
prior to the date of the present interview. Page sends Klimentov
updates on his coverage in the news media. For example, Page sent
Klimentov a link to a CNBC interview/article featuring himself.
Klimentov believes Page has been caught up in a bad situation or
nightmarish scenario. He does not think Page did anything wrong.
Furthermore, Klimentov does not think Page was a conduit between the
Russian government and the Trump Campaign. Klimentov said Trump barely
knew Page. Klimentov added he did not think Page looked like a
politician.

(U) Klimentov indicated he would be willing to meet with the agents on
one of his future trips to the U.S. Klimentov visits the U.S. every
few months! He provided his U.S. telephone number
as follows:! _________ _
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FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

Date or entry 12/05/2018 

DMITRI KLIMENTOV(KLIMENTOV), date of birth (DOB) I "---------'� 
�t_e _l_e_p_h_o_n_e_.,! ________ ! was interviewed at his residence,! !
_I ______________ I After being advised of the identity of the
interviewing Agents and the nature of the interview, KLIMENTOV provided 
the following information: 

KLIMENTOV is in the public relations and consulting business. He has 
extensive contacts with officials and others in Russia. KLIMENTOV knows 
about CARTER PAGE (PAGE) from the media and "experience." KLIMENTOV has 
not met PAGE. When asked to explain what he meant by "experience", 
KLIMENTOV advised that his brother DENIS (DENIS KLIMENTOV) was interviewed 
by the FBI two times regarding PAGE. The KLIMENTOV brothers arranged 
media coverage for PAGE in Moscow, Russia during PAGE'S visit a few years 
ago. KLIMENTOV said they would have done this for a visitor from the 
Clinton campaign also. PAGE traveled to Moscow in or around June or July 
2016. PAGE went to Russia and spoke at commencement for the RESH school 
(an economic school in Russia). The Dean of RESH is Shlomo Weber. PAGE's 
invitation to the commencement happened because! lis supposedly 
close to PAGE and tried to push PAGE to be introduced to Russian 
officials. KLIMENTOV stated that he and DENIS KLIMENTOV thought it would 
be a good idea to set up meetings with a potential future foreign policy 
advisor to TRUMP and the Russian Foreign Ministry. 

KLIMENTOV recalls contacting MARIA ZAKHAROVA, via Facebook, who is a 
public relations representative and head of the Information Department in 
Russia's Foreign Ministry. ZAKHAROVA previously worked as a Press 
Secretary at the Russian Mission in New York. KLIMENTOV also contacted 
DMITRY PESKOV about PAGE traveling to Moscow to see if PESKOV wanted to 
introduce PAGE to any Russian Officials. There was no interest in meeting 
with PAGE. Many people did not know who PAGE was, and others believed he 
was not of importance. KLIMENTOV recalled there was email communication 
with PESKOV stating PAGE was not high-level enough to meet. KLIMENTOV is 
close with PESKOV and has contact with him approximately three or four 
times per month. 
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DENIS KLIMENTOV told KLIMENTOV that while PAGE was in Russia, he tried 

to keep his connections to the Trump Campaign quiet and that the trip was 

in a personal capacity. KLIMENTOV was skeptical of PAGE and did not 

believe that PAGE was really that important. No meetings between PAGE and 

any Russian Officials occurred. 

DENIS KLIMENTOV told KLIMENTOV that PAGE may have shook hands in 

passing with First Vice Premier ARK.ADY DVORKOVICH. KLIMENTOV was not sure 

if this was on PAGE's July trip or his December trip to Moscow. KLIMENTOV 

did not know if PAGE met DVORKOVICH again. 

KLIMENTOV was not involved in helping DENIS KLIMENTOV set up media for 

PAGE's December trip, but KLIMENTOV provided his media contacts to DENIS 

KLIMENTOV. 

KLIMENTOV did not believe PAGE met with IGOR SECHIN. KLIMENTOV did not 

think the meeting would have occurred because SECHIN is the number two 

person in Russia. 

KLIMENTOV has never heard of or met SERGEY YATSENKO, 
....__________ ____. 

KLIMENTOV was shown a copy of an 07/06/2016 email exchanged between 

KLIMENTOV, DENIS KLIMENTOV and PESKOV. KLIMENTOV recalled the 

email. DENIS KLIMENTOV sent it to PESKOV and KLIMENTOV got the 

response. There was a followup email to this one and it advised no one 

knew of PAGE. KLIMENTOV went to his computer and printed out a copy. He 

provided it to the interviewing Agents. 
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FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

Date or entry 01/18/2018 

DOCUMENT RESTRICTED TO CASE PARTICIPANTS 

This document contains information that is restricted to case participants. 

On 8/15/2017, SA! !interviewed Andrej Krickovic at San 
Francisco International Airport. SA! !identified himself and explained 
the nature of the interview as pertaining to Krickovic's interactions with 
Carter Page at the Higher School of Economics in Moscow, Russia. 

Krickovic said that he could not talk lon since he would soon board a 

b6 

b7C 

b7E 

b6 

b7C 

fli ht to b6 

Krickovic planned to write for his work at the 
Higher School of Economics (HSE) as well. 

Krickovic told SAi !that he was expecting to have talked with the FBI

sooner. Krickovic said that one of his colleagues was interviewed by FBI 
personnel in 2017. 

Krickovic explained that he first met Page while Krickovic was an intern 
at us Embassy Moscow. Krickovic said that Page worked for Merrill Lynch at 
the time. Krickovic and Page had a mutual acquaintance who was a US 
Defense Attache at the US Embassy in Moscow, 

Krickovic said that Shlomo Weber was looking for a high-profile speaker 
for the 2016 Commencement speech for the HSE to give the school more 
exposure. Weber was aware that Page was working for the Trump campaign at 
the time and Shlomo thought this would attract more attention to the HSE. 

Krickovic described Page! !who was not able to provide a 
coherent presentation during an event at HSE. Page had a presentation on 
Iraq and energy policy which was poorly received by HSE faculty. Krickovic 
said that Page embarrassed Krickovic by discussing themes which were 
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considered propaganda and not based on fact. Krickovic said, "I don't 
think much is there," when referring to Page's trip to Moscow to visit HSE. 

Page told Krickovic that television show Vice News wanted to do an 
interview with Page in May or June 2017. 

Krickovic has a Russian cell phone number! land a Whatsapp 
account which uses this same number. Krickovic often stays with�I

------�

Krickovic stated that is available to meet with FBI agents for a more 
detailed interview upon his return to the US in December 2017 or April 
2018 when Krickovic will likely attend a political science conference, on 
or about April 14, 2018. 
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FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

Date or entry 10/20/2017 

DOCUMENT RESTRICTED TO CASE PARTICIPANTS 

This document contains information that is restricted to case participants. 

I.Mf EMF'ORCE!:1:fl!lt•'f 3EM2f'i'!V!l 

This information is the property of the FBI and may be distributed to state, tribal, 

or local government law enforcement officials with a need-to-know. Further 

distribution without FBI authorization is prohibited. Precautions should be taken to 

ensure this information is stored and/or destroyed in a manner that precludes 

unauthorized access. 

(U// E'OUG} On October 19, 2017, SSA 
telephone and left messages at her home 
phone._ _______ ____, McFarland returned 

contacted K.T. McFarland by 
and on her cell 

SSA
..._ 

_ ___.'s call from her cell 
hone, sa in she was on the street in Manhattan, on her way to meet a 

who was a former FBI em lo ee recommended by_l ____ �

(Uf/ fOUO) SSA told McFarland that 

(U // E'OUO) McFarland explained that I I 

I SSA! ltold McFarland that as --------------------------
._ __ _ 

1. 4 (b)

� 

!mcstigationon 10/19/2017 at Washington, District Of Columbia, United States (Phone)
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FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVF.STlGATfON 

Sam Patten was j_nterviewed telephonica].ly by the Office 
Counsel (�,CO} in \•iasllingt.on, D. C. Present. at the .i.:ntervie'd 

os/07/:.:010 

of Speci ,'l,._l __ ..
t•Jere ss.� .. I __ __. 

______ .... ! a.nd Prosecutor (SP) Andrew Weissmann. l,)atten vi1as

represented by atrorney Stuart Sears, Schertler & Onorato, LLP. After 
being advised of tt1e identity of the inrerviewing Agent and the nature of 
the interview, Patten provided the following information: 

Prior to beginnj_ng the interview, SP Weissmann advised Patten and his 
attorney that this telephonic interview was being conducted pursuant co 
the previously signed proffer agreement and aJ.l the protect.ions and 
req!.1irerEent.s under the px:-o.ffe:r agreernent still applied .. Patten and his 
attorney stated that they understood and concurred. 

Patten stated that he may ha.vcl I 

lH\-;,.'sil�aliDno:1 06/12/2013 ;H VYashingt.on ,.. Di:3t.rict Of Columbia, United Stz,.te:3 {Phone) 

Dat<: dt,1lkd ,) 6 i '?. 2. / 2 () 1 B 

by._l-=========-----------------------------------------
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UNCLASSIFIED//pec,o 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

Date of cnlt} 10/31/2018 

William Samuel Patten, was interviewed at the 
Office of the Special Counsel in Washington, D.C. The interviewers were 
FBI Special Agent �l _______ ____.!and Assistant Special Counsels (ASC) 
Andrew Weissmann and Jeannie S. Rhee. Present representing Patten was 
attorney Stuart Sears. After being advised of the identities of the 
interviewers and the nature of the interview, Patten provided the 
following information: 

Patten posted a statement about his guilty plea on his restricted 
FaceBook page. Patton believes thatl I 

Patten reviewed a to 
...._ ________________ ""T'" __________ ___..____. _ ____,. 

regarding travel information. ---------------' .--------------,.-------------'
Patten does not know why 

...._ ____________ __. 

Yanukovych referred to Paul Manafort and his consultants 

Patten came to the Ukraine to assist 
with the snap elections. Patten worked for ___________ in the
interests of the Opposition Bloc. After Patten entered his guilty plea, 

1wrote Patton saving that all of Patten's work was 
_____________ ____. 

for the Opposition Bloc, I I Patten had not met Manafort 
before this travel to Kyi v. I 

I Patten had worked for Yushchenko's party in Ukraine's 
..... ...,...,..,,,.----,---------' 2007 Parliamentary elections. 
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Patten rev
ri_·_e _w _e_d_a_l..._ _________________ _,lto Patten. While in

Kyiv, Patten! Gates and Manafort. They ran 
parallel campaigns but there was very little coordination. Patten sent 
his materials through._ ___________________ __, Patten does 
not know if the materials were shown to Manafort or Rick Gates. Patten 
prepared his materials based upon publicly available information. 

Manafort was the big idea guy while Gates was the operations 
guy. Manafort stayed at the hotel most of the time and did not often come 
to the office. 

Patten reviewed al land Manafort ..... ----------------------,,....----------,
thatl !forwarded to Patten. Patten understood thatl I 

I PP was Petro Poroshenko, the President of the Ukraine, who 
...._ ______ __, 

had come out of the elections weaker than expected. 

Patten reviewed a a....-----.._ ______ ___.between Patten and I ! 
regarding "my edits." was editing Patten' sl..._ ____________l

._ _______________________________ .... is an oligarch. Patten would describe an 
oligarch as someone with economic and political power. I I 

Patten reviewed a I lthat had been 
forwarded to Patten byl lfor 
Davis Manafort. Former Party of Regions members felt that they were being 
politically persecuted. I !probably sent it to Patten for ideas on 
how to get coverage of the issue. might have 

---------------

been for a proposed press tour to get media coverage. 

Patten reviewed al !between Patten and

I 
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his work or contact under FARA. 
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Patten did not report 

Patten reviewed a I I in response to a news 
.__ ____ ...,.... ___________________________ __,article that Patten had sent himl 

Patten reviewed a 01/05/2017 e-mail chain between Patten and�! _____ _
and other people at the BGR Group. Patten wrote the newsletter and BGR 
sent it out. Patten included the FARA disclaimer language because he 
assumed that BGR distributed the newsletter to U.S. Government officials. 
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FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

Date of cnlt} 06/22/2018 

On or around 5/31/2018 at 6:30 PM, SAi went to the residence 
.._ ____ ,..... __ _, 

of WILLIAM SAMUEL PATTEN. PATTEN welcomed SAi into his home and 
handed SA I I his iPhone. The iPhone was unlocked I 

sAf !used his DOJ-issued iPhone to photograph! 
of._! __________ �lare attached here in a lA. 

-----------
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UNCLASSIFIED/#0tl0" 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

Date of cnlt} 

b3 

b7E 

09/26/2018 

On 9/19/2018 at 12:15 PM, WILLIAM SAMUEL PATTEN's counsel, Stuart Sears 

sent SSA a PDF containing screenshots of what appears to be b6 

The PDF b7A 
-----------------------------------------

b7C was and PATTEN 
--.....1---------------------------------------

T he PDF of these 

screenshots is attached here as a lA. 
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UNCLASSIFIED//� 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

Date or entry 07/19/2017 

(U) Anatoli Samochornov, date of birth (DOB)I I telephone 
.__ _____ ___.at r----7 number was interviewed at his residence located L__J 

,_ __________________ _.New York 10989 by Special Agents I;--�
After being advised of the identity of the 

interviewing agents and the nature of the interview, Samochornov provided 
the following information: 

(U) Samochornov told the interviewing agents he had some scotch before
they arrived at his house. [Agent note: The agents observed a half-full 
glass of scotch on the table beside Samochornov.] 

(U) Samochornov planned to retain legal counsel and wanted an
opportunity to talk with the Special Counsel. Prior to the interviewing 
agents' arrival, Samochornov made an appointment to meet with an attorney, 

t--� 
_______ ....,!address!

.-

----.....aa..a...---,! telephone number!._ ___ ___.
._ __ _.! on July 13, 2017, at 9:30am. The meeting was to be an initial 
consultation. Samochornov had not yet retained! ! Samochornov 
not sure if he should speak with an attorney before talking with the 

was 

interviewing agents. Samochornov did not think he had any liability with 
respect to the meeting between Natalia Veselnitskaya and Donald Trump 
Jr. Samochornov said he would be open with the interviewing agents and 
indicated he would stop the interview if he was uncomfortable. Samochornov 
had nothing to hide, but he did not want to cause any problems for himself 
or! !The interviewing agents informed Samochornov that he did not 
have to speak with them and that he could seek legal representation prior 
to moving forward with the interview. 

(U) [Agent note: !
the initial minutes of the interview, but left upon! 
She was an employee of the 

lwas present for 

I request. 

said she did not have a security 
.. c_l_ e_a _r_a_n_c_e ___ G_i _v _e_n __ t _h _e _ r_e _l _e_v_a_n _t _ n_ e_w _s _ s_ t_o _r_i_e .... s of the day, ! ! advised 
her supervisor thatl lhad been involved in the meeting between 
Donald Trump Jr. and

.._

_N _a _t _a_l_ i_·_a_V_e�selnitskaya. Later, j I returned to 
the interview and requested the agents show their credentials. Prior to 
beginning the interview the agents identified themselves verbally and 
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provided their business cards to Samochornov, but did not display their 
credentials.] 

(U) Samochornov informed the interviewing agents he was involved in
civil litigation with Natalia Veselnitskaya that was linked in some aspect 
to William Browder. SA! ! informed Samochornov that the interviewing 
agents were not concerned about Samochornov's involvement in the civil 
litigation. Samochornov stated Browder was known to go after people who 
opposed him and Samochornov was worried about Browder's clout. Samochornov 
believed Browder was feeding information to Senator Chuck Grassley. 
Browder identified Samochornov as a lobbyist for HRAGIF, but Samochornov 
said he was not a lobbyist. 

(U) Samochornov believed Browder was the underlying issue with respect
to the civil litigation Samochornov was hired to provide translation 
/interpretation services for. Browder played dirty and Samochornov 
recommended the interviewing agents look into him. Samochornov told the 
agents about Browder's role in influencing the United States Attorney's 
Office to initiate the civil litigation Veselnitskaya later became 
involved in. Samochornov also described Browder's role in implementing the 
Magnitsky Act. Samochornov believed Browder improperly influenced these 
events and questioned how he got away with it. 

(U) [Agent note: Over the course of the interview, it became apparent
the civil litigation Samochornov referred to at the beginning, and would 
continue to reference throughout, was United States of America v. Prevezon 
Holdings Ltd, et al. (hereinafter the "civil litigation").] 

(U) Samochornov performed translation/interpretation services as an

b3 

b7A 

b7E 

b6 

b7C 

independent contractor. Formerly he worked with! !in a b6 

partnership atl I Samochornov had not worked for b7C 

the Russian government or any Russian political party. Samochornov had no 
Russian clients. He lost business as a translator/interpreter as a result 
of the United States' sanctions on Russia. Prior to the sanctions being 
implemented, Samochornov had a lot of work with banks and government 
entities. 

(U) Samochornov described Veselnitskaya as a "chance client." He was
introduced to her by telephone number 
email address 

the time of Samochornov's introduction to Veselnitskaya in October 
2015, Samochornov had known ________________ Samochornov was 
hired by Veselnitskaya to help with depositions in the above-referenced 
civil litigation. Samochornov said Veselnitskaya also used other 

At 
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translators/interpreters. Samochornov did not know how long_l ____ lhad 
known Veselnitskaya. 

(U) Samochornov worked with Veselnitskaya in the United States in
October and November 2015 and continued to work with Veselnitskaya 
intermittently through February 2016. This work occurred through the law 
firm of Baker & Hostetler. He worked with Veselnitskaya "a fair amount" in 
blocks of days over the above-mentioned period of time. More precise 
information about the dates he worked for Veselnitskaya would be
documented in Samochornov's invoices. Samochornov identified�!

------
-.

andl I as attorneys linked to Baker & Hostetler. Baker & 
Hostetler prepared the paperwork, to include a nondisclosure agreement, 
defining the relationship between Samochornov and Veselnitskaya. 

(U) Between February 2016 and January 2017 there was a lull in activity
related to the civil litigation. Samochornov began working with 
Veselnitskaya again in 2017 as the case entered settlement negotiations. 

(U) Initially, Samochornov's communications with Veselnitskaya occurred
through Baker & Hostetler. He did not have direct communications with her 
until later in their relationship. When Samochornov began to have direct 
communications with Veselnitskaya, it was mostly through email. 
Samochornov's most recent contact with Veselnitskaya was on July 5, 2017, 
via email. In June 2017, he sent her articles, also by email. After the 
civil litigation was settled on May 15, 2017, Samochornov and 
Veselnitskaya discussed getting together in Moscow, but the trip did not 
occur. [Agent note: according to a press release from the United States 
Attorney's Office for the Southern District of New York, the civil 
litigation was settled on May 12, 2017.] 

(U) Samochornov provided the interviewing agents with two telephone
numbers and two email addresses for Veselnitskaya as follows: 

• 

• 

• 

• 

1-------....,.
___.l(Veselnitskaya's Russian telephone number.)
(Veselnitskaya's United States-based telephone number. 

--------

Samo ch or no v did not know if this was a permanent number.) 

(U) Samochornov was paid by Baker & Hostetler. On one occasion in
January 2017, Veselnitskaya directly paid Samochornov_l ________ _. 
Samochornov later deposited the money into his personal bank account. The 
payment was for his help with finding a new law firm to become involved in 
the civil litigation. This firm, called Quinn Emanuel by Samochornov, also 
received invoices from Samochornov. 
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(U) The meeting between Donald Trump Jr. and Veselnitskaya took place
at two or three in the afternoon. Prior to arriving at Trump Tower, 
Samochornov was with Veselnitskaya at a meeting at a courthouse. 
Samochornov was not informed he would be attending a meeting with Donald 
Trump Jr. or anyone associated with the Trump Campaign until the day of 
the meeting. Samochornov did not know how Veselnitskaya set up the 
meeting. He believed she treated it as an important engagement. 

(U) Before arriving at Trump Tower, Veselnitskaya, Samochornov, and
Irakli Kaveladze had lunch at Nello located near the intersection of 
Madison Avenue and East 62nd Street in Manhattan. The topic of the 
forthcoming meeting was not discussed during lunch, but there was an 
understanding as to what Veselnitskaya would talk about given her 
involvement in the civil litigation and her advocacy against the Magnitsky 
Act. 

(U) When they arrived at Trump Tower, the group (now including Rinat
Akhmetshin) was met by Rob Goldstone. Samochornov described Goldstone as a 
short guy who dressed and acted like a cast member from the Sopranos 
television show. Goldstone escorted the group through security and brought 
them to the correct floor. While inside Trump Tower, Samochornov saw 
Ivanka Trump, but did not see Donald Trump. [Agent note: During the 
interview, Samochornov referred to Goldstone as both Goldstone and 
Goldstein. ] 

(U) The meeting attendees were as follows: Donald Trump Jr., Paul
Manafort, Jared Kushner, Natalia Veselnitskaya, Anatoli Samochornov, Rinat 
Akhmetshin, and Irakli Kaveladze. Samochornov could not be certain that 
Goldstone attended the meeting. Once the meeting began, it lasted for 
approximately 20 minutes. The topic of discussion was the Magnitsky Act 
and related issues. Akhmetshin did most of the talking during the meeting. 
Veselnitskaya spoke for approximately three to four minutes. Kushner left 
the meeting five to seven minutes after it began. Manafort used his 
telephone under the table throughout the meeting. Samochornov did not take 
notes during the meeting because it was not his practice to do so while 
interpreting. 

(U) Samochornov knew Akhmetshin to be involved in public relations and
lobbying work. Akhmetshin was brought in to the civil litigation by Baker 
& Hostetler and its attorney I to do public relations work and 
research for the case. 

(U) Samochornov could not speak for other occasions, but said there was
no discussion about the 2016 United States presidential election or 
collusion between the Russian government and the Trump Campaign at the 
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meeting. There was no smoking gun according to Samochornov. There was not 
a discussion about "dirt" on Hillary Clinton. Samochornov did not think 
Hillary Clinton was mentioned by name at the meeting. Samochornov had not 
heard Veselnitskaya say anything about having "dirt" on Hillary Clinton. 
Veselnitskaya did not offer any materials during the meeting and no papers 
were exchanged. Additionally, there was no follow-up to the meeting that 
Samochornov knows about. 

(U) However, during the meeting Veselnitskaya told Donald Trump Jr. and
the other meeting attendees that the Ziff brothers were silent partners 
with William Browder and that the Ziff brothers donated illicit funds to 
democratic campaigns. Samochornov did not know if the donation(s) were 
made directly to the Clinton Campaign, the Democratic National Committee, 
or a political action committee. Once raised, the topic of the donation(s) 
was dismissed by Manafort. Veselnitskaya learned of the donation(s) 
through extensive research she had done in connection with her legal 
representation of individuals involved in the civil litigation. The 
information about the Ziff brothers was not developed just for the meeting 
with Donald Trump Jr. Samochornov told the interviewing agents that 
Veselnitskaya would seek any avenues to advance her cause. 

(U) According to Samochornov, Veselnitskaya had misplaced hopes that
the meeting attendees would be more receptive to her information. By 
informing Donald Trump Jr. of the Ziff brothers' donation(s), Samochornov 
believed Veselnitskaya was attempting to provide information that would be 
a benefit to both parties and assist with her advocacy against the 
Magnitsky Act. Samochornov said Veselnitskaya thought the information 
about the donation(s) could act as a "carrot." 

(U) Samochornov was not particularly fond of Donald Trump Jr., but
stated Donald Trump Jr. 's account of the meeting with Veselnitskaya, as 
portrayed in recent media reports, was accurate. Samochornov concurred 
with Donald Trump Jr. 's accounts of the meeting. He added, "they" were 
telling the truth. Samochornov told the interviewing agents that he would 
have contacted the FBI if he thought the meeting was nefarious. 

(U) Samochornov was not with Veselnitskaya the days before or after the
meeting. Veselnitskaya arrived in the United States on June 7th or 8th. 
Either before, but likely after the meeting with Donald Trump Jr., 
Veselnitskaya attended a HRAGIF-related movie screening in Washington, D. 
C. 

(U) Samochornov described Veselnitskaya as a good client. She paid on
time and was sympathetic to Samochornov's other commitments. She was 
outgoing and the two had a friendly relationship. Veselnitskaya had�I--� 
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(U) Samochornov did not think Veselnitskaya was an employee of the
Russian government. She was formerly a prosecutor in Moscow and that was 
where her connections were. Additionally, Veselnitskaya may have had 
connections to the Russian government through the Prosecutor General of 
Russia. She also had connections to the Russian government through Denis 
Katsyv and his father Petr Katsyv. Samochornov believed Petr Katsyv was 
formerly the Transportation Minister of the Moscow Region. 

(U) Samochornov said he did not know exactl who Veselnitskaya was and
did not know However, 

-----------------------------------------.
Samochornov said the following factors 

---------------------

• 

• 

• 

Samochornov did not discern 

Veselnitskaya was talkative and unguarded with what she said . 
Veselnitskaya appeared to be a working lawyer who lost cases and who 
had typical problems and issues. There did not appear to bel 

.__ ____________ .... I 
,__ __ .....,

• Veselnitskaya was involved in litigation in Russia that countered the
interests of 

• 
----------

Ve s el nits k a ya invited Samochornov to Moscow in June or July of 2016.
In order to travel to Russia Samochornov, still a Russian citizen, 
was re uired to wait two months to et his Russian ort renewed.

Samochornov 
L------r-----------------------......i..........;.;;.� 
thought, 

I I 
(U) and he cited this fact as one -----------------------

reason for maintaining his Russian citizenship. Samochornov visited Russia 

I !and returned tol

I ! His most recent trip to Russia was in,..! ____ ......,_ ... l_s_a_m_o _c _h_o_r_n_o _v ___ ...... 
accompanied representatives from a law firm associated with the civil 
litigation to Veselnitskaya's office in suburban Moscow. While there, 
Samochornov provided translation/interpretation services. When Samochornov 
arrived in Moscow he did not receive any extra scrutiny by the Russian 
border guards. Samochornov did not make any trips to Russia between�!--� 

I 

(U) 
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(U) At the end of the interview, SA! !asked Samochornov if he
noticed anything odd with the Russian linguists working at the United 
Nations or United States Department of State. Initially, Samochornov 
replied that he had not, but then mentioned a few individuals. Samochornov 
recalled that he had suspicions about [ph) andD 

! I He was also uncertain about [discussed above] 
because 

Samochornov said 

the United Nations. Samochornov had not seen anything specifically 
noteworthy with respect tol I 

I Samochornov also named I I [ph] and #--------.---------' 
I [ph), but did not elaborate other than to note I I 

I 
_________________________ ----1l[Agent note: I I 

I 
--------

(U) Samochornov did not think a lack of work for translators
/interpreters made them vulnerable, but said perhaps it was different for 
those with business in Russia. 

(U) Referring to Russians, Samochornov said those in power speak
English well. Samochornov did not support Vladimir Putin and did what he 
could to oppose him. Samochornov said that he may have met�

I _______ ___.

(U) Samochornov told the interviewing agents he was besieged by the
press. He did not provide the press with comments only to state he had 
nondisclosure agreements with his clients. Samochornov wanted to know what 
he should tell the press. The agents concurred with his decision to 
reference his nondisclosure agreements. 
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(U) On 07/28/2017 SA and SA

Date or entry 

----------- ----------

09/06/2017 

interviewed Professor Shlomo Weber (Weber) at Madeline's Cafe in Dallas,
Texas. The interview was established through a series of phone calls and
email communication with assistance from! ___________________ __. 
After being advised of the identity of the interviewing Agents and the 
nature of the interview, Weber provided the following information: 

(U) General Information

(U) Weber had been back in the United states for two weeks. He had
some _____________ _, after which he would return to Russia.
Weber was a professor at Southern Methodist University (SMU) and 
maintains an apartment near there at Dallas, TX . 

.,_ ___________ __, 

(U) Weber's Russian phone number is
,__ 

________ ___. Weber is willing
to communicated using WhatsApp when he is in Russia if he thinks of
anything the FBI should know.

(U) When questioned about Russian Influence on the Elections, Weber
said it would not surprise him that Russians interfered with elections
but does not know anything.

(U) 

(U) New Economic School

(U) Weber is the Rector of New Economic School (NES) in Moscow,
Russia. Weber had been in that position since 2015. A Rector is
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07/28/2017 at 
Dallas, Texas, United States {In Person) 

File/! Datcdrartcd 08/02/2017 
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similar to the American presidents or European chancellors of their 
respective schools. The Rector reports to the NES Board. The Board has 
ten members, including businessmen and government officials. 

(U) Weber described thatl !(NFI) is currently the
�1

---
--.-

--�

P�
bove Weber, but the position is mainly ceremonial._ I was a 

______________ _.I but is not involved in its day-to ___ d_a_y _ ___. 
activities. In one year, Weber plans to take over as President. 

(U) Weber previously taught a class at NES and took over the position
after the (NFI) left. l lwas a friend of the
previous ____________________________ _.left the 
school in 2013 because he felt insecure about his position and he 
currently lives inl I After a few years of turmoil from losing 

_____ I the school asked Weber to take the position of Rector. Weber
felt that they chose him because there are not many economists in 
Russia. Russians historically studied mathematics. Weber had only a 
few peers who studied economics and spoke Russian. 

(U) Weber opined that because NES is a private school, it is a miracle
the school exists through the turbulence of the 25 years after the
fall of the Soviet Union. The school has relied on individual investor
money to stay afloat, and individual investors come with "undertones."
Weber also mentioned that when NES is in need of money, they go to the
Central Bank for assistance.

(U) As Rector, Weber has no official contact with members of the Duma
or Moscow City Government (MVD). Weber recalled approaching the MVD
for support on some research but the project did not go anywhere.

(U) In his role as Rector, Weber has had some interaction with public
officials, like the Deputy Prime Minister (DPM) Arkady Dvorkovich
(Dvorkovich), who is the Russian Federation Minister of Economic
Development and head of the NES Board. Dvorkovich was a graduate of
NES. In his role, Dvorkovich has a lot of power over NES.

(U) Weber described the impact of U.S. sanctions against Russia on NES
stating that the overall economic situation in Russia affects the
school, however, it has little to do with sanctions. Specifically, the
Russian Federation has foreign agency laws which prevents NES from
taking money from foreign investors, including from the United States.
So NES has difficulty receiving money from the West because of Russian
law, not U.S. Sanctions.

(U) Arkady Dvorkovich
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(U) Weber and Dvorkovich do not meet as frequently as Weber would like
because Dvorkovich is so busy and holds an extensive portfolio.
Dvorkovich is also the Chairman of the Board of Russian Railways.
Which according to Weber is the largest employing force in country.

(U) Dvorkovich is the NES Chairman of the Board, and was aware of
Page's visit. Students were disappointed in Page's speech. At the
time, nobody believed Trump would become President. Weber might have
mentioned Page's attendance to other members of the board, but nobody
else had to approve it. No Russian law prohibits a US Campaign
Official from coming to Russia. Weber figured that notifying the DPM
was good enough.

(U) Weber does not have a phone number for Dvorkovich, but provided
his email address

(U) Carter Page

(U) Carter Page was one of three speakers at the July 2016 NES
Commencement Ceremony. However, Page did not give the commencement
address. Weber further stated that he would never have let Page give
the commencement address when they previously had much more
prestigious speakers, like President Obama in 2009. The 2016
commencement speaker was the National Academy 

..._ _____________ __, 
of Economics, which Weber referred to as RANEPA. 

(U) Weber became aware of Page in 2016 through I and 
!associate, Andrej Krickovic (Krickovic). Weber never knew Page

_b_e_f_o_r_e_l
.,.__ 

___ lmentioned him. After Weber was first introduced to Page, 
Weber invited him to come to NES as a "general thing" later Weber 
offered to have Page speak at the commencement. As Rector, Weber 
strives to bring multiple points of view to academic discussion, and 
he felt that bringing Page to NES would accomplish that. 

(U) Weber also recalled that in the summer of 2016 there was
incredible interest in Moscow related to the Donald J. Trump
Presidential Campaign. Weber saw bringing a member of the Campaign to
his school as a great public relations stunt.

(U) At some point between the Weber's introduction to Page and July,
Weber made the decision to ask Page to speak at the commencement.
Weber said, "It was my decision.n

(U) Nobody from the Russian Federation came to Weber about Page.
Nobody directed Weber to invite Page to give the speech at
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Dmitry Peskov never approached Weber; and 
nobody on Peskov's behalf approached Weber. It surprised Weber that 

,....(U ____ )_M_o_r _e _ r_ e_c _e_n_t_l......,......_._ __ _.__t_old Weber the story of how_! ________ _.
at the Higher School of Economics in 

--------...... ---,------Moscow (HSE) . ._ ___ learned this from his friend and academic 
colleague, Andrej Krickovic, who teaches at HSE with! ! and I I 

[ j Weber recounted the story saying that! j 

1 1 

-----

(U) Page's July Trip

(U) Weber and Page met for the first time at a dinner in July with

._ __ �land Krickovic's colleagues from HSE. Weber felt it necessary to 
meet Page before he spoke at NES. Weber recalled that Page kept going 
on an on about "Igor Ivanovich, Igor Ivanovich, Igor Ivanovich" which 
is how Page referred to Igor Sechin (Sechin). Weber made it clear that 
Page never discussed meeting with Sechin, but he did talk about Sechin 
a lot. 

(U) In July, Page gave a public speech before the commencement, Weber
could not recall the exact name of the international center at which
the speech occurred. NES holds occasionally meetings at the venue.

(U) In July, Page asked NES not to introduce him as a member of Trump'
s campaign.

(U) Page's first public talk in July of 2016 was a disaster. After
hearing the first speech, which was disjointed, had no focus, and made 
no sense, 

Page's commencement speech was more generally about 
opportunity and success, however, graduates approached Weber after the 
event and complained that Page did not meet their expectations for 
commencement. 

(U) Page and Dvorkovich shook hands at the commencement in July of
2016. Weber was unaware of any other meetings occurring between the
two. Dvorkovich made statements to Page about working together in the
future.
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(U) Weber was not involved in scheduling Page's trip. NES paid for
Page's economy class ticket and his hotel. The School would have
scheduled it, or reimbursed it. Weber does not remember the specifics
of how it was done organized. Page was in town for three or four days.

(U) Page may have had contact with Denis Klimentov while in Moscow. In
July, Klimentov was either an employee or becoming an employee at NES.
Klimentov came on board with NES some time in July. Weber could not
recall any meetings between Page and Klimentov.

(U) Weber does not know if Page met with members of the NES Board.
Page said it would have been nice to meet with board, but never did.
NES has a board meeting during graduation, and Weber recalled that
there was no interest from the members in meeting Page. Weber did not
rule out the possibility that board members may have met Page at NES
at the time of the board meeting, because NES has given Page office
space to work out of, and it is possible that Dvorkovich or! !

I lmet him on their own.! !does not speak English very well
so unlikely they met. 

(U) Page's Second Trip

(U) Weber recalled Page visiting Moscow in November or December of
2016 after the elections. Weber was clear that the visit was unrelated
to NES, despite that Weber introduced Page at a speaking engagement.
Weber said that Page requested that Weber introduce him, so Weber
obliged. Weber could not recall the purpose of the event. Overall,
Weber felt that the second talk was much more coherent than Page's
first, referring to his first public speech in July of 2016.

(U) Page's second visit to Russia had nothing to do with NES, other
than Weber introducing Page to the group.

(U) The second talk in Nov/Dec was about economic development in
general. It was a smaller group, advertised online where people could
register. Weber recalled that American journalists attended. When Page
was asked why he came to Moscow to give the talk, he did not have a
clear answer. Weber still does not know why Page gave the talk.

(U) Initially in the interview, Weber did not recall having dinner
with Page in December, however he later recalled: In December 2016,
Weber had a private event with Page and a few other people including
Klimentov. Weber gave Dvorkovich a courtesy call and notified him that
Page was in Moscow and invited Dvorkovich to stop by the event.
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Dvorkovich came, and he and Page shook hands. Weber was surprised that 

Dvorkovich came, since he is busy and influential person. 

(U) At the time of this dinner, Weber knew Page was no longer part of

the administration, because he followed the news. Weber was unsure if

Dvorkovich knew. Weber cannot remember if Page acknowledged he was no

longer part of the administration.

(U) Weber said that in December it was hard to say whether Page acted

like he still had connections to the administration, but he does not

think so. Page did not offer to mediate contact with the

administration. It was clear that Page could not do much with the

administration.

(U) Weber did not recall if Page asked to do a presentation at NES,

and if he did they would have refused. NES may have set up a taxi for

him or something.

(U) Further Contact with Page

(U) When asked if Weber had any further contacts with Page, Weber

stated that after July, Page wrote him about the effect of sanctions

on NES. Page was drafting an op-ed with the New York Times, and Weber

did not want to participate because he thought it was a misleading

story. Page asked him to help him write the op-ed and Weber refused.

Weber said it was ridiculous and a complete lie to say Russia was

suffering because of sanctions, he did not want to risk his academic

reputation.

(U) Page expressed an interest in coming to Russia again in 2017 to do

something related to HBO, but Weber did not want to participate in it.

(U) There were no discussions about ongoing work with Page and NES.

Weber said, "We had no interest.n Weber does not recall if Page

approached him or NES looking for additional work.

(U) When asked specifically if there were discussions between Page and

Weber or NES about a potential "think tank" Weber said that in July

things were different, perhaps Weber was interested in discussing his

views, but Page would not have been the one he would want to

participate in it. Additionally, Weber would be shocked if Page

pitched business ideas to Dvorkovich. Weber said of Page, �1-------�

(U) Dvorkovich never recommended Weber stay in contact with Page.
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(U) The 2017 NES Commencement only had one speaker, the!._ ________ ___. 
( NFI) . 

-----------------

(U) Meeting with Igor Sechin

(U) Weber has since heard about Page meeting Igor Sechin but he does
not know if they met. Weber said "I would be shoe ked if they did." He
might remember Page speaking highly of Sechin. Weber does not know if
Page met with Igor Divyekin.

(U) Denis Klimentov

(U) Klimentov was not authorized to come to the US to look for money
for NES. NES would be required to register as a foreign agent in order
to get the US money, so they do not want to do that. All their funding
is from Russia.

(U) Weber never had any discussion about giving money from NES to
Page. Never any discussion of a think tank. Tuition only covers a very
small part of their budget.

(U) Klimentov was hired as the Director of Communications for NES.
Before that he was with the Eurasia Foundation. Weber joked that
Klimentov's English is better than his Russian. Klimentov's duties at
NES include promoting the school, organizing conferences, public
events, and speeches. But Weber doubts Klimentov had anything to do
with Page's travel. Klimentov mentioned that he spoke to the FBI at
the airport and it was a cordial conversation.

(U) Klimentov applied for the job at NES a few weeks before the
commencement. That would have been after Weber informed the DPM that
Page was attending the commencement. Weber said they were already
leaning toward hiring Klimentov and he was hired around time of
commencement.

(U) Andrej Krickovic

(U) 

(U) Weber met Krickovic through�! ___ _ Weber and Krickovic have met
only two times. Once in the end of June surrounding a conference, but
the two have never had any personal interactions, he only knows
Krickovic as a co-author withl 

I 

(U) Weber recalled meeting
.._ 

________ at some introductory meetings 
or maybe the dinner with Page. Weber did not speak with him 
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personally, but heard his views. ! views are very 

8 of 8 

nationalistic, which was very surprising. Weber opined that political 
science people change their views, which is very interesting to him. 

I land Krickovic. 
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Paul J. Manafort, date of birth was interviewed at the 
The interviewers were Office of the Special Counsel in Washington, D.C. 

FBI Special Agents 
-----------------------------------

DO J Attorney James Mann; and Assistant Special Counsels (ASC) Andrew 
Weissmann and Greg Andres. 
Richard Westling and Thomas 
of the interviewers and the 
following information: 

Present representing Manafort were attorneys 
Zehnle. After being advised of the identities 
nature of the interview, Manafort provided the 

Manafort met I I during the campaign. !worked as a_______________ M_ a_n _a_f_o _r_t_. be 1 ieves ! ! was introduced to the 
campaign through Corey Lewandowski. Manafort recalls meeting! !three
times: in the campaign offices in April or May 2016; at Thomas Barrack's 
California house during a fundraiser; and at the Republican National 
Convention. Manafort did not have any business dealings with 

Manafort does not have any information regarding�!-----� 
investments. 
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UNCLASSIFIED//� 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

Date or entry 11/07/2018 

Paul J. Manafort, date of birth._ _____ ___. was interviewed at the

Office of the Special Counsel in Washin ton, O.C. The interviewers were 

FBI Special Agents FBI Forensic 

Accountant and Assistant Special Counsels (ASC) Andrew 

Present representing Manafort were attorneys 

Zehnle. After being advised of the identities 

nature of the interview, Manafort provided the 

Weissmann and Greg Andres. 

Richard Westling and Thomas 

of the interviewers and the 

following information: 
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lmcstig,itionon 10/01/2018 at Washington, District Of Columbia, United States (In Person)
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(U/ /'T'et!ei Interview of Paul Mana fort 

Continuation ofFD-'.lfl2 of l O • 01·2018 . On 10/01/2018 _______ . Page 2 of 3 ------------------------

Manafort planned campaign mailings during the primaries. The campaign 
had previously used a company associated with Corey Lewandowski. Manafort 
thought that the company's rates were too high because, in part, 
Lewandowski and others were taking a cut. ! lhad dealt with mail 
vendors while he worked at the Republican National Committee (RNC) so 
Manafort asked him to recommend a group. I I 

Manafort reviewed an e-mail I 
Gates. I 

I from 

I Manafort had-----------------------------------
been upset about the money paid to Lewandowski from the other 

Text messages between Manafort and Sean Hannity were read to 

so 

Manafort. Excluding conversations with his attorneys, Manafort received 
information on possible leaks of information by the Department of Justice 
(DOJ) regarding his case from Jason Maloni, ! I Sean Hannity and

None of these individuals had first hand knowledge of the 
leaks. They repeated information learned from their contacts in the 
press. Manafort has no specific facts or allegations regarding any leaks 
from the DOJ regarding his case. 
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On 1/24/2018, Manafort wrote to Hannity "[p)er our conversation this 

morning, my attorney - Kevin Downing - will call you at 11:30 am tomorrow. 

He will update you on what we are doing and how it connects to your 

reporting." Downing spoke with Hannity. Manafort asked Downing to speak 

with Hannity because he wanted Hannity to understand his case. Hannity 

also served as an outlet to the public and the White House. Downing also 

spoke with Greener, Doug Davenport and Gay in order to educate them about 

Manafort's case. 

On 5/4/2018, Manafort messaged Hannity that "I am told DT is 

pumped." The comment is in response to Judge Ellis's courtroom criticism 

of the Special Counsel's Office. Manafort's legal counsel told him that 

OT was pumped. 

Many of Manafort's text messages are based on his belief that the 

investigation of him began before July 2016. Serhiy Lyovochkin heard from 

Ukrainian President Petro Poroshenko that the U.S. Embassy was pressuring 

Ukraine's National Anti-Corruption Bureau for information on 

Manafort. Manafort had a series of problems with his phone leading him to 

believe that he was being intercepted. 

The document reviewed by Manafort will be maintained in the 1-A section 

of this casefile. 
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UNCLASSIFIED//� 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

Date of cnlt} 11/07/2018 

Paul J. Manafort, date of birth�'------�!was interviewed at the 
Office of the Special Counsel in Washington, D.C. The interviewers were 
FBI Special Agents 

----------------------------------

DO J Attorney James Mann; and Assistant Special Counsels (ASC) Andrew 
Weissmann and Greg Andres. Present representing Manafort were attorneys 
Richard Westling and Thomas Zehnle. After being advised of identities of 
the interviewers and the nature of the interview, Manafort provided the 
following information: 
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lmcstig,itionon 10/01/2018 at Washington, District Of Columbia, United States (In Person)
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Manafort did not know that the FBI was investigating anything related 

to 
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�//NOFORN 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 
Date or entry 02/01/2017 

GEORGE DEMETRIOS PAPADOPOULOS (PAPADOPOULOS), date of birth 
was initiall met b the interviewing Agents at his 

residence, located a Chicago, Illinois 
1..--------------------'---"""' 

60625. PAPADOPOULOS' cellular telephone is and his email 
._ _______ _. 

address is...._ _______________ _. Also present at the residence during 
the initial contact with PAPADOPOULOS was 

---------------------

PAPA DO POULOS was requested to accompany the interviewing Agents to the FBI 
Chicago Field Office in order to further conduct the interview in secure 
and private environment. PAPADOPOULOS was told that the interview was 
voluntary on his part and that he was not under arrest. PAPADOPOULOS was 
further advised that the nature of the interview was to discuss a contact 
of his, who currently resides in New York. 

b6 

b7C 

b7E 

b6 

b7C 

!U\' < 
ts:/f+W.) PAPADOPOULOS agreed to accompany the Agents back to the Chica

9
0

Field Office and was driven to that location in Special Agen� J 

'U' 
'; } 

rureau-issued vehicle. PAPADOPOULOS was interviewed at the Chicago 
._F _i_e_l_d _ O _f .... fice and was then returned to his residence in SA�

'----�
lvehicle.

w� Subsequent to the interview, PAPADOPOULOS sent SA _l ___ ltwo 
email communications. Those email communications are documented for the 
file as a digital lA attachment to this communication. 
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by ._[ ______________________________________________ _ 
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�/NOFOJ:il:N 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

DECLASSI:I�D BY: NSICG 

ON 12-12-20B 

Date or entry 02/03/2017 

{)(/ /�) GEORGE DEMETRIOS PAPADOPOULOS (PAPADOPOULOS), date of birth 
(DOB)I I was interviewed at GEORGE'S ICE CREAM & SWEETS, 

located at 5306 North Clark St
r

eet. in Chicago. Illinois 

60640. PAPADOPOULOS resides at_ lchicago, 
Illinois 60625. His personal cell phone number is I land his 
email address i� ! PAPADOPOULOS was aware of SA 

I IFBI affiliation from a previous interview on January 27, 2017. 
PAPADOPOULOS was advised that the nature of this interview was to seek his 
potential cooperation in an on-going national security matter, directly 
related to the information that he provided during the interview on January 
27, 2017. PAPADOPOULOS was then advised that this interview was entirely 
voluntary and that he could discontinue speaking with SA! !at any time. 
PAPADOPOULOS agreed to the interview and stated that he wished to hear more 
about how he could potentially help the FBI. 

()<//fft') SA._l __ _.lrelayed that the FBI was seeking out PAPADOPOULOS' 
cooperation specifically in an attempt to obtain further information about 
his London-based contact, JOSEPH MIFSUD, at the LONDON CENTRE OF 
INTERNATIONAL LAW PRACTICE. 

;U) �/-tff') PAPADOPOULOS provided that subsequent to the interview on 
January 27, 2017, he conducted several GOOGLE searches for MIFSUD. In doing 
so, PAPADOPOULOS identified many open source Internet articles that related 
MIFSUD to both Russia and the Kremlin. Additionally, PAPADOPOULOS knew 
MIFSUD to be an associate of a Russian discussion club of some sort. 

b6 

� /-t+f'-) SA ... ! __ __.!then asked if MIFSUD had ever introduced PAPADOPOULOS b7C 

to a Russian Ambassador or to VLADIMIR PUTIN's niece. To that, PAPADOPOULOS 
responded that the individual who was reportedly PUTIN's niece was the
female who PAPADOPOULOS identified in his follow-up email to SAi Ion 
January 27, 2017 ___________ . PAPADOPOULOS recalled this female was 
initially introduced to him as one of MIFSUD's students, but PAPADOPOULOS 

�/NOFORN 

!m·cstigation on 02/01/2017 m Chicago, Illinois, United States (In Person) 

File 1J Date drafted ;.;.===========i!'-------------------------

by 
02/02/2017 
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had later heard grumblings from NAGI IDRIS (IDRIS) that she was actually 
PUTIN's niece; or a relative in some capacity. PAPADOPOULOS stated that he 
has never met with any Russian government officials and that the meeting 
with teh Russian Ambassador never happened. PAPADOPOULOS identified IDRIS 
as being the Director of the LONDON CENTRE OF INTERNATIONAL LAW PRACTICE. 

(U) Wftt-F) PAPADOPOULOS recalled that MIFSUD was often attempting to act as 

'U' • I 
' ' 

a middle-man, and coordinating all things related to Russia at the LONDON
CENTRE OF INTERNATIONAL LAW PRACTICE. PAPADOPOULOS could not provide any
further specifics on what those activities were, but remembered that he
seemed to be actively trying to coordinate all the Russian activities.
PAPADOPOULOS stated that in his opinion, he believed MIFSUD was doing
side-business activities of some sort in order to make money on the side.
PAPADOPOULOS recalled meeting with MIFSUD on a few occasions, possibly a
total of three times.

� f+Hl-l sAJ 
... __ __.

lthen asked if PAPADOPOULOS had mentioned anything to
the TRUMP team regarding MIFSUD's statements about having prior knowledge 
of the Russian's intent to release HILLARY CLINTON's emails during the 2016 
Presidential campaign. To this, PAPADOPOULOS recalled that he may have 
thrown MIFSUD's name out during the campaign, as he knew him to be a 
middle-man for all things Russian. PAPADOPOULOS then added that it was his 
job as a Foreign Policy Adviser for DONALD J. TRUMP, to connect with 
foreign governments on behalf of the campaign. When asked if he could 
recall the time frame in which he may have thrown MIFSUD's name out during 
the campaign, PAPADOPOULOS stated that it probably would have occurred 
somewhere circa February or March of 2016. 

�/-N-1-) MIFSUD recently reached out to PAPADOPOULOS and indicated that 
he may be traveling to Washington, DC in February of 2017. PAPADOPOULOS 
could not recall the exact date, but stated that it may be on or about 
February 11, 2017. 

Cs::!� PAPADOPOULOS will be traveling to London in approximately three 
weeks, to give a talk at a university that he was formerly affiliated 
with. PAPADOPOULOS stated that during this travel, he could potentially 
meet with MIFSUD. PAPADOPOULOS provided that he is no longer seeking a job 
with the Presidential Administration and that he is now focusing on his new 
career, which is providing talks and presentations such as the upcoming 
event in London. PAPADOPOULOS stated that he is now "GEORGE PAPADOPOULOS 
private citizen". Additionally, PAPADOPOULOS expressed his interest in 
attending law school in the future. 

:UJ µ(.(/i'ifr) When asked about his contact, SERGEI MILLIAN (MILLIAN), 
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PAPADOPOULOS stated that he has ultimately cut ties with MILLIAN and that 
it may seem odd if PAPADOPOULOS were to reach out to MILLIAN now that he's 
no longer affiliated with the administration. Without being prompted, 
PAPADOPOULOS stated that to the best of his knowledge, MILLIAN had no prior 
knowledge of the Russian's possession of CLINTON's emails, like MIFSUD did. 
In fact, PAPADOPOULOS recalled MILLIAN once mentioning to him that MILLIAN 
doesn't do business with Russia anymore, but that he's focused rather on 
doing business with China. Additionally, MILLIAN told PAPADOPOULOS that he 
had no knowledge of the information that surfaced through the recent TRUMP 
dossier, even though MILLIAN was allegedly sourced in that document. 
PAPADOPOULOS recalled MILLIAN telling him that none of the information in 
that dossier, specifically related to MILLIAN, was true. PAPADOPOULOS 
stated that he believes MILLIAN is strictly a Russian business man. 

�AH-) SA_! ___ ltold PAPADOPOULOS that his position as a Foreign Policy 
Adviser for a Presidential Administration may have made him a target of 
foreign adversaries, specifically that of foreign intelligence services. 
PAPADOPOULOS stated that to the best of his knowledge, he has never met 
anyone who is member of a foreign intelligence service, but that he has had 
many dealings with high-ranking government officials from a variety of 
different countries. PAPADOPOULOS then requested assistance from the FBI in 
helping him to identify any individuals that he is currently in contact 
with, who may be affiliated with a foreign intelligence service. 

�/'t't'F7 SA! !inquired about PAPADOPOULOS' cellular telephone and 
whether or he not still wanted the FBI to analyze the the phone for malware 
and cyber threats. PAPADOPOULOS stated that he has since replaced that 
particular cell phone, but that he would like to provide the FBI with his 
old phone for analysis. 

� � PAPADOPOULOS directly asked SA I I if he was the subject of an 
FBI investigation. To this, SAi !responded that his name had surfaced 
through the course of a national security investigation, and that was the 
reason that SA! lhad spoken with him on the morning of January 27, 
2017. SA! !then relayed that the information provided by PAPADOPOULOS 
during that interview is what prompted this follow-up interview. 
PAPADOPOULOS was again advised that the purpose of this interview was to 
obtain further details about MIFSUD and to seek out PAPADOPOULOS' potential 
cooperation with this matter. 

Wfttt'-; On several occasions during this interview, PAPADOPOULOS stated 
that he would like to speak with an attorney, prior to entering into any 
official agreement with the FBI. On those occasions, SAi !relayed to 
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PAPADOPOULOS that this interview was voluntary, and that his future 
cooperation would continue to be voluntary_! _______________ .....

;TJ) � /-f+fl-J PAPADOPOULOS stated that, for his protection, he would be seek 
out legal advice from an attorney on the following day, and that he would 

b3 

b7E 

b7E 

contact SA! !after speaking with that attorney. When asked who his b6 

attorney was, PAPADOPOULOS stated that he would be getting one tomorrow. 
PAPADOPOULOS then provided that he would be telling the attorney that he 
wanted to cooperate with the FBI. 

ifJJ (){./ �) At the conclusion of the interview, PAPADOPOULOS provided that 
he would be meeting someone for dinner downtown, at an Armenian restaurant 
near Michigan Avenue and Ohio Street. SA! !offered PAPADOPOULOS a ride 
into the city, which he accepted. PAPADOPOULOS was driven to downtown 
Chicago in SAi !Bureau-issued vehicle and was dropped off near the 
corner of East Chicago Avenue and North Miles Van Der Rohe Way. Upon 
exiting SAi I vehicle, PAPADOPOULOS stated that he would be speaking
to his attorney and then he wanted "to get something going with this in the 
future". 
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FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 
Date or entry 02/02/2017 

Wft,tt,-; On February 1, 2017 at approximately 3:45 PM, Special Agent 
._ _______ ___,!telephoned and spoke with GEORGE DEMETRIOS PAPADOPOULOS. 

I 
PAPADOPOULOS was reached on his personal cell phone number of 

()ii_/ fttt'-; SAi I requested to meet with PAPADOPOULOS as a follow-up to 
his interview with the FBI on January 27, 2017. PAPADOPOULOS was further 
advised that SA! !wished to discuss future opportunities with 
PAPADOPOULOS regarding his potential cooperation in matters that were 
discussed during the previous interview. 

{)(.;' fttt""i PAPADOPOULOS agreed to meet with SA! ____ !and suggested a meet 
time of 5:00 PM later that evening. PAPADOPOULOS suggested the meeting 
occur at the GEORGE'S ICE CREAM & SWEETS coffee shop, located at 5306 North 
Clark Street, Chicago, Illinois 60640. SAi !confirmed the meet time and 
location and the call was ended. 

!mcstigationon 02/01/2017 at Chcago, Illinois, United States {Phone)

File/! I Datcdrartcd 02/02/2017

r--... :...""_""_""_"" _"" _=_ ""-""-""-""-""-""-""-,,:!_ ______________________ _ 
by 
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� /ORO ON /MOFO!l:'M 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 
Date or entry 

. ·. ��- . . 

02/03/2017 

'U\ 
\ ' 

�;"ttt't On February 2, 2017, FBI Special Agent! �xchanged 

,TT 1
1 •; 

several text messages, telephone calls, and e-mails with GEORGE DEMETRIOS 
PAPADOPOULOS. 

� fttt'-; At approximately 4: 15 PM, SA! !olaced a phone call to 
PAPADOPOULOS' cell phone number ofl !A voicemail notification
stated that the mail box was full and could not receive any more messages 
at that time. 

� �) Beginning at approximately 4: 22 PM, SA I !exchanged several 
text messages with PAPADOPOULOS. The following is a replication of the text 
message exchanges: 

SA�I -�I- 4:22 PM: 
Hey George give me a quick call when you get a second 

PAPADOPOULOS - 4:58 PM: 
Heyl I 

a bit busy at the moment. Having discussed the matter with 
a lawyer, have been advised not to engage in this matter any longer, 
including what was floated yesterday. I truly feel proud that was able 
to do my part to assist with everything I know but as you saw yesterday 
there was nothing else to add and we had a nice coffee but nothing of 
substance. Am not in the administration and am simply moving on with my 
life in the private sector in Chicago. You guys are the professionals 
and am sure you can deal with that person if he truly is a threat. 
Can't help anymore than I have. If there is something directly related 
to me then that's another matter. I'll be free in a couple hours if you 
have to call about me directly. Thanks. 

SA ..... 
1 

------
� 5:00 PM:

Yeah if we could talk directly that would be good. No problem on what 
we discussed yesterday. I do need to speak with you about one last 
issue though 

� /OROON/!WFO:RH 

!mcstigation 011 02/ 02/ 201 7 at Chicago, Illinois, United States (Phone)

File/! I Date drafted 02 / 03/ 201 7 

by .._ ________ .__ ___________________________________ _ 
This document contains neither recommendations nor condusions or the FBI. It is the propc11y of the FBI and is loaned to your agency: it and its contents arc not 
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PAPADOPOULOS - 5:01 PM: 
Ok let me give you a call in about 45 minutes when I get alone 

SA.._
I 
_ ____.

I- 5:01 PM: 
I'll hang out up north. If you can call me when you're free that'd be 
great. I'd like to meet up with you one last time to clear up this last 
issue tonight 

SA�I _ ____,I- 5:01 PM: 
Sounds good 

!U) � /t+F-) At 5: 48 PM, SA! I received a call from PAPADOPOULOS. SA
._
I __ __, 

.·'U'
• I 
\ '

requested to meet with PAPADOPOULOS for an interview that evening. 
PAPADOPOULOS stated that he was willing to meet with SAi !at the same
location as the previous meeting, and proposed a time of 6:30 PM that 
evening. [The previous interview location was the GEORGE'S ICE CREAM & 
SWEETS coffee shop located at 5306 North Clark Street, Chicago, Illinois 
60640.] 

(J{/ ft+F-) At 5: 59 PM, PAPADOPOULOS telephoned SA ,..I __ __,land stated that he 
had spoken to an attorney, who advised that he didn't meet with the FBI 

b3 
b7E 

b6 
b7C 

b6 
b7C 

that evening. SA ! I advised PAPADOPOULOS that the attorney could be b6 

an 
! .. : 

present for the interview. PAPADOPOULOS then inquired about the nature of b7C 

the interview. PAPADOPOULOS was advised that was to seek additional 
information about what was provided during the previous two interviews. 
PAPADOPOULOS stated that he wanted to meet with SAi lthat evening and 
that he would speak to his attorney and return a call to SAi 

I 

� /M"t'") At 6: 08 PM, PAPADOPOULOS telephoned SA !land stated that he
was advised by his attorney not to meet with SA�at evening. 
PAPADOPOULOS proposed to meet with SAi Ion Monday at the FBI Chicago 
Field Office with his attorney present. PAPADOPOULOS agreed to contact his 
attorney and arrange for a time on Monday to conduct the interview. 

� /ttr) At 6: 39 PM, SA! I sent one email message to PAPADOPOULOS, 
stating the following: Per our telephone call, please let me know what time 
you will be coming in on Monday. We will also need the name of your 
attorney(s) ahead of time in order to facilitate access in our building. 

ts::/ f.N-R At 7: 15 PM, PAPADOPOULOS responded with the following message:
Will do➔ I Looking forward to getting to the bottom of this finally. 
I'll let you know when I know. 
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:rJ) ts://�) Enclosed for the file as a digital lA attachment are screenshots 
and copies of the messages that were exchanged with PAPADOPOULOS. 
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FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

CECLASSI�IEC BY: NSICG 

ON 12-10-201'3 

Date or entry 02/17/2017 

=
/�) GEORGE DEMETRIOS PAPADOPOULOS (PAPADOPOULOS), date of birth 

(DOB)L I was interviewed at the BREEN AND PUGH Law Office
located at 53 West Jackson Boulevard, Chicago, Illinois 60604. Present 
durinq this interview were PAPADOPOULOS' Attorneys, ______________ ___. 

________ I and._ _________ __.Also present during this interview were
FBI Chicago Chief Division Counsel Darr l J. Rossini, FBI Chicago 
Associate Division Counsel, and FBI Headquarters Office of 
Division Counsel Representative, ·sory Special
Agent ___________ __. and Special Agen ._ ________ __. PAPADOPOULOS
was advised that the nature of this interview was to seek additional 
clarification on information that was provided by PAPADOPOULOS during two 
previous interviews with the FBI. After being advised of the nature of the 
interview and the identities of the interviewers, PAPADOPOULOS provided the 
following information: 

(U) �/-ttf'-t PAPADOPOULOS was asked to recall the details surrounding his
knowledge of Russia's intent to release information during the 2016
Presidential campaign, which he had previously reported hearing from
UK-based foreign national, JOSEPH MIFSUD (MIFSUD).

,:U) � /-N-E'-; PAPADOPOULOS initially met MIFSUD during a business trip to 
Rome. At the time, PAPADOPOULOS was working for the LONDON CENTRE OF 
INTERNATIONAL LAW PRACTICE and MIFSUD was a board member at a university 
that PAPADOPOULOS had formerly attended. His introduction to MIFSUD was 
facilitated by a middle-man, who was then the Director of the LONDON CENTRE 
OF INTERNATIONAL LAW PRACTICE's Washington, DC-based office. PAPADOPOULOS 
recalled that MIFSUD was also involved in a think tank of some sort at the 
time. PAPADOPOULOS had lunch with MIFSUD in Rome, and recalled that MIFSUD 
was gloating about his past positions. One of those positions was a former 
diplomat in Malta. PAPADOPOULOS assessed that MIFSUD was trying to impress 
him, given that PAPADOPOULOS had recently come off of his advisory position 
for the BEN CARSON (CARSON) campaign. 

!m·cstigation on 

File/! I 

�/NOFOR!i 

02/10/2017 m Chicago, Illinois, United States (In Person) 

Date drafted 02/14/2017 

by ._I _____________ ._ ______________ _ 
This document contains neither recommendations nor condusions or the FBI. It is the propc11y of the FBI and is loaned to your agency: it and its contents arc not 
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if.Li ��) Upon returning to London, MIFSUD reached out to PAPADOPOULOS and 
stated that he wanted to get to know him better. PAPADOPOULOS could not 
recall if he was still involved with the CARSON campaign or if he was with 
the DONALD J. TRUMP (TRUMP) campaign at that point, but recalled that 
MIFSUD always seemed to be very vocal about TRUMP's future relations with 
Russia. PAPADOPOULOS then recalled that approximately one week after his 
meeting with MIFSUD in London, PAPADOPOULOS decided to work for the TRUMP 
campaign. PAPADOPOULOS recalled that that event happened subsequent to his 
meeting with SAM CLOVIS (CLOVIS) in London. MIFSUD began talking himself up 
more at that point, once he became aware of PAPADOPOULOS' affiliation with 
the TRUMP campaign. Specifically, PAPADOPOULOS recalled that MIFSUD began 
"blowing up his contacts" during their meetings. PAPADOPOULOS estimated 
that he met with MIFSUD on approximately ten occasions . 

...'U\ ():? /-++¥) PAPADOPOULOS recalled having breakfast with MIFSUD at a five 
' ' 

star hotel, near LIVERPOOL STATION in London. PAPADOPOULOS could not recall 
the name of the hotel. During the breakfast, MIFSUD and PAPADOPOULOS 
discussed HILLARY CLINTON's (CLINTON) Presidential campaign. During that 
conversation, MIFSUD told PAPADOPOULOS that CLINTON had a lot of problems, 
and then made a specific reference to her having problems with her emails. 
At one point, MIFSUD told PAPADOPOULOS that the Russians had her emails. 
PAPADOPOULOS recalled that he inquired to MIFSUD about how he knew the 
Russians had her emails, to which MIFSUD strangely chuckled and responded 
"they told me they have them." Although PAPADOPOULOS viewed that comment as 
being strange in nature, he didn't believe it was true and "didn't think 
about it again." 

(ij'i ()(/ ;Nr) PAPADOPOULOS recalled another meeting with MIFSUD in London, 
which occurred at the five star, HOLBORN HOTEL. During that meeting, 
PAPADOPOULOS was introduced to one of MIFSUD's female students, a Russian 
female [OLGA VINOGRADOVA]. PAPADOPOULOS believed that MIFSUD was trying to 
impress the student by introducing her to PAPADOPOULOS. PAPADOPOULOS 
recalled that the introductory conversation with her seemed to focus on the 
discussion of US relations with Russia. PAPADOPOULOS further recalled that 
MIFSUD introduced himself as a Maltese citizen, who was then residing in 
the United Kingdom. To the best of his recollection, PAPADOPOULOS recalled 
that this meeting took place in either March or April of 2016. 

{U\ � /i+E'-l When asked if he ever spoke with the Russian female again, 
i ' 

PAPADOPOULOS stated that he only met with twice, once with MIFSUD once 
without, and that he never met with her subsequently. PAPADOPOULOS then 
added that his relationship with her was entirely platonic in nature. When 
asked if the Russian female was VLADIMIR PUTIN's (PUTIN) niece, 
PAPADOPOULOS stated that he had heard rumors of that from other individuals 
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at the LONDON CENTRE OF INTERNATIONAL LAW PRACTICE, but that those rumors 
turned out to be false. PAPADOPOULOS recently conducted several GOOGLE 
searches for PUTIN and found that he doesn't actually have a niece. 
PAPADOPOULOS has maintained e-mail communication with the Russian female, 
but his last communication with her occurred "months ago". PAPADOPOULOS and 
his Attorneys agreed to provide the interviewing Agents with her email 
address and phone number. 

{U:i 0{! /iff'") When asked if PAPADOPOULOS had ever met a Russian Ambassador 
during his time in London, PAPADOPOULOS stated that he never did. 
PAPADOPOULOS then added that he had lied to the TRUMP about having a 
meeting with a Russian Ambassador. When asked why he lied to the TRUMP 
organization, PAPADOPOULOS stated that he was a young, 28 year old who was 
trying to impress the other members of the TRUMP team with his connections. 
PAPADOPOULOS added that he may have sent an email about meeting a Russian 
Ambassador to the members of TRUMP's foreign policy advisory team, which 
was not true. When asked who the members of that team were, PAPADOPOULOS 
provided the names of SAM CLOVIS, KIETH KELLOGG, WALID PHARES, JOSEPH 
SCHMITZ, CARTER PAGE, and possibly CORY LEWANDOWSKI. When asked whether or 
not MICHAEL FLYNN and PAUL MANAFORT were part of that team, PAPADOPOULOS 
stated that he didn't believe either of those two individuals were part of 
the campaign during that time period. 

tU;l ()(/ f.Nr) When asked if PAPADOPOULOS had told any foreign government 

/U) 
' . 

officials, either from hostile or friendly countries, about the Russians 
intent to disclose information during the 2016 Presidential campaign, 
PAPADOPOULOS stated that he did not. PAPADOPOULOS then elaborated and 
stated that he never thought about the comments that MIFSUD had made ever 
again, until his interview with the FBI on January 27, 2017. When asked if 
PAPADOPOULOS told anyone about the Russians intent to disclose information 
during the campaign, PAPADOPOULOS stated that he did not, and that he was 
"sticking to that story." 

�ft+I--) When asked if he told anyone in the TRUMP campaign about his 
knowledge of the Russian's intent to disclose information during the 
campaign, PAPADOPOULOS stated that he did not. When asked if he was made 
aware of any other suggestions that were made by the Russians to assist the 
TRUMP campaign team during the 2016 election, PAPADOPOULOS stated that he 
was not. When asked if it was possible that PAPADOPOULOS could have had a 
discussion with someone regarding the Russians intent to disclose 
information during the campaign, and that PAPADOPOULOS could have 
inadvertently forgotten that conversation, PAPADOPOULOS stated that it was 
not possible and that he never spoke to anyone about that issue. 
PAPADOPOULOS was then asked if it was possible that he had such a 
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conversation with someone at a social gathering, a nightclub, or perhaps at 
a cocktail party of some sort, to which he again denied the possibility of 
such an occurrence. 

i'ij) �/ ,fttt'-j PAPADOPOULOS recalled that he threw out MIFSUD' s name to the 

;u• . l ' ' 

TRUMP team during the campaign, circa March or April of 2016. When asked 
whether or not anyone in the TRUMP team had reached out to MIFSUD 
subsequent to that event, PAPADOPOULOS stated that to the best of his 
knowledge no one from the TRUMP campaign had reached out to MIFSUD. 
PAPADOPOULOS relayed that during March or April of 2016, PAPADOPOULOS was 
proposing that the TRUMP team take several foreign policy trips like he had 
done in support of the CARSON campaign. PAPADOPOULOS threw out MIFSUD's 
name as a potential intermediary for the campaign, who could introduce the 
TRUMP team to European diplomats in support those foreign policy trips. The 
trips ultimately never came to fruition however, as the TRUMP campaign was 
instead focused on moving their campaign activities back into the United 
States, and was moving away from foreign policy trip discussions at that 
time. 

(;&'.!/�) When asked whether or not he was aware of any other individuals 
in the TRUMP team who had received a suggestion by the Russians to assist 
the campaign, PAPADOPOULOS stated that if that happened, he was not privy 
to it. 

jlL! 'W.; /-N-F-) PAPADOPOULOS provided that MIFSUD recently reached out to him 

·u· 
; J

'U' . 
I ' ' 

via email, and advised that he was in Washington, DC at the time of this 
interview. PAPADOPOULOS remembered that MIFSUD had also reached out to him 
several months ago, regarding a potential business deal, but PAPADOPOULOS 
never took him up on it. 

i)qft+f') PAPADOPOULOS further recalled that MIFSUD had introduced him to 
a former HARVARD graduate, who was an expert on Saudi Arabian 
matters. PAPADOPOULOS could not recall the name of this individual, but 
remembered that he spoke about banning Muslims in the United States. 
PAPADOPOULOS recalled having several meetings with this individual, 
beginning in approximately March of 2016. PAPADOPOULOS denied ever 
discussing the topic of the Russian's possession of CLINTON's emails with 
this individual. 

/;::81/fft') When asked whether or not PAPADOPOULOS received any form of 
compensation from the TRUMP campaign, PAPADOPOULOS stated that he was a 
volunteer and that he never received any form of payment or reimbursement 
from the TRUMP campaign. 
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UNCLASSIFIED//POtlO 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION Date or entry 03/08/2017 

(U//�) On Thursday, February 16, 2017 at or around 4:37PM EST, FBI 
Assistant General Counsel (AGC)! !of the National 
Security and Cyber Law Branch (NSCLB) contacted attorney! lof 
the BREEN AND PUGH law firm via e-mail I 

I lin order to facilit�a_t_ e __ a _ f_ o_l _l_o_w __ u _p_l ___ n _t _e_r_v_i _e_w_f....,or FBI 
Chicago with GEORGE PAPADOPOULOS. 

(U// E'OUO) At or around 5: 44PM EST, I I responded to the e-mail and 
requested! !call his mobile phone at T wo calls to 
the number led to a voicemail with a female speaking what 

;---...... ---

believed was Arabic. After exchanging another e-mail with to confirm 
the number, at or around 5:48PM EST,! lreached ____ and informed 
him that the FBI had follow up questions from the February 10, 2017 
intervie w with PAPADOPOULOS. 

(U//POUO) I I asked I lwhat the unresolved questions concerned, 
,..... ___ ..._ _ _,, to whichl lresnonded that the FBI had al I .... 

I explained 
______ ___. that it was important to resolve these inconsistencies

mentioned to Special Agent (SA n addition, 
..------------------------------------

that PAPADOPOULOS' 

made resolution of the inconsistencies time sensitive. _____ then responded 
that he would reach out to PAPADOPOULOS and relay the request and follow up 
witN 

__ _ _
_

_ _ 
(U//PGUO) At or around 6:20PM EST, !returned the call tol I 
After noting that he had "Assistant General Counsel! Ion
the line, I I informed I ! that PAPADOPOULO_S _w_a_s_ a_l_s _o _o_n __ t_h_e_c ___ all.

____ I then summarized the information! !provided during 
earlier call and then prompted PAPADOPOULOS to discuss. 

(U//�) PAPADOPOULOS began by res�..._.....i......_..._.,......_i::....,....,_..:.a.u,......,""'-..:...::.:......:.....:..:..:.i:.:.:.....:.:..:..:.......i::.....i.i..., 
the FBI. PAPADOPOULOS then informed 

When asked for further information, PAPADOPOULOS clarified that he actually 

!m·cstig,1tion on 

UNCLASSIFIED//� 

02/10/2017 at Washington, District Of Columbia, United States (Phone)

Filcr-�1.------------,-----------------------Datc dra!kd 02 /22/ 201 7

by .. L _____________________________________________ _ This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions or the FBI. It is the prope11y of the FBI and is loaned to your agency: it and its contents arc not 
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(U//�) PAPADOPOULOS statedl 

(U//�) When asked, PAPADOPOULOS initially could not confirm whether he 
was with the Trump Campaign or Carson Campaign! 
PAPADOPOULOS speculated that this I.-___ ......_ ____ ._ _______________ ....,. 

�--------_ ...... lthen interjected and asked PAPADOPOULOS when he went on 
vacation to Greece, to which PAPADOPOULOS replied mid-April 2016.I I 
speculated that I I 

(U//�)I I asked PAPADOPOULOS I
I PAPADOPOULOS said I

I 

I 
I PAPADOPOULOS then stated that the 

!PAPADOPOULOS then recalled!

(U//�) 
------------------------------------

PAPA DO POULOS' meeting with JOSEPH MIFSUD. PAPADOPOULOS responded that he 
could not recall,._ ___________________ ___,his breakfast with 
MIFSUD. PAPADOPOULOS then made a point to reiterate his statement from the 
February 10 interview that he did not believe MIFSUD's claims that the 
Russians had HILLARY CLINTON'S e-mails. 

(U//�) I 

._ ________________________________ __.I then 
mentioned that Clinton also was being investigated for her private e-mail 
server e-mails I 

----------------------------------,

those news stories with PAPADOPOULOS. PAPADOPOULOS denied! 

I 
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(U//�) I lthen interjected to remind PAPADOPOULOS that the FBI was 
.,.;;_;;..:...---111111...;..;.;..;..;.;;.....;;;...;;_;..;..,;;;...:_.;_;_.,;;_;;,..;_...;;____;;;_;_;_;,;;;.;;.;..;.___;;;.;..;,;;..;;.;;;;_;_..;._;...,;..;;;;_;_;;.._.;..;.;;.;;.;..;.___;;.;.;_;;.._;;..;;..;;;.____;;.;..;;.., 

aware I I 

!PAPADOPOULOS stated
...._ _______________________________ .... 

that he would not respond to any media requests. 

(U//POUO) ! I then advised that he would discuss these responses
with SA! !and that PAPADOPOULOS would likely need to discuss these
matters again with SAi I as well as follow up questions, because 

._ _____ _.lwas not a Special Agent. I 
l

and PAPADOPOULOS were receptive 
to the request andl pskedl _

to e-mail him with details. The 
call ended at or around 6:22PM EST. 
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FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

Date of cnlt} 08/03/2017 

On July 27, 2017, GEORGE DEMETRIOS PAPADOPOULOS (PAPADOPOULOS) date of 
birth (DOB)I I social security account number (SSAN) l I 
I l United States passport number I I was arrested at the DULLES 
INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT in Dulles, Virginia. PAPADOPOULOS was arrested based 
on probable cause of violations of 18 U.S.C. § 1001 and 18 U.S.C. §

1519. This arrest was directly coordinated with the DEPARTMENT OF 
JUSTICE, OFFICE OF SPECIAL COUNSEL (DOJ SPECIAL COUNSEL). 

At approximately 7:27 PM, FBI Agents observed PAPADOPOULOS 
taking an airport pedestrian taxi moving between two terminals at 
DULLES AIRPORT. Special Agent (SA) ____________ and SA 

identified themselves to PAPADOPOULOS and escorted 
----------

him to the us CUSTOMS AND BORDER PROTECTION AGENCY area in the 
international terminal. PAPADOPOULOS was taken into custody by FBI 
Agents at approximately 7:43 PM. PAPADOPOULOS was made aware that 
he was being arrested for false statements provided to the FBI 
during his interview on January 27, 2017. 

PAPADOPOULOS was allowed to finalize his US CUSTOMS paperwork 
documenting his return to the United States. A photograph of that 
paperwork was taken and is enclosed for the file as a digital lA 
attachment to this FD-302. FBI Agents coordinated with US CUSTOMS 
representatives to retrieve PAPADOPOULOS' checked luggage; however, 
the Agents were informed that PAPADOPOULOS' luggage was not on
board with him on his flight from Germany. PAPADOPOULOS was then 
informed that his luggage would likely be delivered to either 
Dulles or Chicago on the following day. FBI agents relayed that 
information to PAPADOPOULOS who seemed baffled that his luggage did 
not make it on the flight. 

At approximately 7:50 PM, sAj lread the Advise 
of Rights Form [FD-395] aloud to PAPADOPOULOS. PAPADOPOULOS 
affirmed that he understood his rights and advised that he was 
still represented by his at�t.aa..aa.o�r�n�e�y...._,�l _____________ ....1 with 
respect to this matter. SA�l ________ �lthen advised 
PAPADOPOULOS that the Agents would not ask PAPADOPOULOS any further 

lmcstig,1tion on 0 7 / 27 / 2 01 7 m Dulles, Virginia, United States (In Person) 

File Date drafted 07 I 31/ 201 7 
�==========================� 

by 

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the prope11y of the FBI and is loaned to your agency: it and its contents arc not 
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questions about this investigation, without his attorney being 
present. A copy of the Advice of Rights form is enclosed for the 
file as a digital lA attachment to this FD-302. The original 
document will be maintained in a physical lA envelope. 

PAPADOPOULOS was then advised that representatives from the 
DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE (DOJ) OFFICE OF SPECIAL COUNSEL were 
attempting to contact BREEN about PAPADOPOULOS' arrest and that 
PAPADOPOULOS would be allowed to speak with! !upon the 
conclusion of the standard booking and processing procedures. 

PAPADOPOULOS then made several unsolicited statements to the 
Agents. PAPADOPOULOS stated that he had provided all of his 
information to the US SENATE regarding this matter, in the form of 
a written statement. PAPADOPOULOS then conveyed that he would like 
to cooperate with the United States Government and that he's not 
trying to hide anything. PAPADOPOULOS conveyed that he had 
previously assisted the interviewing Agents by providing the names 
of certain individuals who he deemed to be of interest for this 
matter and that he was only able to provide the information that he 
remembered. PAPADOPOULOS then stated that if he had forgotten 
something, that doesn't necessarily mean that he's lying. 

sAI lthen reminded PAPADOPOULOS that he was represented by 
an attorney, and that the Agents would not be engaging with 
PAPADOPOULOS on this matter without his attorney being present. 
PAPADOPOULOS stated that he understood, and then added that he has 
a tendency to over-exaggerate a lot of things and that he was only 
twenty-eight years old when he was thrust into the national 
spotlight with all of this. PAPADOPOULOS again relayed that he had 
all of that information in his statement to the US SENATE. 

Subsequent to the arrest, Agents seized various items from 
PAPADOPOULOS which were on his person at the time of his arrest. 
Those items are depicted in the attached Receipt for Property [FD-
597] forms, which are enclosed for the file as a digital lA
attachment to this FD-302. The original forms are being maintained
in a physical lA envelope.

Agents present at DULLES AIRPORT at the time of PAPADO 
arrest s SA 

SA 
SA s SA 

SA US CBP TFO 
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PAPADOPOULOS was transported from the DULLES INTERNATIONAL 
AIRPORT to the FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION (FBI), WASHINGTON 
FIELD OFFICE (WFO), NORTH VIRGINIA RESIDENT AGENCY (NVRA), located 
at 9325 Discovery Boulevard, Manassas, Virginia 20109. PAPADOPOULOS 
was transported in SA._ __________ ___.FBI-issued vehicle. 
Transport began at approximately 8:09 PM with a beginning mileage 
of 17757.9. 

During the transport to WFO/NVRA, PAPADOPOULOS again made 
several unsolicited statements to the FBI Agents. PAPADOPOULOS 
stated that he wished to contact another attorney,! 

I I regarding this matter. PAPADOPOULOS staLt-e�d-t�h_a _t�I------, 
was not officially representing him, but PAPADOPOULOS wished to 
consult with I labout this matter. Agents denied that request 
but relayed that PAPADOPOULOS would be allowed to contact! 
upon arrival and processing at WFO/NVRA, as! lwas rep�r_e_s_e_n_t�ing 
him for this matter. Subsequently, PAPADOPOULOS stated that he 
didn 1 t understand why he was in the current situation that he was, 
when both FLYNN and MANAFORT are not. SAi !again reminded 
PAPADOPOULOS that the Agents could not engage with him in a 
conversation about the matter, without his attorney being present. 

Transport to WFO/NVRA concluded at approximately 8:39 PM with an 
ending mileage of 17781.5. FBI Agents present during the transport 
were SAi I SA

,__ 
______ _, and SA I I 

At WFO/NVRA, PAPADOPOULOS was booked and fingerprinted in 
accordance with standard FBI arrest procedures. Corresponding 
paperwork for PAPADOPOULOS' arrest is enclosed for the file as 
digital lA attachments to this FD-302. The original documents will 
be maintained as a physical lA item. 

At approximately 8:30 PM, FBI Agents provided PAPADOPOULOS with 
a food, water, and coffee; while he was waiting to speak with his 
attorney. PAPADOPOULOS was informed that DOJ/SPECIAL COUNSEL had 
made contact with his attorney regarding his arrest. At 
approximately 9: 50 PM, PAPADOPOULOS spoke with Don the 
telephone. 

During processing and booking at WFO/NVRA, PAPADOPOULOS was 
primarily seated in an interview room by himself. Agents attempted 
to enable standard audio and video collection equipment for that 
interview room per FBI policy; however, subsequent attempts to 
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retrieve the evidence identified that the equipment failed to 
produce any audio or video evidence during that time period. 

4 of 4 

At one point while PAPADOPOULOS was waiting in the booking room 
he expressed concern with the fact that he was just a small fish 
and yet he was going to look like the fall guy for this 
investigation. PAPADOPOULOS did not clarify his statements any 
further and was again reminded of his representation byl I 

At approximately 10:40 PM PAPADOPOULOS was provided with coffee 
and water and PAPADOPOULOS thanked the agents for treating him very 
well. PAPADOPOULOS made an additional telephone call with! I 
from a private room, which occurred between approximately 10:46 PM 
and 10:57 PM. 

On July 28, 2017 at approximately 12:58 AM, PAPADOPOULOS was 
transported from WFO/NVRA to the ALEXANDRIA DETENTION CENTER (ADC), 
2001 Mill Road, Alexandria, Virginia 22314, where he was housed for 
the remainder of the morning. PAPADOPOULOS was transported in SA 

._ ________ __.I FBI-issued vehicle. Beginning mileage for the 
transport was 17781.8. FBI Agents and PAPADOPOULOS arrived at the 
ADC at approximately 1:41 AM. Ending mileage for the trans ort was 
17820.2. A

9
ents present during this trans ort were SA

,__ _____ I SAL I and SA .__ ________ __, 

Upon arrival at the ADC, custody of PAPADOPOULOS was 
relinquished to ADC personnel. Documentation related to 
PAPADOPOULOS' processing at the ADC is enclosed for the file as a 
digital lA attachment to this FD-302. The original paperwork is 
being maintained in a physical lA envelope for the file. 
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FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

Date or entry 09/28/2017 

GEORGE DEMETRIOS PAPADOPOULOS (PAPADOPOULOS), date of birth (DOB) 
_________ __.I Social Security Account Number (SSAN) I lwas 

interviewed at the FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION (FBI), Chicago Field 

Office, 2111 West Roosevelt 
PAPADOPOULOS' Attorne s 

Road 60608. Present durin 
and 

Agent (SA) L..-i-----------..__F_B_I_s, .. _____________. 

the interview were 
FBI Special 

FBI Intelligence 
Analyst (IA) Special Counsel Attorney AARON ZELINSKY, 

...._ ___________ ___, 

and Special Counsel Attorney, ANDREW GOLDSTEIN. 

b7E 

b6 

b7C 

bS Per DOJ/OIP 

b6 

b7C 

bS Per DOJ/OIP 

b6 

b7C 

bS Per DOJ/OIP 

08/10/2017 m Chicago, Illinois, United States (In Person) 

File Ii Date drafted O 8 / 14I201 7

by .... I--------------....----------
This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions or the FBI. It is the prope11y of the FBI and is loaned to your agency: it and its contents arc not

b6 

b7C 

b6 

b7C 

b7E 

to be distributed outside 1 our agency.
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b5 Per DOJ/OIP 

b5 Per DOJ/OIP .,......... _________________________ __.___,I 

._ ____________________________ ....,IPAPADOPOULOS obtained
an interview with the BENJAMIN CARSON (CARSON) campaign and ultimately 
received a position in that campaign. PAPADOPOULOS was paidl I 

bS Per DOJ/OIP 

In early March 
of 2016, PAPADOPOULOS had a one-hour telephone interview with CLOVIS for a 
position in the TRUMP campaign. 

PAPADOPOULOS recalled 
the topic of Russia came up during his phone call with CLOVIS, in the 
context that CLOVIS had mentioned that Russia would be a very important 
aspect of the TRUMP campaign. 

Towards the end of 
CLOVIS as e PAPADOPOULOS l e was rea y to be publicly brought 

on to the TRUMP campaign as part of the foreign policy team. 

During the approximate dates of March 12, 2016 to March 17, 2016, 
PAPADOPOULOS took a trip to Rome with several other members of the LCILP. 
The purpose of that trip was to meet with individuals at the LINK CAMPUS 

FBI(19cv1278)-1581 
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UNIVERSITY in Rome.I I bS Per DOJ/OIP 

I It was during that trip that PAPADOPOULOS 
,__ ________________ ...... 

first met JOSEPH MIFSUD (MIFSUD), I I 
..._ ___________ __. 

PAPADOPOULOS confirmed that although MIFSUD worked 
for the LCILP, this was the first time PAPADOPOULOS had met him. 

b6 

b7C 

bS Per DOJ/OIP 

I MIFSUD------------------------,-----.,...--------
told PAPADOPOULOS he was a former diplomat with access to European 
leaders. MIFSUD offered to help introduce PAPADOPOULOS to the right 

I through his contacts - I 
people 

PAPADOPOULOS met with MIFSUD again in London, bS Per DOJ/OIP 

During that meeting, MIFSUD was accompanied by a Russian 
POLONSKAYA (POLONSKAYA), 

female named OLGA 

..._ ___________________________ ____. 

MIFSUD introduced her as being a former student of his, who had 
connections to Russian president VLADIMIR PUTIN (PUTIN). During their 
meeting, POLONSKAYA offered to help PAPADOPOULOS establish contacts in 
Russia and relayed that the Russian Ambassador in London was a friend of 
hers. I 

bS Per DOJ/OIP 

b6 

b7C 
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On or about March 30, 2016, PAPADOPOULOS traveled to Washington, DC to 
attend a foreign policy meeting with the TRUMP campaign. The meeting was 
held on March 31, 2016 at the TRUMP hotel in Washington, DC. Both TRUMP 
and JEFF SESSIONS (SESSIONS) were at the meeting, which was the first time 

b7E 

PAPADOPOULOS had met either TRUMP or SESSIONS in person.I bS Per DOJ/OIP 

b6 

b7C 

bS Per DOJ/OIP 

The March 31, 2016 meeting began with each person at the table 
providing a brief description of their background and what they brought to 
the table for the foreign policy team. PAPADOPOULOS spoke about his 
previous work in the Mediterranean energy sector and brought up a 
potential meeting with the Russians.I bS Per DOJ/OIP 

In response to PAPADOPOULOS' proposal for meeting with the Russians, 
TRUMP stated he was interested bS Per DOJ/OIP 

I I SESSIONS stated he was also interested and relayed his support to 
move forward with the idea. It was PAPADOPOULOS' overall impression that 

FBI(19cv1278)-1583 
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than TRUMP. b5 Per DOJ/OIP 

PAPADOPOULOS was never reprimanded for proposing a meeting with 
...._ _____ ___. 

the Russians, therefore he began organizing a foreign policy trip to 
Russia. 

Later in the campaign, MIFSUD introduced PAPADOPOULOS to a member of 
the RUSSIAN INTERNATIONAL AFFAIRS COUNCIL (RIAC), named IVAN TIMOFEEV 

----------------------------

(TIM OF EE V). PAPADOPOULOS! b� Per DOJ/OIP

I The second call seemed strange to PAPADOPOULOS, in
....,.t�.h_a_t,......�t�h-e_r_e _w_a_s--s�t-a-tic noise on the call and it seemed as if TIMOFEEV was 

beinq supervised or that the call was beino monitored in some capacitv. 

bS Per DOJ/OIP 

The Agents then asked PAPADOPOULOS who he told about the Russians 
having dirt on CLINTON. PAPADOPOULOS stated to the best of his 

----------

recollection, he did not tell anyone that information. I b5 Per DOJ/OIP 

fAPADOPOULOS stated he did 
not recall telling anyone on the campaign.I I 
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FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

Date or entry 10/04/2017 

GEORGE DEMETRIOS PAPADOPOULOS (PAPADOPOULOS), date of birth (DOB) 

___________ 
!social Security Account Number (SSAN)! !was

interviewed at the FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION (FBI), Chicago Field 
Office, 2111 West Roosevelt Road 60608. Present during the interview were 
PAPADOPOULOS' Attorney and FBI Special 
Agent (SA) FBI ._ _________ ____.FBI Intelligence 
Analyst (IA _____________ special Counsel Attorney AARON ZELINSKY,
and Special Counsel Attorney, ANDREW GOLDSTEIN. 

b7E 

b6 

b7C 

bS Per DOJ/OIP 

INFORMATION FROM JOSEPH MIFSUD 

08/11/2017 m Chicago, Illinois, United States (In Person) 

Date drafted 

b6 

b7C 

bS Per DOJ/OIP 

b5 Per DOJ/OIP 

08/18/2017

b6 

b7C 

!m·cstig,1tion on
File/ii 

by._l ___________ _,__ ______________ _ 

b3 

b6 

b7C 
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This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions or the FBI. It is the prope11y of the FBI and is loaned to your agency: it and its contents arc not 
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b3 

b7E 

b5 Per DOJ/OIP 

b5 Per DOJ/OIP 

b5 Per DOJ/OIP 

---------------------
They discussed MIFSUD's European and 

Russi an contacts and the two had a qeneral discussion about Russia. I
I-

b5 Per DOJ/OIP 

PAPADOPOULOS met with MIFSUD sometime after his initial meeting with 
MIFSUD in March of 2016. During the subsequent meeting, MIFSUD introduced 
PAPADOPOULOS to OLGA POLONSKAYA ( POLONSKAYA)I b5 Per DOJ/OIP 

b5 Per DOJ/OIP 
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b3 

b7E 

b5 Per DOJ/OIP 

o5 Per DOJ/OIP 

b6 

b7C 

bS Per DOJ/OIP 

I !PAPADOPOULOS brouqht up the proposal of meetinq with the Russi,b5 Per DOJ/OIP

!PAPADOPOULOS' ultimate takeaway from the meeting was
-----------

that TRUMP was supportive of his idea and that SESSIONS was more 
supportive than TRUMP. 

bS Per DOJ/OIP 
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!PAPADOPOULOS stated to the best of his recollection he rememtbS Per DOJ/OIP

......,,c'""L""o""'v"'""'r""'s.....,..b .... eing upset after PAPADOPOULOS said, "Sam, I think they have her 
emails." PAPADOPOULOS then reiterated he was not certain if that event 
actually happened or if he was wrongfully remembering an event which did 
not occur. 
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FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

Date or entry 11/07/2017 

GEORGE DIMITRIOS PAPADOPOULOS, date of birt��---------� Social 
Security Account Number (SSAN)I I was interviewed at the BREEN & 
PUGH law office, 53 West Jackson Street, Suite 1215, Chicago, Illinois 
60604. Present during the interview were PAPADOPOULOS' Attorneys! 

I an FBI Special Agent ..._(_S_A_) __ 
_

_______ ....____,I FBI Intelligence Analyst (IA)J 
I 

Special Counsel Attorney AARON ZELINSKY, and Special Counsel Attorney 
ANDREW GOLDSTEIN. 
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09/19/2017 m Chicago, Illinois, United States (In Person) 

Date drafted 
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When specifically asked, PAPADOPOULOS confirmed he told KOTSIAS what 

emails related to CLINTON.I 
I about the Russians hav:bS 
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----........ ------............. -------IPAPADOPOULOS then stated he could not
read his own handwriting and, therefore he could not assist the 
interviewers with further identifying what his notes referenced. 
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FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

Date or entry 11/02/2017 

Immediately following the court hearing for GEORGE D. PAPADOPOULOS on 
October 5, 2017, PAPADOPOULOS's attorney,,__ _________ �requested a 
business card from sAJ lso he could provide it to 
PAPADOPOULOS. I �old SA! !that PAPADOPOULOS would be contacting SA

!directly regarding an issue he had been having with his email
_a _c_c_o_u-nt. Later that afternoon, SA! !received a missed telephone call

and a corresponding voicemail 
voicemail, PAPADOPOULOS stated 

a return call from SA 

I I 
...________. 

ithout his authorization and requested 
PAPADOPOULOS called from telephone number 

On October 6, 2017 at approximately 1:00 PM, SAi !attempted to 
return PAPADOPOULOS's phone call and spoke with PAPADOPOULOS. 
While PAPADOPOULOS was in Washinqton D.C. he was unable to access his 

Given PAPADOPOULOS was in Washington D.C. when the activity took place, 
PAPADOPOULOS viewed it as strange and wanted to report it to the FBI. 

PAPADOPOULOS was encouraged to take general cyber precautions such as 
changing his password and ensuring the account settings had not been 
modified to forward new incoming mail to another account. PAPADOPOULOS 
confirmed he would take those actions. PAPADOPOULOS further advised his 

had been in contact with SA 
in Chicago regardin 

'------� 

On October 28, 2017 at approximately 2:00 PM, SA□ placed a 
telephone call to PAPADOPOULOS and inquired as to whether or not the media 
had attempted to contact him. PAPADOPOULOS stated they had not and advised 
he was maintaining strict confidentiality with regards to this matter. SA 

I !then inquired as to whether anyone from the TRUMP CAMPAIGN had
attempted to contact him and he stated they had not. PAPADOPOULOS agreed 

lmcstig,itionon 10/31/2017 at Washington, District Of Columbia, United States (Phone)

Filcli I Date dra!kd 11 /01/ 201 7 

by ...._ ________ ..._ ___________________________________ _ 

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions or the FBI. It is the prope11y of the FBI and is loaned to your agency: it and its contents arc not 
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(U) Telephone calls with George D.

Continuation ofFD-301 of Papadopoulos 
. On 

------------------------

10/31/2017 _______ . Page 2 of 2

to keep the FBI and the Special Counsel aware of any future attempts to 
contact him by either of the two. 

On October 31, 2017 at approximately 12:45 PM, SAi 
s�[

laced a phone
call to PAPADOPOULOS. PAPADOPOULOS subsequently returned _ lcall 
and advised several news media organizations were parked outside of his 
residence and were attempting to contact him through social media 
applications. PAPADOPOULOS did not respond to those requests and he 
believed the media did not have his current telephone number. PAPADOPOULOS 
stated he was not staying at his residence but did not provide any further 
details about his location during this call. 

Enclosed for the file as digital lA attachments are three photographs 
of screenshots which depict call details for the telephone calls listed 
above. 
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FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

Date of cnlt} 11/14/2017 

On November 7, 2017 at approximately 5:50 PM Eastern Time, Special 
Agent (SA)_l _________ blaced a telephone call to GEORGE D. 
PAPADOPOULOS, date of birth (DOB)! 

,_;;.;n_u�mb=--e_r __ .(_S_S_AN...;....)�l.._ _____ _.!The ph�o _n _e_c_a_l_l __ w _a _s_m_a_d_e� 

__________ I PAPADOPOULOS was advised the nature 

social security account 
to telephone number 
of the call was to 

speak with him about recent media reports which mentioned persons of 
interest in this investigation. After being advised of the identity of the 
interviewing Agent and the nature of the interview, PAPADOPOULOS provided 
the following information: 

PAPADOPOULOS advised he had recently sent SA! !several text 
messages in an attempt to provide further information. He sent those 
messages to a phone number previously used by SA! ! PAPADOPOULOS was
advised his messages were not received and that PAPADOPOULOS may have 
unknowingly sent them to a phone number associated with a land line. 

PAPADOPOULOS' text messa voice his concerns 
about an individual named, L------------------------r--

--µ 
DONALD J. TRUMP at DEUTSCHE BANK. PAPADOPOULOS was introduced to by 
an individual named, �I __________ I who in turn had introduced
PAPADOPOULOS to RICK DEARBORN and ANTHONY SCARAMUCCI. PAPADOPOU LOS 

____ las being overly interested in him during his introduction to 
SCARAMUCCI. 

RECENT NEWS MEDIA COVERAGE 

viewed 

Since the unsealing of his plea agreement, PAPADOPOULOS has seen a 
large amount of media coverage reporting that JEFF SESSIONS had shut down 
his idea of arranging for a meeting between TRUMP and VLADIMIR PUTIN. 
PAPADOPOULOS conveyed he would stick to his original story about the whole 
incident because he believed SESSIONS was supportive of his proposal. 
PAPADOPOULOS remembered handing SESSIONS a business card after the meeting 
and stated he wouldn't have done so if SESSIONS had told him to stand 
down. PAPADOPOULOS further relayed he was a newcomer on the campaign when 
he proposed the idea and he wouldn't have continued his attempts to 
arrange for a such meeting if he was told to stand down by a senior 
leadership figure in the campaign. 

lmcstig,itionon 11/07/2017 at Washington, District Of Columbia, United States (Phone)

File Ii I Date drafte d  11 / 08I201 7
,:....:.:.�����::!...,__ _____________ _ 

by >-:I =====�------------------------

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the prope11y of the FBI and is loaned to your agency: it and its contents arc not 
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(U) Telephone call to George D.

Continuation ofFD-301 of Papadopoulos 
. On 

------------------------

11/07/2017 _______ . Page 2 of 3 

PAPADOPOULOS also saw recent news reports where STEVE BANNON was quoted 

as having never met with PAPADOPOULOS. PAPADOPOULOS confirmed he had in 

fact met BANNON and exchanged phone calls with him. PAPADOPOULOS 

remembered specifically coordinating with BANNON when he was arranging the 

meeting between TRUMP and Egyptian president, ABDEL FATTAH EL-

SISI. PAPADOPOULOS saw similar news reports where MICHAEL GLASSNER was 

quoted saying similar things to what BANNON said. 

PAPADOPOULOS advised many media outlets had also recently attempted to 

contact him directly and have requested statements about PAPADOPOULOS' 

plea agreement and the unsealing of his court documents. PAPADOPOULOS has 

not provided any statements to the media; however, he stated his 

willingness to do so in a coordinated fashion if it suited both the 

Special Counsel's Office and the FBI. 

CARTER PAGE 

PAPADOPOULOS was aware of CARTER PAGE's recent testimony to the U.S. 

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES on November 2, 2017. PAPADOPOULOS only read 

approximately 5· of the transcript that was produced for PAGE's testimony, 

but stated his intentions to read the remainder in the future. 

PAPADOPOULOS remembered having one Skype call with CARTER PAGE. During 

that call, PAGE told PAPADOPOULOS to "stop showing off." PAPADOPOULOS did 

not remember exactly why PAGE had told that, but surmised it was likely a 

result of PAPADOPOULOS' efforts to coordinate with the Russians in late 

March 2016. PAPADOPOULOS remembered having a bad impression when the call 

ended and he felt as if PAGE may have been perturbed or jealous of him in 

some way. PAPADOPOULOS described the call as being pretentious and 

unfriendly. PAPADOPOULOS thought PAGE may have viewed him as a competitor 

because he was attempting to arrange a meeting with the Russians. 

After the Skype call with PAGE, PAPADOPOULOS tried to stay away from 

him. PAPADOPOULOS remembered seeing PAGE at another campaign event, at the 

CAPITOL HILL CLUB. PAPADOPOULOS remembered PAGE had engaged in a lengthy 

conversation with KEITH KELLOGG at that event. PAPADOPOULOS was also aware 

of PAGE having attended another campaign event, which was a social 

gathering at KELLOGG's house. PAPADOPOULOS did not attend that event, but 

recalled it was either a pool party or a barbeque at KELLOGG'S home. 

PAPADOPOULOS further recalled PAGE had attended a social event for the 

campaign, which was held at KELLOGG's house. PAPADOPOULOS remembered the 

event was either a pool party or a barbeque. 
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PAPADOPOULOS agreed to search through his Skype messages and his email 

messages in attempt to find further information about PAGE. 

b7E 
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FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

Date or entry 03/22/2017 

(U) On 3/09/2017, SSA! !contacted CARTER W. PAGE on PAGE's
mobile telephone I SSA I I informed PAGE they would meet 
at the Andaz hotel on Fifth Avenue on 3/10/2017. SSA! !informed PAGE
that he will meet PAGE in the lobby at 1 p.m. PAGE agreed to meet and 
told SSA! I that he was bringing his bags (suitcases) with him. SSA 

B

ld PAGE that I,__ __________________________. 

lmcstig,1tionon 03/09 m NY, New York, United States (Phone) 

File Ii Date drafted O 3 I 22/ 201 7
,.......!:=====::::::--.__ ______________ _ 

by ...._ ____________________________________________ _ 
This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions or the FBI. It is the prope11y of the FBI and is loaned to your agency: it and its contents arc not 
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FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVf.STIGATfON 

(U) CARTER �'I. 2AGE, ,:Ja Le cl birth (DOB) I I w.:i_s approctched by
<;.",,nevT7 j s-��y-,� '-... 1.. ..... c..-..... �- -.-: {"'""�rt- I I: ... -. -� �De'""i----• l�qe .. ·t-1 I .,_)•,...::- -·-�- v .. , •·-; ·-_j •-'

..._
"'"-·1-�_._.c.,_ �,._� .1 ....... ._ _________ __, ::-:�l•--� •. )t .. l. ...... ::-:.J... --�:_ ��! ... .._ ___ ____, 

______ 1.1.n the Empi.re Hot.el., 44 W. 66th Street., New Yo:ck NY at. 
approximately 2:45 p.m. After bejng advjsed of the identity of the 

speak v,ith PAGE reqardinq a letter p_µ,_GE had 1.vr-itten FBI Director .Ja1nes B .. 
Corney on Septenber 25, 2016, PAGE provided the following information: 

age.inst l·i.i.rn .. PAGE tol d the ag ent.s that he had person ally delivered a 
letter to t.he U.S. �,enate Select Committee on Intel l."i.gen c e  (SSCI) ectrl..1.er 

in the weeK when he was in Washington, D.C. addres sing t.he 
a.l.1egat:i.ons .. 

PP·�GE left the agents for 
apprc,xima.tely 5 minutes and returned i-,•ith a letter da.ted Marc.i:1 J., 2017 
addressed to Th•::.:: Honoratrle Rici1ard Burr and 1\:Iark �'�arner at .SSCI. The 

{IJ} F/1._.(JE: began to leaf th:rough t.h.e doctunent. f)Ointi.ng tc- se ... 1Ierc.l passa.qes � 
and focused on at.able in the letter titJ.ed ''Comparison of efforts that. 

if the�i 1�-1ere farniliar 1�1.ith the tern1s Hn.onp:-1blic ri and Hrrtc::.teriality� 6, H PP ... C::E 
corr1.ff:ented th.at th.e dlleged r1acks 1,,lculd be dr�terrnined a•� -:� .. ..,.-.::.+-r.•Y··; a·:, 
beca.Ltse t.he inforrrtaticn disccv•::.::r�::d -- that Clintc-n vJa.s a liar -- v1c1s 
already widely accepted. 

aDout 
specj_fics in the letter, previously ment.ioned by the Agents. 

Page denied canta.ct with sanctioned individuals as 
identified in his letter. 

{U) PA.GE brouqi- rt Ltp ti1-::� HDc.-dgy [Jo,:_:;si-::.::r, n a reference tc- the dc-s.:.::ier 
purportedly written by Christopher Steele, and recent.ly pos ted t.o the 
Buzz feed �tvet.::-si.te � f1.ccording to Pl\C;E: the docu!nent}:: ctre c,:::,rn.r).lete.1.jl 
false. PAGE opined that using any materj_aJ_ int.he dossier would be an 
obstruction of justice. As PAGE explained to the agents, the introduction 

m New York, New York, United States (In Person!

�-:i-;; # Date d�<1l1..:-(! 0 J / :L 3 / 2 G l 7 
,::.._!55iiiiiii55iiiiiii5iiiiiiii555iiiiiii55iiiiiii5�========.-----------
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.On 

03/09 

/2017 
------. p��.rc 

of ''false evidence� to a criminal case is obstruction of justice. 
sai.d that he would be happy to address the allegations made about him 1n 

(Ul PAGE stated that he was on 01/10/201'7 which 
was when the dossier was released by Buzzfeed. By t�� time his flight 
1anded, people had already ::::een .i.t and contacted P/1.GE:. In reference to 
i.nfo:rrnat.ion frorn. t.h.e Dos.�:ie:r rela.ted to 2 Rosneft .stake l)ei.ng offered .i.n
return for the reduction of sanctions, Page stated that Glencore received
the stake, which is associated ta Mark Rich, an associate of the Clintons.

founder of the Clinton Librarv. 

{U) Tho::; aqt:\nt.s .su.gge.st.-::::d to PfiCrE that thr::y rr:.e-::::t the follov\1 ino da,.1 i13/J_C: 
/2.0:L7, at 2.pproximately :L p.m. The agents info:crned Fl\GE'. thatl I 

invited the agents to bring a copy of the �'dcdgy dossie.r.1r 
1�/l th thern. o 

(U) 8.eqarding his v,ork as a For-::;iqn B.elations I�d-\ri.sor witf"1 tl1•:::: [Jcnald .J ..
Trun:-q) (Can1paign 1 P11.C;E'. sta.t.ed that. i-te ne•✓ ... er felt .1.1.ke he h.ad to brief Tr1.1n:-tr) .. 

March or ApLil of 2016. PAGE explained he ,,,;as attendtnq a briefi.ng in 

(U) T·he aqents t.c-ld PFtCrE tt1e�/ would c:-:=:-nta.ct hirn �.,ild i1is cellDhc-ne lat.�::.r 
that dc;.y witt1 a n-tet::ting lc-cati-:::in.
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FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVf.STIGATfON 

(U) On 03ii 0/20 i 7 at approximately 2:00 pm. Sup(:rvisory Special Agent! �p<:.;cial Agent 

_______ ... !and Staff Operations Spccialis� pnter,·ie,\·;;;d Carter W. Page at the Andaz Hotd, 

485 .5th Ave, NC\\ York NY PAGE previously met SSA) land SA! �;n 03/09/2017 and \Yas 

infonncd this ,Yas a continuation of that intcn·iew. Page pn.wided the following infom1ation: 

(Uj ______________ 
I PAGE moved n desk over to the sitting area and set up his MacBook laptop 

to present a Pmn:rPoint slide deck he spcm the pre,ious night preparing. 

(U) PAGE said. based on information r;;;portcd in th;;; "Dodgy Dossier," (Page's krm for the Christopher Steck

dossier r(:ported by Buzzfi::(:d com}, he is comfortabk with the belicf h(: has been under suncill.:mce over the

last y;;;ar. PAGE stated he has done nothing wrong. and he is open to "extreme vdting" {\\·hich was wntten on

m1e of the slides of PAGE's pres<:.;ntation) to prove the aUegations false. PAGE reitcmt<:.;d the nature of the

dossi;;;r as "false evidence." which when introduced into a criminal justice matter is obstrn<::tion of justice

(lJ) The second slide of PA GE's prcsentation juxtaposed the concept of the "\Vashmgton Swamp" ,,ith a 

"septic-tank of US-Rl1ss,a Relations". PAGE stated US-Russia relations have been cominuous failures and 

missteps. 

(U) Introduction to the Campaign

(U) SSA,_l __ ___.�skcd why PAGE \Yas picked as a Foreign Relations Advisor for the Campaign. PAGE

c:xplain<:.;d he \\ as brought into tlw campaign through a series of introductions. PAGE met Ed Co-.;, POTUS

Nixon's son-in-la.\'. 1\'hik ,\·orking as an Alternatc-Dckgate for Sena tor McCain in 2008. Cox thrn 

introduced Page to Michad Glassner, \Yho introduced PAGE to Sam Clovis 

(U) Based on a question from the pn;vious interview on 3/9/20{ 7, SA .. l ___ ... laskd PAGE ifhe ever

briefed rhcn-Candidatc Donald J. Trump as a Foreign Relations Advisor Page stated he never briefed the 

Candid,1tc. 

l;.;\·-..,stigal;Dnor: 03/10 ;H New York, Ne·d York, United 3to.t.r:-:::; �In PE:rsvn} 
���---

by '"====================,!.._ ________________________ _ 
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03/10 

/2017 
------. p��.rc 

(U) PAGE rderrd to his m::irk ,\ ·ith the Trump Campaign as being a member of an advisory committ ee.

His goal \\as to help the Candidati;; irnprove relations with Russia PAGE recalled watching POTUS

Reagan and Gorbache v meeting and h(' rrnwmbers se.;ing a U.S. Naval Offic.;r standing bd1ind the m. that

motivated PAGE to apply to the U S. Naval Acadi;;myl

( U) PAGE cxplain;:,d \\hen he 1\·roK fr,r the Global Policy JoumaL he \, as a staunch critic of Hillary

Clinton (Clinton) as Secretary of State. PAGE believes Secretary Clinton's policy with Russia faikd and 

1\·as. wide!� regarded as ineffective PAGE reforred to Clinton':;,; polic: as. "Narcissistic Looncy-Toons." 

which PAGE s<1id c<1me from Clinton's comments related to the lVfonica Lewinsky scandal.I 

�n this instance_ that p;:,rson is PAGE 
.________________ ..... 

(U} PAGE said, ''l\,frs Clinton was n::sponsibk: f-c.)r authorizing the steps taken against mell Additionaily, 

th.; Clintons have obstructed justice and the Oban1a administration worked to cover it up ·111is is onh 

possihk, becaust:: the Clintons and Ob,unas still have ailies on Capitol Hill 

(U) July 2016 i\foscow Trip

(U) SSAI psh:d PAGE to explain the circumstanc es around his July speech at the Ne,\ Economic

School (NES} in Mosco\\·. PAGE statt::d in 2009, POTUS Obama spoke at the same event. PAGE bdievi;;s

his invitation to the NES ,\aS an intentional embarrassment to POTUS Obama or others. PAGE spoke

abont "mutual ri;;spect" bdwcen tk US and Russia, nnlikc the Obama administration's trt::atmi;;nt of Rt1ssia.

( U) Priort o traveling, PAGE agreed \Yith the Trump Campaign he was not representing then-Candidate

Trump. PAGE was not paid for tl1i;; t::ngagcment, and \Yas given an economy-dass aidini;; ticket for the trip.

{U} PAGE mis invited to speak at the NES Graduation by the Director Sblomo \Veber. PAGE elaborated

his Ph. D \\as focused on Central Asia. PAGE's explained an associate of his (FNU LNU) during his. Ph.

D research, had spoken at many of the biggest universities in Russia including MIGlVfO and the Higher

School of Econom:cs The associate: introduced PAGE tq I Shlomo \Vebcr's ... l ___ _.
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------. p��.rc 

(U) PAGE advtscd Shiomo Weber is a professor at the NES in Russia and spent most of his !tfo in ...l ___ __. 

\.Veber coordinat.;;d PA GE's invi tafa:m for the gradnation speech. Tlieir email introduction occurred on 04 

/24/20 ! 6. PAGE.s trip to Moscow was from 7/03/2016 to 7 /09i20 l 6. When PAGE arriyed in Russia on 07 

/04/20 ! 6, he met with a \\horn PAGE 

knew from ,Yhen he lived in Russia before in 2004. Additionally. PAGE had dinner, \\'here he met ,,·ith 

Andre Krickovic,I �n� I PAGE stated he had a meding on 7/6/20 i 6 \\ ith 

individuals from Tafncft. about some possibk busin�ss deals. PAGE mentioned he had worked ,,·ith 

Tafndt fi.1r a "long time." 

(U) PAGE gave t,\o speeches ,,hen in IVfoscow, the first speech was to a small group on 1lmrsday 07/07

!2016, and the second speedi \\as on 07/08/20{6, \\hid1 ,yas the commencement speech to the NES.

PA.GE's commencement speech l\as followed by a speech from Arb<ly Dvorkovich. PAGE identified

Dvorkovidi as the Russian Deputy Prime Minister. PAGE stated he briefly passed Dvorko1id1 at the

(U} PAGE "·as dissatisfid his rntire 5000-word commencement speech \\as distilld to a single point by 

individmils in the United States in \\'hich he appeared to be critical of the United States. 

t U) PAGE has met Andrey BaranGv of G,1zprom, but has never met with Igor Sechin. 

(U} PAGE asked at the University about Igor Diveykin. \\·ho was mcntiond in the .. dodgy dossier." but 

could not find any information about hirn. Additionally, the only information available tlmmgh Googk 

\Vere allegations against Diveykin. 

(U} Following his Moscow trip, Page traveled to Cambridge University in the United Kingdom \,here hi;; 

met fonner Secretary of State Madeline Albright The t"i.,llowing \\Tek Page \\·cnt to Ckvdand for the 

RNC, and then traveled to Philaddphia for the DNC. 

(U) When asked about the allegations against PAGE an<l hm, they originate from his visits to Russia.

PAGE said it may have been because he had the dosest relationship\\ ith Russia \amongst those in the

c,1mpaign. at the time! PAGE interjected he \\rlS an Alter-boy. Eagle Scout, ,md a Naval Academy

Graduate: demonstrating he lives by a code of honor. He ,s ah,ays careful about not breaking the lav,, and

was "di aware that businesses and businessmen in Russia take bribes. PAGE defined bribes as doing

something e:s:tra for someone. PA GE's hard •York made up the difforence for Russian businesses. 
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(U) PAGE c,plai1wd in 2004 he \\· orkcd at MerriH Lynch's Offtce rn Moscow, Russia. His office had strict

compliance policies, and PAGE Sa\\ other banks\\\.'!\; \Yilling to bribe He lived in Russia for three years

and kamed about h(n\' the country m::irks.

(lJ) July 2016 Ckl·cland Trip 

(U} In Ck,cland, on 07/20/20 ! 6, PAGE participated. in a dinner event\\ ith thcn-Senator Jeff Sessions. 

PAGE drew a diagram of the room at the large scak event to sho,_. that although he was in the room ,,·ith 

Sessions an d Ambassador Scrgey Kisk:\·ak, both individnals were far ,may from him PAGE may have 

,Yitnessed Kisk,ak and Sessions have brief conversations. PAGE reiterated he has been asked by Chns 

Hayes and Andi;;rson Cooper about A.mbassador Ki sic yak. PAGE differentiated bdwcen saying one has 

met someone and meetmg \Ytth someone. 

(lJ) December 2016 Mosco,, Trip 

(U) The interview turned w PAGE's trip to i\foscow in December. PAGE flew into rvfoscm, on 12/07

/2016 from Pan:s. PAGE said he is attcmptmg to get ba,:,k into business in Russia During that trip, PAGE

had ]unch \\ith,I lat Morgan Lc,\iS in Mosc,m.

( U) PAGE stated his personal business oppmtunities have ken difficult, global mismanagement of US

Russia relations have hurt business prospects. The sanctions placed on Russia have had a negative effect,

but they arc merdy a symptom of a ' ·broader issue." which is the ··lack of respect" for Russia from the

\\CSL Sanctions arc hurting, but "not as much as you'd think."

(UJ Other 

(U} PAGE voluntarily mentioned interviews r<:ith FBI SA _I _____
_ 

fclatcd to "Podobnny and those 

gu\·s" PAGE viewed his mteract;ons with Pod.obnny as similar to inkractions with his NYU stt1dents at 

the time. 

( U) PAGE mcmioned the issue regarding then-Acting Attorney General Sally Yates and General flynn

Peopk PAGE knew at the \Vhitc J-.Iousc said the discussions bcti,ccn Flynn and Ambassador Kiskyak
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(U) PAGE mentioned he rnd Sergei Yatsenko \Yhcn he \Yas m::irktng \\·ith Gazprom Yatscnko \\as the

head of on of the gmnps he dealt \Yith _ Y atscnko rww \Yorks at PA.GE's company. 

CU) PAGF believes the current U.S. Foreign Policy is a "cancer," and he ,s workrng to cure that "cancer." 

\Vhi!c at the Council on Foreign Relations he '.\Orked with Christopher Stcyens, and he vic,,s. 

Ambassador's Stevens' death as ,1 symptom of ,1fom1entione<l cancer. 

( U} PA.GE has met ,,·ith the Kazakh Ambassador. \\·ho has also met \Yith Ambassador Kiskyak. 

(U} PAGE mentioned the POTUS Trnmp tweet from 03/04/2017 regarding the POTUS Obama 

'\yiretapping" ofTrnmp Tm\·cr, but offered no other information. 
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FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

Date or entry 03/22/2017 

(U) On 3/10/2017, SSA! I contacted CARTER W. PAGE via 
telephone I I in order to confirm a meeting scheduled for
m. that day. PAGE stated that he

1

as go
i

ng to get in a cab and head
the hotel, where he would meet SSA in the lobby. 

lmcstig,1tionon 03/10 m NY, New York, United States (Phone) 

1 p. 
to 

File Ii Date drafted O 3 I 22/ 201 7
_.1.... ________ __,l---------------------

b y ._I ____ __,_ ___________________ _ 
This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions or the FBI. It is the prope11y of the FBI and is loaned to your agency: it and its contents arc not 
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to be distributed outside 1 our agency. 
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FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

Date or entry 03/22/2017 

(U) On 03/11/217, ssAI !contacted CARTER W. PAGE via
telephone I I- SSA I I informed PAGE that he would not be b6 
able to meet with PAGE on 3/11/2107 or 3/12/2017, but suggested a meeting b7C 

later that week. PAGE asked when SSA! !thought the next meeting may 
be, because PAGE had some other business to attend to. SSA! linformed 
PAGE that he would work around PAGE's schedule and will give PAGE a call 
on Monday in order to schedule the next meeting. 

lmcstig,1tionon 03/11 m NY, New York, United States (Phone) 
l'i?, i t 

File Ii I Date drafted 03/22/2017
::..:::::========:;==::!...,_ ___________ _ 

by >::I ========-----------------------------------

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions or the FBI. It is the prope11y of the FBI and is loaned to your agency: it and its contents arc not 
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FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

Date or entry 03/22/2017 

(U) On 03/15/2017, ssAI contacted CARTER W. PAGE via 
telephone I ! regarding a meeting on 3/16/2017. PAGE stated 
that he wa._s _ a_b_l_ e_ t_o _m_e_e_t_. with SSAI I and asked SSA I lwhat time he 
would like to meet. SSA I ltold PAGE that he could work around PAGE's 
schedule, PAGE stated that the afternoon would be best to meet and agreed 
at either 2 or 3 p.m. PAGE requested that the hotel be further uptown 
than the meeting on 3/10/2017. 

lmcstig,itionon 03/15 at NY, New York, United States (Phone)
���---

....=======:::::;--..,__ ________________ _ 

by 

Date dra!kd 0 3 / 22/ 201 7 

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions or the FBI. It is the prope11y of the FBI and is loaned to your agency: it and its contents arc not 
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FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVF.STlGATfON 

PAGE voluntarily provided the FBI a USB thumbdrive with a digital copy 

of his Pov,/erPoint slide deck a Tl-1.rc.,u.ghout the inter'Jiei-1, PAGE added 

additional files to the drive and voluntarily provided it to the 

interviewinq aq,:;nts. The final slide on the presentation is a disclaim,,,r 

�;t 2 t.1.ng: 

accuracy cf any in.forrnat.ion cc,nta.ined within th.is presentat.i.on, 

Everything included herein is based on the best of my recollection 

regarding the events of the last year, as well as publicly available 

inforrnation a\lailabl(:: in ti1c rna.instrC\dHl rn-:�dia ( t.t1e al"ISi1.,:I 1�}. c;iven i1C•\4

false tt·1e \rast 1nc;jority of inforrnat.ion £:.•resented b�/ th.e rv1s1v1 h.as lt-:�en 

on these topics thus fa,: including the Trump···Ru.s�;i2 dossier (the 

'
1 I)odgy� Dcssier tt }, op1 n;_ons expressed }-terein are subject to ch.anqe

fd.i.tt1out. net.ice .,. n 

Threats to PAG2 

(U) PAGE notified the FBI that he has seen death threats to him on

twitter and other blogs, though he h2d no specific additional

.1.nformat:i.on. The agent.s admon:i.shed him to report any :;:peci f:i.c future

threats tc the agents and cal] 911 if he .feels he or his family are i.n

danqe.r.

(U) PAGE' s introduction to the T ri..,mp Campaign

(U) Ed Cox introduced PAGE to Corey Lcr,,,.;a.ndowski. Coz v1as the h<�ad c•f

the New York Republ.ic2n Party ln 2007-2008 when PAGE worked for the

McCain Dele9at:i.on. :in ,Janua.-cy of 2016, Cox "i.nt.1:oduced PAGE to Corey

Le,.vandoi1ski. LS Tdar1do1/'.1sk.i. then introduced �?AC;t: tc the DerJut�/ Cam�;aiqn

the same day. The meeting ,.;ith Clovis was brief and held in the main 

lH\-;,.'sil�aliDno:1 03/16 ;H New York, Ne\.'J York, United 3to.t.(":3 (In P(":rson}
���---

hkii Dat<:dt,1lkd i)3i:LC/201)
,......!:======================�-----------
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.On 

03/ l{.� 
/201'1 _______ . P�1,;w 

area of the �:t:h F'.loor of. 'l'rurr1p Tcwer. The fi.,:;,,t pubLi.c announcement. or: 
PAGE's participation i.n the Campaign came 1.n March of. 2016. 

(U) PAGE' s participation in the Campaiqn, and a.ssc,cia t.ion to Campaign
L"l e mbr:r s

(U) Pt\GE: d.i_d not attend any P,: .1.nc.i_p1.e::,' meet.1.ng.s. E'o,: cne meeting, he
Fer the 

meeting associated t:o the Campaign speech the Hc,tel in 
Washinqtc-n, DC, FAGE: \alas .. I ________ _.

(TJ) I? .. !!l,.C:.�2 described different ca?nt-1s witf1in the T·rurnp Cc.L?ri_1aiqn that held 
different opinions with regards to PAGE's activities, as well as, the 
carnpa.iqn' s official stance. F-....s an exaHlplc, JD Gordon r.,.,ra.s OfJpo.sed to 
PAG8 at:tend.i_ng the ,July New 8concm.i_c School INESJ speech, though he 
never forbade .1.t. ,JD Gordon was a "press guy" and h.-r:ought: .1.ntc the 
carr:paiqn. l;y [�)at.1.1. Iv'i:anafc·,rt v P��J;E l;elie·ved that .. JD c;ordon t-:as rr1ore 
conse.rv-at.i.,le In runninq a carnpa.J_qn than o-c.ner rnernDe.rs � 

(U) FAGS met r'.T Mcfarland in 2007. PAGE b•:,lieves that her role Hl the
carnpaiqn was unofficial tJeca.use of her: a.ssc•ciat.ion to Foxr-1�::v1.::: .. .Si1-:� is
rnore hav1kist1 and oppc•sed to Pl\.GE' s ·vic 1,,,.r.s (:in B.u.ssia.

(U) PAGE never met nor spoke to Faul Manafort. There was one email 1n
which Mana.fa.rt was a party to a rep.1.y-a.ll email by PAGE.

(U) Additionally, PAGE siqned Non-Disclosure F.greements ,n .. t::h the Trump
Carnpai qn and Global Partners in D•:�rnc•cr:ac�r ..

(U) PtlGE:' s r emo,.,al froin the Campaign

b3 
b7E 
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b7C 

(U} f'ollo�l.i.nq the atte ntion that. P.t\(;r: rece.i.i..red fron-: his f'{ES speech 1 b6 

_________ I a.nd I both asked PAGS to kcrlp a lc•w b7C 

Drofile. 

(U) PAGE advised an article about his connections to Russia was
pub].ished on 09/23/2016 on the Yahco news website .
.fonnally remcved Pi\GE: f:com the campai9n or, 09/)4/2016 hv tel.bng
1-t.i.rrt that he ''t,Jas no longe1� l·l.1.ttt us" (Trump c:arnpaiqri) v P�� ... (;E pro-\.1.i.ded 
an email exchange between I !and Pi\GE in which PAGE provides a
response to accusations and! I said he had a different 
direction in mind. PP..GE was dlso told by I I thdt he ,,ds
.still in the "orbit" of the ca.mpc,ign. 

(U) PAGE:' s trips t.o the New E:conomic Schoo.1 . .in Mo::,cow
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03/ l{.� 

/201'1 ______ . P�1,;w

/U) FAGE was invited to speaK at the NE:.c; by ::->::hlo,nc- !1/eber. Schlo::r,.o, 

________ __.land Ancin:cj KTj_ckcv.i.c a.re alJ U�, Citizens that are
affiLL ated ;,,ri t.h l'WS. PAGE: p.-c:-ovided the ema.'L J .i.ncluci i nq the .i.nvita.t1.on. 
Additionally, tie provided a portion of his daily schedule snowing the 
tirr,e period of the speech. 

(U) Pt\GL provided the email i.n which he rece.1.ved pe.nn.1.ssion .from Co:cey
Lewandc-•,-.,::::ld tc- attend the NES in Moscow, Fu�;s.1.a 9raduation and give
the commencement spe ech. r·;p,c;f; offe red to have then-Candida.t.e Trump do
the speech instead; t.he ca.mpa.iqn refused. The ema. iJ states that PAGr�
would attend out.side of his x:-o.1.e his role in the ca.mpa.iqn. PAGE: sta.t.ed
that ,J[} C:.�ordon 11ne"'Ier s2.1id no, t.)ut expressed it -;,.-1asn � t a good idea, H 

to particif-1ate�

(U) Aft.er PAGE':::: b/ES Speech, Deputy P,: .1.me M .1.n.1.ster, and FIES Board
Member i\,:ka.d1.y Dvcrkovich ,3ave a speech and ::::pecifica.1.ly stated tha.t. 
sanctions had hurt th e N�S and they would have to x:- educe faculty and 
students� 

(U) On . .

rllS return trip, PAGE stopped at Cambrid ge for an C\lent .. ...TD 

(U) :In Decernl:�er of 20:1.6 1 PAGL visited the NE:S aqa.i.n. He had 01.nner 
•·1't\..- {. .... -.h-: . ....,.,..1"!·"� --,n.,,-tl 1V .. • {l ... ;•._�,., .. :.i....n.<t•._, GA1.,...t ,_ ______ _.. and l\n.::l?:e.j Kri.ckov.i.c. Durinq the d.i.nner, 

then-Px:-esident.-E;lect Trump's victory, and asked a.bout how tc- connect 
for future coo er ation. 

that prior to this point, Schlomo, 
PAGE additionally clain�d 
and E<::ric:kovic: all kne't/ iK, 

was not involved with the campaign anymore. 

(U) PAGE'."; ac1:.1.v.n:y in Cle,xe.land and t.he Republican National Convention

(U) P.c\.GE stal.:e:d that he had been misrepresented in l.:he media, and had
no meetings in Cleveland. PAGE claimed he could pull out many business
cards to si1-::;•,, all ti1-::, peopl,,, he has met; but :::pecifically, I<isleya.k
did not ev,:;n give him a busine:::s ca.rd. PAGE recalled :::ayinq hello to
Kisl,:;y;_;,k and sayirn;r that it •,,ould be nice to catch up ic1t some point.

(U) Regarding the dropping of lethal assistance to the Ukx:-a..i.ne from
the poLi.cy p.1.a.nk at the RNC, PAGE: px:-ovided the 07 /1•1/.?016 email he
received from JD Gordon informing PAG2 of the policy change:. PAGE said
that he: had no part in the decision, but he Si..,pported it. PJl.C:2
ass,:;ssed that JD Gord on was controllinq and he did not disclose much

Mana fort mon,,-likely-than-not r:ec:omrnended the pro-Rus:::ian chanqes. 
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(U) Prior contact wi.th Padobny

03/ l{.� 

/201'1 ______ . P�1,;w

(TJ) 2.r..e:.;2 introduced the slide related Titled: I?ast experience: TJ.s •• r. ..

the slide which included an u:cerpt. fr:orn the affidavit dnd said
"Nobody knows that I'm Mdle-1 in this report,'' in cluding he hdd never:
told anyone about that. When asked spe c ific ally if he told any
colleaque that. he wa:::; Male---:l., PAGE: said tha.t there was a con,Iersati.on
with a Russian Government Official at the United Nat ions General
Assembly. [;AGJ': said to the Official "I didn't do anyth.i nd .. _______ _.

When asked again if he had told anyone that
..._ _____________ ____, 

hr� \.,,as 1-'lale-l, P_4GE sc:::.id 1'I forget the exact staterr,ent 0
� 

(U) Larer in the interview, SSA�'--�lasked if anyone knew about
PAG8's meetinas with Bulatov. PAG8 di.d not recall the name, but
::::earch ed for the narr:e on his phone and found a contact for A.1.exander
Bula to;.r .. Ur;on f!_1rthe.r ("ft.les tion i ng, [:)Ac;t� sa 5. d that he and Ru.1.ato"',.,r rna ·:;1
t"ta .... ,..te had susn1 r.:or lunct"t in l)o\-.rntoivn Ne;,v �(01:-k .. 

(Ul Gdzprom and other Russian Business 

{U) \,Jhen asked .1.f he would r eceive a f."i.nanc"i.a.1. benef.1.t from :reduct"i.on 
of sanctions on. Russia., Pl\C�E said " ye:-:;, it h1ou.ld be po.siti'Je for rn.e. 11 

(fJ) PfiGE wc,rked c;.s Gazprorn as a ..._ _____________________ _
D\.l.rinq t:hdt time, h•:; wac:: instrumental in 

.1.nstitutin,; 2.n :i_nvesto,: 's day. PAGI;: a.ttend2d the Gazprom Investor's 

the event, [;AGE; said he thouqht the CE'G was there. 

(U) When asked if he had any current contacts with Gazprom, PAGE
stdted he had a breakfast meeting on 03/1'7 /201'/ ,ntn

..._ _____ �!who were st:ayinq at the Plazd Hotel in N,��.-4-Y--o-�-.--k-.-P-r-,t'-�-E---� 

identified t.ha.1:: he was meetinrJ
.._ 

________ _. who he ,net in 
::-:.i.ngapo,:e. FAGE thouqht the breakfast would be about future business 
ventures, but had no specific agend2.. 

(Ul Additional Infor:mdtion 
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03/ l{.� 

.On __ /_2_0_1_'1 __ . l'lltj\: 

(U) PAGE: stated that he was not offered assistance, help, or px:omi.:sed any

benefit if sanct:.ions removal was added to tlF:c Campaign's platform. This

excluded the general benefit to his Russia-focused business.

iUl Page stated that he was never asked to pass a message or pass any 

material to any members of the C2.mpa.i.9n. i\ddit.i.ona.lly, he did not 

experience any strange interactions with people. 
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FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

Date or entry 03/23/2017 

(U) On 03/21/2017, ssAI I contacted CARTER W. PAGE via 
telephone! !. SSA! I asked PAGE how he was doing. PAGE 
stated "pretty good," and told SSAI !that he would most likely be back
in New York on Sunday or Tuesday the latest. SSA! lasked if PAGE was 
still available to meet on Thursday 03/30/2017, PAGE said that he would be 
able to meet. 

(U) 
up, 

SSA�l __ _.lasked PAGE if any concerns (for PAGES's safety) have come
PAGE stated that there were a "couple of things, but nothing urgent." 

lmcstig,itionon 03/21 at NY, New York, United States (Phone) 
�,--,�,�, ,�,---

F
i
lc;li�:=:=:=:=:=:=:=;====::::!'-----------------------Datc dra!kd 03/22/2017

by "=========!,_ ___________________________________ _ 
This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions or the FBL It is the prope11y of the FBI and is loaned to your agency: it and its contents arc not 
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FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVF.STlGATfON 

imrnediate fo.1..lovl-up to the 03/30/?017 int.er1Jiei,:; 

PPtGE stated Hhe is always under oath.; n his issues \.,lith rec2:1lling 
certain events over the last year arc related to his memc,r:y and rwt his 
hone:c:ty. At the Republican National Convention in Cleve land, he •,.;as up 
from 6 a.m. to midniqht every day, and much of 
jumb.1.e." PAGE reite,:ated t.hat he i::: attempting 

PAGE's recollection is "a. 
get out of the Russia 

bus.1.ness, 2nd his d .1.scus.c; ions with the Ambassador to [<2.za kh.stan '.vere the 
mo.st productive. 

(U) At tt-1<� Rr"-Jc; in Cl�::,xeland, PACE ap1=jroact1ed 1\rnbassadcr Kislyak 1 

introduced himse].f, and presented his business card. Kisly2.k took cne
business card, but then d id not demonstrate any interest in speaking

(Ul Relationship to the Russian Intelligence Services (RIS) 

SSA .. ! ___ I bcqan to describe varying l•:,v,,,l:c: of intellicrence

b7E 

b6 

b7C 

b6 

contact:c: that Russian Intelliry,nc-:, Officer::: maintain. PAGE interrupted b7C 
saying that h e  .1 .. s probably t.he highe.�;t leve.1. contact. 

(U) I-',"',GE then n:;ferenced [AJeksandrJ Bulatov and [Victor] l,0c,dobnyy a.nd
stated, 11tI1e rnore irnrnaterial non-t-1ublic in.foru1ation I gi,;re tr1e1n, the
better for this country."

(U) PAGE r•:,1',,rcnced him:c:clf being "on the books." SA._! _____ _.I ask,:,d if
PAGE: understood the 1.nterview.1.ng a,;wnts define that. phrase as beinq .1.n
:::orne fonn of a source·-handle.-c re.lati.onship, either wit.ting or
unwitti.nq, w'tth the FIS. �;A! I then a..sked .i.f l,0AG1': aq1�eed that.,
.i.nc.luciing the circumstances of his re.1.ationship w.i.th Bu.la.tov and
Podobn.Y�/, PAGE \\fas 11 0n the books H of tf1e RIS. P.A_GE cr.r�reed t1'1at he \...-c-..s
on the RI.S books. However, PAGE did not like when the interviewing

03/31/2017 New fork, New York, United States (In Person) 

hie ii Dat<: dt,1lkd ,) 4 i O 4 / 2 () 1 'I 
;..::..!::======::::!;;;;;====.-----------

by""'======================-----------------------------

b6 

b7C 

b3 
b6 

b7C 
b7E 
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agents described his re1ation:,1 hip as "wcrk'tng with'' Eu.latov or 

(Ul July Trip and Foreign Contacts 

{U) While n::hashirnJ hi::: July trip and :::pe,:;ch, E'AGE said t.ha.t there \,·as 
a Dum2 Member':,, a.ssistant, a '.voman, who came up to him a.fte,: the 
speech and shook his hand. She said her boss, the Duma Member, would 
like to contact PAGE. PAG� stated that he threw her card away. 

PAGE ]ater said wh'tle 
referencing business deals, that JikeJv .. ! _________ �
Tatneft. l?AGE mentioned 

----�lwas the Western 
a Rosneft-Exxon deal, and said that�! ___ _ 
Law Firm representing the deal. 

,u :i FAGS continued tc- dc�,cribc the July trip indic:at ing iw met 

I' - land Sh.l cmo \•Jeber. PAGE re1ayed tha.t the NHv Econoin.1.c. ,c;choo}_ 
(t;JES) pa1.d for his hote1 room, fli9ht., and food. Pt\GL asked the NE:S to 
remove a note on the NES website wh1.ch had referenced him being an 

{fJ) PF�GE r-:�c:alled i1irvinq a dinn<:;r at a Serbian. restau.ra.nt 
with Shlc-mo 'ii,,:b{::r, ! Andn,:·i Frickovic, ... ,---------

_________ _.! and Shlc-mo' s .. ! _____________ ! 
;1:.J) [;AGt: sent an emai .1. .from._! _____ ___.I tc ,JD Gordon and \olhal.i.d Fha,�es 

b3 
b7E 

b6 
b7C 

b6 
b7C 

about attending to a $500 charity event being held in M0scow on 07/07 b6 
/2016 \•iith I lo·-TFI) trk,t was co-hosted by I I Accc,rdinq to b7C 
PAGE, C�c .. rdon resf.-:cndecl say inq that the sarne cf1arit_y !'1ad an cvr�nt in DC 
,,i th a.bout 300 rx:opl•:,: and they would not be able tc- attend. 

(U) The .i.nt.erv.iew'i.ng a9ent:,, requested FAGE to not m.inimi7.e in.fo.nnation bv
te1.U.ng u.0; that it was .i.mmater.i.a.1 .. ,c;pec'i.f:i.cally, the .i.nt.erv.iew'i.ng a9ent.0; 

.i.rnmater.i.a1. non-pub.1.ic :information "may be materia1 to us." PAGr� agreed tc, 
provide a list of all his contacts and interactions, as well as, any items 
or docurnents he t.-tc:.s f.J.ro·vidcd i,-.Jf1en in Russic.L .. PAGE t.Jeqan to docurnent a list 
of requ,:;sts and li:::t hi.s own contacts, at which point h,,, :::tated that�I ___ _, 

------�land had not eaten breakfast. The interviewing aqents told PAGE 

b6 
b7C 
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that we could finish the interview and set-up an jnterview the fc]lowing 

week. 

(U) PAGE continued tc ask the interviewing agents questic,ns about his
rx-rcr,ption of tiE; investiqation for s•:;v,,,ral minutes 
to make a 2: 43pm train to.-1--------. NY in order to

which point he left 
a.ttendl I 

b3 

b7E 

b6 

b7C 
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(U) At or a.bout 1: G0pm on OJ/30/201 .. i, Supervisory Specictl Ag•:Jnt I
.__ __ __.!and Special Agent I ! 1.nterviewed Carter \'�. Pi .. �,-G_E_: _ c:: --,-t-t-.:-',,e

Hi.1.tc-n Manhattan East Hote1, blew Yc-.r:k, tJY. of 

interviews conducted with PAfiE. 

(U) 

(TJ) Thun1bdr i \1e 

iU) Upon meet.in-::: ssAI lin the asked 
SSi\l (',ad the thumh::lr.1.s,1e that he prov.1.ded 2t the .1.a:,:t 
inte.r:v.i_ew, ::-:sAj !stated he cl'Ld not have the thumbdr:i.ve. P!\GE:

_I ______________________ .. lex 'l ted the hc-t el to pu.r: cha.�;e a 
thumbdrive. �'.cuqh.1.y 10 rri.i.nutes 1.ater, PAGE 
_I ___ �•ri th a newly purchased thurnbdrive. PAc"";-i':_?_;e ___ t_c_1,-.)-1" -1.--;_,-s-1_a_r_,_t_o_p __ _.on a 
coffee table in t!'1e sittinq area .. 

l ___________ .. 
land .SA._! _____ _.

opened the packaged tr1urrtbdri1./e c:.ftr::r p"'ri'"c.;2 had difficulty Of-'1'2ning 

it to Sli at the conclusion of the interview. 

(U )  Adm:i.nish�ati.ve 

PAGE asked S�A_l ___ ...,labout the Coke 
room which he pur,:::ha.scd at lunch . .SSA I

I P/\C;t: 
.._ ______________________ _.. 

stated that ne might 
h2ve someth:i.nq "deeper in his b2g." Lat.er, he pu1.l ed a drink bottle 
out of his bag, and periodically drank from it curing cne 
inte.nriew. 

PAGE provided th':: follc•h'ing : -� . . in.1:orrna t ion: 

CU) Pres•:�ntation 

(O) A.s 'd.i.ttt the };rio.r .i.nter;lie'ds, P)\(�E };u11ed Ll[) a [?c•'de.rPoint 
r:•resentation o.f his n,ror:,ics for Discussion''. PF.C;E� had a s1 .i.de that 
discussed tf1e ndark cloud it related to f1i1n c-..nd the ccr.mpaiqn. He 
Sf-1ecifically identified Robb_\/ t,1ock 1 s OJ/20/2016 statement that 
indi·viduals invol'Ied in tf1e S!-1Sf.Jected Russia.n-T·rurnp Ca?nf-1aiqn collusion 

lH\"\.'Sil�aliDn O:) 03/30/2017 New fork, New York, United States (In Person) 

hk iii Dat<: dt,1lkd ,) 4 i O 4 / 2 () 1 'I 
by I.....,_ ______ ......__ _____________ _ 
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b6 

b7C 

b6 

b7C 

b7E 

b6 

b7C 

b7E 

b3 

b6 

b7C 

b7E 
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should be pro.c;ecut.ed for trea:c:,cn. FAGE then p.1.ayed a ,:ecord.i.ng o.f a 
'Joicema.il l1e recei\red frorn._

l _________ _.I 

(TJ) ·voiccn1ail 

(U) The voiccmail :::tated that U1,,, individual would like to talk to
the trea::;oncu.s FAGE and wa:c:: a9gre:c:,s.ive1.y and offen.si.ve1.y worded. 
rrhe.1:e i,:as no .speci_fic threat. to Pi�(;E� 

(U) Base d on the call and the Mook slide, PAGE alleged that the
Hillary Clinton (Clintc.,n) cc.rnpai gn is conductinq Dornestic Terrcrisrn 
against PAGE. He had a slide in cluding the Patriot Act's definition of
Dorne.st ic Terrc•r i.srn. 

(U) FAGE ment.i.cned ,._ _______________________ ..... _______ __, 
! ! PAGE: bel.i.eved that :individuals .like,._ ___ ___,an:< engaq1.nq 
1n :intimidation techniques against PAGf and the US because he uses the 
terrn nsoviets !r 

1lihen cliscussinq the currr::nt Rt1ssian c;c .. �Iernrnen t � PAGE 
said that re r·,me1nivr-rl he·y'»-� the same lecturr:; from! Ion 

1 ·. ~ <:; ,_ .• ,,._ . .::;~ <:.: _, '_ ,-',"-.,·-_·.,--r·'.~,-.-_'., r ,L I Ru.ssia. in 1994 that he "-.:•_ .... ___ ___,recently gi v•:: publicly rclat•::d to 
Russia. 

(U) PtlGE: referred to t.he same discl2.imer (Le. the 1.n.fcrmat.:i.on
provided is as of his best recollection) that he gave in the .last 
.i.nterview, which appeared to be included in his slide presentation. 

(U) Additionally, PAGE assumes that the interviewing agents knev,
everything a.bout him. In fact, PAGE said ik hop,;;d that the 
intervic 1,,rinq cJJcnt.s kne.t ,::;v,,,rythinq c,bout him.I 

(Ul PAGE stated that he did nc,thinq last yea,: that was ":iUeqal or 
close to illegal." 

(U :i FAGS believed that th•:: U.S. Hous,,, o.:.: Reprcsen tat i ve.s Permanent. 
Select. Commit.tee en Intelligence "manhandled" FB:I D'i.:t:E:ct.or Corney. 

1U) At this point 
his letter to the 
PAGE has received no response or notification regarding a need to 
test if:,'. l'.s stated in prior interviev..-s, .S:::'.CI asked PASS to preserve 
[1i.s docu.tn(�nts s 

(U) FAGE stated that the majority of the evidence 2.ga:i.nst h.i.rn is b2.sed

b3 

b7E 

b6 

b7C 

b6 

b7C 

b7E 

b6 

b7C 
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additionally POTUS Obama's Department of Justi.ce 
the med.i.a. "\•ie," accord.i.ng to PAGr:, ', nc.ludes the 

(DO,J) pu.0;hed 
in t.e r1.T i.er...,,,7 .i. n.q agents

and himself, are catchjng up new with the effects of the f al se 
evidence . PAGE believes th at the pa.st few months of the investiqation 

(U) Pt\GL referenced hi.s [Michael] McE'auJ (\•Jri .ter' �; note: Mcl•'au.l was
the .fo.nner U.S. Arnba�;sador t.o Moscow) sl.ide, and a1.leged that McFaul
live-tweeted during PAGE's NES speech. He saj d that "they" were the
primary pusher of faJse-news and influence. Additionally, PAGE
referenced the portion of the 9/11 Commissjon Report conclus.i.on, where
the report stated that the FBI and CIA did nc•t share infonnation, and
,,ork togeU1e r. PA.GE intimated that the alleqations of Russi21r1
influence on the elections arc a repeat of the USIC failures leading
to the 9/11 attacks.

had a s1. ide re.ferenci nq a Mo.rqan Stan.1.ey Foot.ball (Soccer) watch-pa.rty 
in r1.1osco\-.r on 07/06/2016 .. r-\A(�E indicated that. r�e rnet. And.re�/ Barano ... v, 
\Vhc i s  a P�osneft erCT.f-!loyee. P_�GE sa id fie has kn.own Baranc,.r fc.•r 10 

di.sc:ussed "imnat,ciria.l non-public:" informdtic-n. The two did not talk

explained they may have d.i.scu:-,,sed the Trump Camp,;;iqn, but he ccu.ld not 
recal.1 .. Earanov is c1:n:ent.ly the Head of :Invest.er F..e1ation.0

; at 
Rosneft., but, PAGE: infonned -cne agents the t.wc, disc\Jssed nothing 
re.lated to Rosneft. 

(U) P_;':\.GE referenced Director Camey' .s testimony earl v in the \veek and
obs-:,rved the Director's cowrnent r•c.':latcd to not knowinq dbout Gi:lzprom.
PAGE provided the interviewing dgents the Gazprom 2017 Investor Day
:-,, l ide present.at. ion .fo:c the Di.,:ect.or _

(U) Wh'l1.e discussinq Ga:,:prorn and Rosneft, p,;:,,GE stated that he is not.
qo.inq t.o l;e �ble to do any business .i.n R.uss.i.a anyt .i.1T1e soon,
referencing the media attacks again.st him. Additionally, PAGE claimed
since the first reports after his speech in Moscow in July, PAGE is no
long•c.':r attempting brand himself as a Su.ssia expert, and i:=: dist2uic:inq
himself from the country !Russia).

(U) 

IOT 

SA�
'-----�

lasked if
a breakfast meetj_ng, 

PAGE met with an jndividuaJ from Ga:,:promBank 
as in dicated at the 03/16/2017 interview. 

P.4GE st ated that they did meet. PAGE additionally indicated that
thouo:h he was a\vare that the Financial .4rm of GazDromBank is
r·>•)-;;�-�rdl 

�,Q 
,::JU!."-· '--�U!!.e, 1 

f'-' 
not sctn ct i,:'"::i-n-�: -: o�1 _a_n_( �1-c-a-.r-,-c-.. r .... -,c-"_r_a __ t-e--,-

i
-,-

1
-t�J-1E-, -u-, n-

i
�t.-

-:::
:-c�1 _S_t __ .:-, --�_-,:�-s-. _________ _. 
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(U) PAGE specifjed that in n1s public appearances, he only makes
statements which he knows to be factual. However, wi.th the
in terviewing agents, he provide s everything. PAGE referred to it as a
"full strip-search."

(Ul In reference to a question from S� lat the conclusion of 
the 03/16/2011 interview regarding propaganda, PAGE described haw he 
is av.la.re cf Rus::iia 'I'c,day {R( .ll ) -3nd Sputnik 1 s connect.ions t.c, th.e Russ5.an
c;l .. Y\.7ernrrtent.. How·e ... v,.er, t.h.e pror)aganda t}-tat they r•.roduce is nc,th . .inq in 
cornpar1.son to the mischaract.eri:c.at.ion of Fuss.i.a and PP•.GE .i.n the u�:; 
tv'Iedia .. 

(U) 1l-... rnt.)dss2::.dc.•r t{i.slyak

( u ) PowerPo.i.nt. presentation i ncluded a slide referencing a 
'!'rump Pres.i.dential 

that both he and PAGE met 
i..r.ith Russ ian r·ederation .¾nbassador K�tsl�/ak in c:1e,le.l.and, and t he th .-cee 
had a substantive conversation. PAGE stated that he had zero 
,..er-ol 7 o.ctior -.i' t:hi·- rn-'r,'· ,...,,th"' 'T'""·,1·· yo.c-)11""',I lmectinc_,i .._ _,, ....!....t.:..:: 1 u...... � t e �Lr ,Ju •� \ O'-:,-;•....tt .Y ...... t.:..:: c.. ...... -.....ii._. ___ __._ 

Kislyc�k at Jones Day (\\Tho t:.ad hosted 21n e·v\�nt durinq the R.eput.)lican 
�0·,ti·,--·r,•cc: r•orlV"-''1"l·',rl fRt,,,...) \. ")l"c(' DT_,r·r. ,_·,tl·'l'")•·e,·i,1 +·r·,;c-1--e,dl 

I l"t(;\ ._) !G�..!.... \..., � •-•l!. _ . ....,_ , J. -.V, 1 � ,:_�.,.._; !..l..l.,..J.l..J \.>......... .. •.".:.\.... ......__} ,.__ -....,V _. 
• • 

memory. PAGE felt that! !•,.;as a. domine,,,ring p-:,rsonality, and often 
dro ... 1,,re con.,7ers2.t.i.ons, r..h

1h.erea.�; Pi�c;E v..rou1d rather .l.ist.en� Pl\(�E: felt t.ha.t. 
jf the conversation occurred he did not actively partj_cipat.e in this 
co:nversat1.on. 

(TJ) �Jhen directl:i {_1uestioned if PAGE n1et Kislyak during the conference 
in Cle\1eland, P� ... GE initially stated tf121t h.e cc.,uld not recc::.ll ., P_A.GE 
furth,,:r stat,,,d he was "much more interested in th,:, shrimp 2,t th,ci 

(ll) Du,�i.nq the interview, I-',Z\GE ut.i.l.i.zed the schedule fer the Rt-JC, H1
Cle'Ieland, r1e had on his laptop as 2::. gu.ide. PAGE referenced t:he
schedule for his description of the interactions durinq the
conference. PAGE i ndicated that he had missed the Sundav events as he
arrived late the following day.

{U) Pl\GE then indicat.ed that he reca .. 1.le.d see1.ng! [, a.s we.1.1 
as , Ki.s].yak, w hile PAGE walked around to people handing out. his 
business card. Because PAGE: ,,.,,as attempting t.o distance himself a s  r

Russia exrJert, he stc:1�/ed ai-12._y frorr� Kisl\'ak ., 
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(U) [;AGt; d.i.q.-cessed, i cienti.fy.i.nq a Washington Post a.r:t.i.c.le fn:,m Auqust
that referenced a rneeting bet\'1een r1irn and the Prirne l-1inister of India
l-1odi ( PAGE l"1ad pre\liousl:y9 provid ed his talkin\..1-points fron1 tf1e
1w�etinu} ., Add� t -i onal: \i PJ-iGE referenced I

\ll) [;AGt; returned to ciiscussi.nq the Rt�C stat.i.nq that. there may have 
been a group of about. .four pec,p.le, of which K.i.s.lyak wa:s a member. P,"',GE 
said that he and Kislyak had no substantive conversation and he could 
not re:mernl.�er a single ,,c•rd of it. 

(fJ) Tc• [).Lo\1·ide an exarnple c,f [10w tie bc:f°ld\red 1,lith I{i.i::lya.k, F'AC;E 
de.scri�)ed ·his :rrteetinq· t.,.li.t.h (:ore)T L:er...�.12.ndo1"1sk.i. .i.n Foug}-�keepsie

1 
NY� 'J1he 

,:::arnpa"i.gr, had a. session .i.n wh"i.ch Vi'\GE could stand .i.n Li.ne a.nd wait ,._. __ , 
shake t.hen-Candjdate Trump's hand. PAGE expJaj_ned t.hat instead o.f 
waiting in 1.i.ne, he p.-ce.fe1�reci to meet Lewandc-w:sk:i on the s.i.de, £-'AGE 
sai d that b.e listened tc., Le\;-lc:;.ndcwski for about 20 rninutes 2:;.nd qa-ve 
little inr.)ut .. He likened tr12:;.t scen ario to rneetinq witf1 t'\i.slyak, PAGE 
does not want to provide his 01,.,-n input, he simply ',,2mts to listen. 
Overall at the conference PAGE learned a great deal from listening to 
K.is.lyak, though he stated his recol.1.ect.i.on was vague. PAGE: ,:ecalled
seeing Ki.sl.yak engage with other people at the event, and specif.i.calJ.y
K.islyak 'das qu.i. te enqaq.i.rig dur.i.nq the l.1uest.��c-,n and ansi•Jer portions of
the discuss.ions.

(TJ) I?PJ.C:.�E: later stated that he and Kislyak n1aji hct\Je walked toqether to 
a shuttle bus for a rnu:::eurn tour, PAGE :::tated this happens often wiK,re 
groups walk in the same direction t.c- head to an event at a confer,:;nce. 
Though he may have been w1cn Kislyak, PAGE did not think .i.t was 
:''.ignificant. 

(U) To fu.rttter sr_;ecif�/, I-\AC;E rrterit.ioned he met the qx:-c:.1i; of f<)ur r.;eople
including I{isly·ak on. tJ:1e first ·Tuesday· of the Ccnference

r 
O'"l /19/201·1,

the 11:30-12:45 panel. PAGE said that is was understood that he was an
advis•:::r to t.hen.-Ca.ndidate Trtnnp·�

(U) Pt,Gr.: is 99.9 sur.e that he had never met K.i..slyak p:.i.or. to that
Tuesda.y. I-le ,:, 7_s.,.; cou.1.d not :ceca.ll havinq a convex:sat.i.on w.i.th the

(U) Fl\.GE believed U1c,t I<:islyak was present f'oi-- the du.cat·, on of· the
Global PartrK,r::: in Dernocrac11 conf,:,n,,nce,

events or UK, conference, ,:;;,,:cept for the final ni-:::ht. 
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(U) A.cccrdinq tc-, PA.c;r.:, J�.1.rnbassado.r K.islyak ne,Ie.r apprc-,ached 1-tim ..

C cf: -· . 

Hc1,l}e ... ver} PA_c;r.: did not hra:::it to sa�-:l I-te \..:as 100·:- sure of that .. P)\(;E 
adrnitted th.at he and l'�i slyak f1ad a series of brief interactic .. ns, but 
they 'v,lere only ncn-rr�c;.tc..rial. PAGE cornmented that if tf1ere \1�

1ere a 
rrLangley c:altleff, ti1(.:: interactions \.•lc•uld ha\/e only b�::en wri tt{::n alt(:iut
po.siti vel'-_/ .. 

(U) PAGE was again directly asked by the interviewing agents if he and
Ki:slyak met privately, .1.ike he was meeting w.ith the interviewing
aqents. PAGr.: de.finiti.vely st.at.ed that he never met w.ith [':i.s.1.yak
privately. He did eventually state that Kislyak and he may have had an
individual conversation, but others were close nearby.

(U) Wednesday was the then-Senator Jeff Sessions event where

rear by the ba.ck door. PAGE ob:-:::erved the moment where �-;essi.on and 
Kislyak greeted each other. 

Aleksandr Bulatov and Victor Podobnyy 

(U l The interview shifted to PAGE:' s prior interac:tion:c: with Bulatov 
and Fodobnyy. \sihen a�;ked .i.f Pi\GE: worked together w.1.th f3ulatov or 
Podobn)'Y, Fl\fiE stated th.at he 1_.,.rould not ,7]_eh1 h . .i . .s interact i c,n:-:; a.s 
'dOTkinq together; and t"te v.1anted to �'p�ish back" on t.hat 
characterization. 

(ll) P_�GE unde rstands that Bulc.1to\r is an S\lf{_ intelligence officer. PAGE
reiterated that he only provided i:mrnaterial non-public information to
5ulatov.

(U) the that based on the r.'Bl's as sessrnent 
the Russian Intelligence Service:s (RIS), specificalJ.y the SVR, 
considered PAGE an ej_ther unwjtting or wittjng �on the record source'' 

b3 

b7C 

for th eir intelligence gathering. PAGE questioned the assessment and b6 

provided his own information statinq that he ,,anted tc, set a positive b7C 

exampl,,, tor relatiorE 1,rith the United State',: an d Rus:c:iio1. He •,1ant,:;d to 
:c:et an opposition example to the WiJ.Y the relation.ship has been 
i.nterp:ceted fo::: year�;. PAGE: d.i.d not be.1. ieve the re.1.a.ti.onship to De a.
back---channel. Ui.timatei.y, PAGE agreed that "I'rn sure I'rn on the

(TJ) Further, SSA ... ! ____ lintroduced that it wa s net:. coincidentc:11 that 
Podobn\lY later nv:=t 
replaced Bulatov in 

with PAGE, because the FBI knew that Podobnyy 
his Job role. :3.SA .. I __ ___.I reter,:;nceci the complaint,
f)Ublic, PAGE':c: introci\.J.c:tion as himself 
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as Male- __ co a Russian Official at the United Nations General Assemb]y 
(UNGA). PAG� stated that despite what he sa1a in the ]ast interview, 
n 1 don't reca]l exactly n but whatever ne ha d toJ.d the Southern 
District of New York (SONY) in the previous interviews is the truth. 

{U) PAGE compared his r:ev•::lation of "unmasking" himself a. s  Male-1 to 
the Chrjstopher Steele dossier with source A, B, C, etc. He further 
explained that because of the context jn the complaint, everyone in 
Russia knew ne was the Gazpr om guy. Therefore, everyone in Russia knew 
he was Male-1. PAGE pu].led the c omplaint up on his laptop and scroJ.led 
to the portion mentioning Ma1.e-l. ['AG;,; said that the UNGA inciden t 010 

in t•::rv ie·-rts 
PAGE said 
wiu·d 

clear ly trving to help in his 

(U) S.:-rn ... ! ___ ... �xp.lained to P,AGE that the FIS have been tracking PAGE
likely since he Jived in Russia when he worked for Gazprom, and they
continued to de'Jel or; a source-handler relationship ;,,i1.i.th PAC;E frorn 2008-
2013. PAGE clc::.iined that he only had periodic n1r�etings and the:i v1e.r:e
always in public. SSA! !explained that is exactly how the source-
i---, r1dl0,· >·pl;c: :· .; on,·111.· ·� 'o,c.r·,1.· fl" �,.:,:, I '"'"'"' 7 ·c,; r.,c,d i·h ·,j-· h,c,,,,_,_ •. o' 0.'1 i.·_.fl". !.!.(.'.\!. ..__;. .!... .!... ,,_,. '-' '- ...,__ .... :> t:,-' -· � 0 • 1--•IJ! � ... -----■ ,,_,..,.

L
J...!...C�...!...• ... ,,_,. ..._ .•• ,:;_ -· ..... _,,.,_,, ....: 

discussion n,,f,,,renc:-::d in the cc-mpla.int an d the Russian Int,,,l lig,cince 
Services tactics, Pl�8 was on their books and PAG8 stated, 
"unde.-cstood. '' 

(ll) The inte:C\iiCi,-.J returned to tt-1e discussion c .. f PAGE Sf-1ea.kinq to the
Russi2:1n Federation Governrnent Officia l and :cc--=Iealinq that PAGE i,-.Jas
Male-1. PAGE stated that he did not tt1ink the conversation was that
:::pecific: and he was already unmasked because everyone in Rus:::ia knew
he was Male-1.

a member of the Trump roreiqn Policy Team. Since he was previous.1.y on 
the books in srnne form of source-h andler relationship, the RIS would 
hai..,re 2:1tternpted to t ake c:t(Jv antaqe of the relationstiip o PAGE clarified 
that. he did not meet. either Bulatov or Podobnyy on his trips to Russia 
or after they each le rt th•::: U. s. 

(U) �:;s,z:,� ____ _.I .i.ndicated to i,0AGr: that. some of his opportuni t. ies .1.n 
Russ ia rrtay- ha;le l;een de\Ieloped t-,ecause of his i;rio.-c:- relat.i.onshir_; \.-:.i.tr'� 
tl1e RIS b PAGE rci terc1tcd tr12:1t i-1e r1as nc.• current deE:.ls in Russia� The 
meetings with Tatneft was in early stages, though he has known the 
people for yeE:.rs .. PAGE said that r1is mcetinqs ,,...ritr1 Tc:Ltneft 1llere �t 

pitch to act. ci.::: ic"\ c:onsulta.nt £or less that. $1 Millian totci.l. 
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(U) I-',AGE described h.i.s contacts at the Nt':S .i.n more detail. Andrej
I<:ricko\1ic is c::. lonqtirne collec.1r�ue .. _A.s stated in pre"'Jious inter·?ie;.-1s 
Krickovic is a US citizen, and as newly indicated,! 

----------,...-------! 

I\.ric:ko\ric t.auqf1t at the Higher Sci1-:::iol of Ecc-nornics ( HSE) in 2013 .I 

IKrickovic co-authored 
._ _____ _. articles wit� I wn1ch ._ ______ _. 

t1ltirnat.e.1_y- led tc PllJ��E r s int.rc,duction tc Sh.l.omc ·�Jeber 1 as indicated .:.n 
prior interviews. 

(U) p_n.GE referenced "' slide defining the word unw itting, which he:
!=:lated Jneans: 1dithot1t tf·1e full facts .. Pl-lGE belie·v•:�s th.at based on the 
media bias in the west, people are prejudiced against Russia because 
of lack of the full fact:c:;. Pt,GL referenced._

l ____________ ....,I 

to 
SVR uses as categories 

define tile va L,.ous t. ype:s o.f contacts tllat the 
ir--•· .. i1· 1,o· t-rL1- -'- =,' ,....,-�--... s·�·"I-·- 1 \.� .t ·-A.I...- .. , .-: � _._ �':.o l� --� "I! __ (., � l \.�ct\.�·-� .. L ,._;_i--'I • ._ ___ _. 

cxr.Jlaincd th.at the "ifc:.ryinq levels of cc.•ntacts reference rnc:.ny thin.gs 
including if the source is witting or unwitting. PAGE fixated on 
trusted contact, stating he not a trusted con tact because of Bu latov 
and Podobnyy, but h,:; is a trusted contact because he ,,.;arked his "balL,: 
off." PAGE .further exp.1.ained that he wa.s never promi:::ed or gn:en 
anything by the RIS. 

(U) Whu1 di.scus:::irnJ FAGE'.s part in the Ci.:"lmpc,ign 1.n March 2016, PAGE

,:::ommented that the allegations of Rus:::ian collusion hurt.s the Trump 
Presidential t,dministration rnuch more than i.t hurts him. t,nd though, 
relations wi.th Russia are at thei.r worst. since likely the Cold War, 

(TJ) PJ>.c.;2 then asked the intcrviewinq agent:.s about the Buzz.feed report, 
likel_:/ the 11 dc-ssier 11 report. PAGS reiterated that it is f'2:1lse Ci./ldence 
and iK, dir-:;c:ted the interviewinq ag,,,nts to his slid,,, comparinq th•:; 
results of the Wikil,,,aks hack::: and the release of the dossier. PAGE 
aqreed that the hacking cf the Democratic National Committee (DNC/ by 
the P.u.c;s_1.an E'ede.r:ation •.-.;as ba.d. 

(U) The .i.nter;liet•J ret.u.rn.ed t.o {-\A.c;r.; 's Decernbe?� trip tc-, Iv'i:cscot•.r .. (rhere 
P_A.GE rnet ;,vith Baran.0\1 ar-jain, ti-1is tirne at a Deu tsche Bank cc .. nfe rence ..
PAGE .said tf12::.t Bara.n.0\1 referenced l1ein.q in rneetinqs \1/ith Iqcr Sect:i.in,
who Baranov described as a hard working guy.
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(U) SSA I !ask ed a speci. fie quest 'ton reqard.ing Pt\Gt:' s Sept.ember
J.etter to ETH D.1.rec tor Com. ey. In the J.etter, PAGE wrote he has not 1,1et
th.is year with an y sanctioned officials. SSA�l 

___
_ lasked if there were

any- disc:.1ssions cf Secr'�in 1 President o.f Rosne.ft 1 \V.i.tl-'� 8aranc·,\I in ;.ru1y .. 
PAGE said t hat the two discussed Sechin in an i%naterial way. PAGE 
indicc,t:ed agc,ln that he knov,s the alleqat:ions in the media aqainst him 
regarding Sechin and he denied them. However, PAGE understood he did 
not know the full picture of events, and the media did not as well. 
PAGE: h2d no p2,:t. icul2r ,:eason to d.i.s2gree with the D."i.,:ector of 
l,lat.i.ona.1. Inte1.1 i.gence (DN:I) report regarding hack.i.nq of the elect.i.ons, 
despite that he coul.d n ot verjfy the facts himself. PAfiE agreed with 
the inte,:viewinq agent.s that the Fuss.i.an Federation attempt.ed to 
influence the election. 

{fJ) The inter·view proqress•:�d to PACrE � ;.:; July tr ifJ to l1osc:-:::i\."' a.nd ti1•:� 
Russian influence. PAGE stated that he had zero influence in the 
change of t he Republican Nat."i.ona.l Comm:i.t.tee platform, i.e. dropping 
J.etha1 support. .for the Ukra. 1.n.1.an rebeJ.:::. FAGE believed th2t :i.t. was a
ccmrnon sense ch ange� _;_n an email pre-\.1.i.cusl�/ stlf)l;l.ied tc the fBI t.;y
PAG�, i.t appeared t hatl lnotifjed PAG� of the changes to the 

Pl--t·t'orr:-- hru·o.u-�r� ri----,.
l
n-,--o.-"-t--·.,..!-,�.Jyl"r' -1--l-,-,t: +-l-,-o. ----rr·,,.-,,,-, g•n ,:jr.,f'o. -,t·r-,,:j �·r..-< 

ct ...... _J�!, __ '....J....,e .... t ,_ _
!._ .. t.:..::!.! ...!....\...·!. "-·� •�!.!.LI L!!t.:..:: L..ct! •;_--'a ....... � ... '- -� ea �.._ .1- .__ \...! 

line cnnen.drrrents b PAGE stated that the ca.int-�c:.iqn.s foreiqn polic�l Learn 
operated like cells. SSAPl 

___
_ las ked that the use of the phrase nred

lin•c: 2,rnendment:::" makes it appear th2,t th,cin,, wer,ci prior disc�:.:::sions c-£ 
the ch2nge. PtlGE: said that t.he ema.i.1 was t.he .fir�;t t.1.me he heard of 
the d"i.scussion :it al1. In ret.,:ospec:t., PAGE: rea.li::c.ed that in early 2C:1.6 
then--C2ndidate '_l'rurr,p was hara:::sed by the rr:ed:i.a for not havir,g a 
.foreiqn po licy team. PAGE admi. tted t.hat the tearn he was on was thrown 
together and they were not the heavy hjtt ers. 

(U) PAGE saw no indication that there vk\S collusion in the campai•:;rn
v1iti1 the B.u.ssian F��d-:::ratic,n. PAGE t1card n-:::. di:.::cu.ssion of an n,oct.ol1-:::r
:::urprise. '' There were no d.i.scu:::sion .c: of the h':i.kileaks rele2se.s. Pi'\GE
also mentioned that t.he Keit.h I<ellogq party on 08/C,8/2016, was the
.first. t.i.rne that he rn.et. most n1emi;ers o.f the ca1nr,ai9n.

(U) P_;".\.GE attempts to create sc•me balc,ncr� in media reporting of the
opinion of Russia. He holds to his opinions, similar to his associate
St.e·v-:� c:of-1en. PAc;s denies rnecting Di,ryekin, he recalled a.skinq ev-:�ryone
he kne,,· about Divyekin t o  id,,,ntify him. TiK, only fiqure he met on the
au 11, speech trip, wa.:: Dvorkc-,.7."i.ch, .l i ke.1.y i'\rkad y Dvorkovich. Later ."i.n
Dece::ni)er, ::it. t}-te dinne1� vJith s}-J_orr:.o \il!e.be.1� c.t '1··Jh.i ch J),,.10:rko,1.i.ch. cq.;pea. rs,
there was same discussi.on of working together in the future. There was
no prom1.se of money.
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(U) CL1r,:ent st.anding w.i.th Adn-1.i.nistrat.ion

(U) P_i\GE cc•rriJnr:cnted that wh en people say he has been hanr-:Jin g on the
Trum�: Carnpaign, he is instead being .hanqcd on c::�ccount of su.f-1port
for th•:: Trump Campaiqn. PAGE insi:.::ts that he continually corrects
the media. on their portrayal as him as an Adviser to then-Candidate
Trump. PtlGE: a.sk�; that peop.1.e refer to him a.s a former member of the
rl�rt.lrr(p foreign po.1.icy- te2.rn ..

(U) PAGE showed t.he interviewing agents a letter he received from
Don McGann c•n 12/22/2016. TlY:c letter summarized tho.t P_;".\.GE was ne vr:cr
an F ... d1..:iser for the President and directed PA_GE to discontinue

thanking him for the opportunity 
in the media and the fake news. 

corr�ct the misrepresentation 

(U) PAGE has had some contact wit.h Steve Bannan, a senior adviser
to President Tn.irnp. They have exchanqed texts a.nd had a phone
conversatic.•n. One occasion 1,-Jas when PAGE \I/as supposed to r.)e on t1ieet
the Press the sarne day 2:�s \lice President t1iict1ael Pence .. Bannon

agreed, and understood the conflict. PAGE tried to contact and 
wanted to meet Bannon. PAGE showed the interviewing agents_ 
document. with t.he text me:::sages t.o Bannon, it .included one tezt. 
identi.fyi.nq PAGr.:'s "stra.t. plan". 

{ U } PAGE has n·te t 
times since PAGE 

a Trump admini.stro.tion memL�er,I 
left the Campaign. 

--------

(U) Sergey Yatsenko

(U) 

;1:.J) [;AGt: met Yatsenko when -cne t•.vo Ltew ta Me,:ril-Lynch' s ?005 June
Cal:lfe,�ence .i.n Dalla [;oint, CA. The t\..'O were on an Aj_,� E'rance f.liqht
together to Los .A_nqeles _4irport � PAC�E described ·latsenkc 2:�s r1a-1ing
done well, serni-reti red, and the Senic.•r .A_d\1iser to Glc.•t..)al Ener g\'
Capital LLC. lie has helped with their Kazakhstan deals. Yatsenko was
Andrey E<rugalov 's F ir:::t Deputy Head of Finc,nce . PAGE :.::howed the
interviewing agents Ya.tsenko's curricultun vitae, which included
Gazprom from 2002�2010, Sberbank, and Global Snergy Capi.tal. Yatsenko
has not. been i.nterest.ed in t.he campai.gn or di:::cu�;si.ng it with P/1.GE:_
Yatsenko d.i.d not know Bulatov or Padobnyy.
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invitation .letter and asked specif.i_c2.1.1.y .for an appro,.,a.l from the 
Agents to do the speech. PAGE stated that the YI�E offered to pay for 
his tr.i.p, "!:--;ut PAGi': knew that. I 

I The interviewing agents stated that they 
..._ ______________ _, 

could not provide an answer. 

!U) FAGE beL, eves th2.t the worsening ,:ela.t't c-n�, between Russ.i.a and the
u.c; are becau.:;e of the Li.es doi.,:ect.ed a.t him. PAGE hope�, the nH can
1:edirect the',.-c .i.nvest.iqat.ion away .f,�om the Fussians, but i.nstead to
the Dornest.ic terrorist. th1�eat. against hirn by the C1.i.nton Campaign.
PAGE con1pared hirnself tc., Cl"1ristot-!h.er Steele clairuinq to not 1lia.nt to
tra,/el because Steele fears fc .. r his safety .. PF ... G2 then asked 1"101,-.J rnuch
Steele was paid for his reports.

(U) 1n mid October, PAGE was crossing a street in NYC and his phone
fell out of his pocket. When PJu;r:; returned later tc- find it, he .found
that .i.t was smashed, 1.ikely by cars drivinq c,ve r .it. He 1-ost all of
his -�JhatsApp communication frc,m be.fore then, because the phc,ne •.vas nc,t
bo.cked up.

(U) Pl\GS said no President in h.ist.<:iry i-1as sr:1ent as rr1L�ch t.irne in Ru:::sia
a.s Dona.ld ,; . Trump.

;1:.J) [;AGt: opined that Sputnik is more accurate than FadioF,�eet:urope.

(U) On the December trip PAGE ho.d lunch 1t1ith Baranov, metl
,__ _______ �I and met Dvorkovich a.t the dinner on 12/09/ _ ... '.)_Q_l_r.._;__...
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FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

Date or entry 08/03/2017 

On July 28, 2017, Special Agent (SA)_! __________ SAi ______ __. 
____ _.! and SA..._ _________ __,

met with GEORGE D. PAPADOPOULOS
(PAPADOPOULOS) subsequent to his release from the US MARSHALL SERVICE at 

the UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURTHOUSE, 401 Courthouse Square, Alexandria, 
Virginia 22314. 

PAPADOPOULOS was allowed to use SA! I FBI-issued Samsung 
to place a phone call to his attorney, .__ 

_______ 
___,!in Chicago. That

phone call lasted several minutes and PAPADOPOULOS 
the Agents location during the call. 

removed himself from 

The Agents returned multiple belongings to PAPADOPOULOS which were 
seized from him at the time of his arrest on the previous day. 
PAPADOPOULOS signed two Receipt for Property Forms [FD-597] for the return 
of his belongings. A copy of the forms executed by PAPADOPOULOS are 
enclosed for the file as a digital lA attachment to this FD-302. The 
original forms are being maintained for the file as a physical lA item. 
PAPADOPOULOS was advised that the remainder of his belongings, including 
his cell phone and his two passports, would remaining in the FBI's 
possession for the time being. 

During the course of standard booking and processing procedures on the 
previous day, PAPADOPOULOS relayed to the Agents that he had lost his 
wallet and his driver's license a while ago and never obtained a new form 
of State identification. Given that PAPADOPOULOS had no form of official 
identification, the Agents offered to assist PAPADOPOULOS with travel 
arrangements for his return to Chicago, Illinois. The Agents 
advised PAPADOPOULOS that he was no longer in custody and that he was free 
to make his own arrangements if he wanted. 

PAPADOPOULOS stated that his intention was to return to Chicago via 
airline. The Agents then offered to meet PAPADOPOULOS at the airport, or 
provide transportation for him. PAPADOPOULOS requested to be driven by the 
Agents to the airport. PAPADOPOULOS was then driven directly from the 
UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURTHOUSE in Alexandria to WASHINGTON NATIONAL 
AIRPORT [DCA] in Arlington, Virginia. 

07/28/2017 
Washington, District Of Columbia, United States (In 

at Person) 

Date drafted 0 7 / 31/201 7 
....=======::::::=================== 
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Upon arrival at airport, the Agents assisted PAPADOPOULOS with his 
purchase of a United Airlines ticket from Washington, DC to Chicago, 
Illinois. That purchase was made online, through the use of SA!._ ___ _.
FBI-issued Samsung device. PAPADOPOULOS then requested that the Agents 
contact I Ito meet him upon his arrival in Chicago. SA I !then
placed a phone call to SA! lin Chicago who contacted and 
relayed PAPADOPOULOS' flight information to! I 

The Agents then afforded PAPADOPOULOS with temporary access to his US 
Passport in order to facilitate his entry through airport security. Agents 
then met with PAPADOPOULOS in the secure area of the terminal and 
recovered his US Passport. Agents then provided PAPADOPOULOS with his 
attorney's telephone number and a granola bar for his travel back to 
Chicago. Additionally, PAPADOPOULOS was provided with SA! !business 
card in the event he was questioned by airport security or additional 
authorities without any form of State identification. 
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FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

Date or entry 11/01/2017 

On October 30, 2017 the FBI received a copy of an email communication 
sent from SERGIO MILLIAN to GEORGE D. PAPADOPOULOS. The email was provided 
to the Special Counsel's Office though PAPADOPOULOS's attorney,! 

I
._ ___ ___.I In the email, MILLIAN stated the following: 

Hel.1.o George, 

I'm not sure if you have any access to this email. but I wanted to 

write to you to say that I read sad news today about your current 

ordeal.. I watched docwnentaries about McCarthy committee and about 

peopl.e who 1.ost their jobs, careers and reputations and even jail.ed 

over Senator's investigations. You did not even go to Russia and they 

brought you into this terribl.e trial.. I'm so sorry to hear about this. 

It's simpl.y unbel.ievabl.e what is happening nowadays. 

Many innocent peopl.e were persecuted and, the good news, 1.ater 

rehabil.itated after the pol.itical.1.y motivated wave of persecutions 

vanished. I'm sure the American peopl.e and history wil.1. correct the 

unfair treatment you received. 

Peopl.e who know you know who you real.1.y are: a good, innocent, decent 

American who wanted nothing but the best for the USA. 

Best regards, 

Sergei 

A copy of the aforementioned email is enclosed for the file as a 
digital lA attachment to this FD-302. 

lmcstig,ition 
011 

10/ 30/ 201 7 at Washington, District Of Columbia, United States (Email)

File Ii I Date drafte d  11 / 01/201 7 
.,...!:-------..----------.__ ____________ _ 

by ._I _______________________________ _ 
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